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PLASTICS & RUBBER INDONESIA 2023

Plastics & Rubber Indonesia is now the only dedicated plastics and rubber event in Indonesia with the sole focus of serving 
the needs of those industries.

Plastics & Rubber Indonesia 2023 is scheduled for 15 – 18 November 2023 at the Jakarta International Expo Kemayoran, 
Indonesia. The event will feature a physical exhibition with various activities and networking opportunities.

In our new digital series, we intend to unlock your digital potential and build your product’s digital DNA, ahead of your 
competitors by getting connected to worldwide networks with our new selection of digital products. Our 360-degree 
online marketing solutions offer exhibitors maximum exposure for their products and services, making sure your target 
audience’s eyeballs stay on your products and services even before the show.

The show will be co-located with other established events: Plaspak Indonesia, Mould & Die Indonesia, and Plastic Recycling 
Indonesia.

We’ve been preparing several onsite activities for you so we can provide the best experience at our exhibition - all under 
one roof! Take a look at our list*:
•  Hosted Buyers Program     •  Seminar Series
•  Live Demo Product       •  Students Collaboration
•  Circular Economy Zone in Collaboration with Indonesian  •  Waste-to-Art Gallery
    Plastics Recyclers (IPR)      •  Sustainability Zone
•  Packaging Association Gathering    •  and more..
     *update as of 5 October 2023, subject to change without prior notice

EVENT INFORMATION

Edition  : The 34th International Plastics and Rubber Machinery, Processing and Materials Exhibition
Date  : 15 - 18 November 2023
Opening hours  : 15 - 17 Nov (Wednesday – Friday)  : 10.00 – 18.00 WIB 
     18 November (Saturday)   : 10.00 – 17.00 WIB
Venue  : Jakarta International Expo, Kemayoran - Indonesia
    Hall A1, A2, A3, D1 & D2

READY TO JOIN US?

Why (pre) register online to visit the 34th edition?
Become part of Indonesia’s Plastics & Rubber community and get connected to the decision-
makers, sales, purchasers, engineers, potential agent/vendors – the key trade buyers in the 
plastics & rubber industry.
Brainstorm with the key players in the industry – nothing beats the feeling of meeting your 
guru/clients onsite!
As part of our sustainability program we no longer provide the onsite old-school printing 
registration form.

Scan the barcode here or register here: https://qrco.de/PRI2023-PREREG
Plastics & Rubber Indonesia is strictly open to trade professionals and business visitors only

GENERAL INFORMATION

Scan here to register
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HOW TO VISIT THE SHOW

WE PROVIDE VARIOUS WAYS TO HELP YOU REGISTER TO OUR SHOW!

SUSTAINABILITY AT PLASTICS & RUBBER INDONESIA

Better Stands and sustainable options
At Plastics and Rubber Indonesia we are committed to delivering a sustainable event for both 
exhibitors and attendees. Disposable, single-use stands account for around 80% of the total 
waste from our event, which is why we are launching the Better Stands Programme.

Better Stands is about moving away from the use of disposable stands to not only vastly reduce 
waste, but also improve the ease, quality, safety and sustainability of the exhibitor experience 
at our events. We believe that sustainable, reusable stand options offer a better way forward 
for the events industry. As an exhibitor you can work with your Exhibitor Appointed Contractor to 
design a stand that fits this criteria. If you’re unsure of where to start? Consult our Better Stands 
procurement guide for help when choosing a reusable stand.

INFORMA ALLSECURE

Your safety is our utmost concern! We have safety standards at our events and we are committed 
to bringing the best services to the industry. Whether they are our exhibitors, visitors, speakers, 
sponsors, media, all customers can come to our events to connect, learn, know more, and as well 
as do more business – effectively, safely, and with confidence.

GENERAL INFORMATION

BELOW

18
YEARS OLD

Admission to trade and
business visitors only

Visitors in shorts, bermudas, singlets, slippers or 
sports sandals will not be allowed entry

No children under 18 years 
will be admitted

If you are our gold visitor, you 
may collect your visitor badge 
upon presenting your visitor pre-
registration code to our team at the 
GOLD REGISTRATION booth.

Please go to the ONSITE REGISTRATION 
booth to do the self-registration by 
using the laptop we provide at the venue.

If you have any problems during the 
online registration, please go to the 
HELP DESK booth, so we can help you 
to check your data.
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OFFICIAL HOTELS

• Quote The Plastics & Rubber Indonesia 2023 for special rates.
• To book our official hotels please scan the QR Code or click here:

https://www.plasticsandrubberindonesia.com/travel/hotelpartners/

The exhibition venue is situated:

30 minutes   25 minutes     5 minutes       38 minutes     23 minutes
Soekarno-Hatta     Gambir Station              Holiday Inn Express       Grand Indonesia/          Mall Kelapa Gading
International Airport JIExpo Kemayoran          Plaza Indonesia 

by walk

GENERAL INFORMATION

Vertu Harmoni
Jl. Hayam Wuruk No.6, Jakarta 10120
T: +6221-22036000
E: reservation-harrisvertu-harmoni@tauzia.com

Best Western Plus Kemayoran
Jl. Benyamin Suaeb No.5, Jakarta 10630
T: +6221-65853888
E: reservation@bwpluskemayoran.com

Holdiay Inn Jakarta Kemayoran
Jl. Griya Utama B No.1, Jakarta 14350
T: +6221-29568800
E: info.jktky@ihg.com

Aston Kemayoran Hotel
Jl. HBR Motik No.4, Jakarta 10610
T: +6221-39712828
E: kemayoraninfo@astonhotelsinternational.com

Holiday Inn Express Jakarta
Jl. Arena Pekan Raya Pintu 6 Kemayoran, 
Jakarta 10620 Indonesia
T: +6221-28096000
E: info.jktky@ihg.com

Swiss-Belinn Kemayoran
Jl. Benyamin Suaeb Blok D6, Complex 
Springhill Jakarta
T: +6221-29070707
E: resvsike@swiss-belhotel.com
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PROGRAM & ONSITE ACTIVITIES

HOSTED BUYERS

Take advantage of our Hosted Buyers program to schedule meetings with 
your chosen exhibitors at the show. This matchmaking service is expected to 
enhance your on-site experience and get the most out of your visit to Plastics 
& Rubber Indonesia. 

LIVE PRODUCT DEMOS

See the latest technology and products from our key players in four days 
exhibition.

CIRCULAR ECONOMY ZONE

ASSOCIATION MEMBER GATHERING 

SEMINAR SERIES BY EXHIBITORS & PARTNERS

CIRCULAR ECONOMY TOUR

WASTE TO ART GALLERY

And more..

*All photographs and text included herein are the property of PT Pamerindo Indonesia and photos are for reference only



SEMINAR SCHEDULE
DA

Y 
1 -

 15
 N

OV
EM

BE
R 

20
23

TIME MAIN TITLE HOST/ASSOCIATION/COMPANY SPEAKERAREA

MAIN STAGE

PRESENTATION TITLE

09.00 - 11.00
OPENING CEREMONY 

PRESS CONFERENCE &
CIRCULAR ECONOMY TOUR

PT Pamerindo Indonesia
Indonesian Plastics Recyclers

Indonesian Packaging Federation

MAIN STAGE11.00 - 12.20 MoU PAN ERA - Milliken PAN ERA

ROOM 10413.30 - 16.00 IPF MEMBER GATHERING Member Gathering IPF

MAIN STAGE13.00 - 14.30
ENHANCING QUALITY:

Control & Automation in Plastic 
Injection Molding

PT NIRWANA PERSADA CIPTA

Jimmy Teo
Managing Director Sepro 

Group Southeast Asia

Mr. Co BH
CTO - Motan Group 

Southeast Asia

"SEPRO - Let's Mould The Future"

“Swift by Motan - Technology Fit 
for Future”

MAIN STAGE15.00 - 16.30
Victory Blessing Seminars

kategori packaging/flexible 
packaging

Roberto Campora
Sales Manager - Global 

Chemindo Megatrading (GCM)

Matteo Trombetti
Global Chemindo 

Megatrading (GCM)

"Barrier OX"

Reynard Tanuprayogi
Manager - Sumitomo Heavy 

Industries Modern

"Smart Flipper new automatic 
thickness correcting T-die for 
extrusion coating line and cast 

film/sheet production line"

DA
Y 

2 
- 1

6 
NO

VE
M

BE
R 

20
23

TIME MAIN TITLE HOST/ASSOCIATION/COMPANY SPEAKERAREA

ROOM 104

PRESENTATION TITLE

10.00 - 13.00
Brand Protection - Embracing a 
Circular Future with Packaging

Indonesian Packaging Federation
(IPF)

Henky Wibawa 
Executive Director 

Pura Group

"Brand protection solution ensures that 
products are safe from counterfeiting 

across the supply chain"

Pratheep 
ePS Packaging

"eProductivity Software, 
Trailblazers in Sustainability 

Packaging"

MAIN STAGE10.30 - 12.00

Collaboration Between the 
Industrial World and Universities 

in Accelerating the Petrochemical 
Industry

Muhammadiyah Jakarta
University

POLYTAMA PROPINDO 

Ummul Habibah Hasyim,ST.,M.Eng
Head of the Chemical Engineering Undergraduate 

Study Program, Faculty of Engineering
Muhammadiyah Jakarta University

"University contribution 
to accelerate 

petrochemical industry"

Burhanuddin
Project Director PT 
Polytama Propindo

"Polytama's Contribution to 
Accelerating Petrochemical 

Industry"

Riana Husen 
DIC Graphic

ROOM 102-6410.00 - 13.00 IMDIA Sertifikasi CAD Drawing Indonesia Mold & Dies Industry 
Association (IMDIA)

"Designing packaging with 
embracing sustainable materials"

IMDIA

MAIN STAGE13.00 - 14.30
Innovations in Medical Plastics: 

Expanding Beyond Prosthetics and 
Custom Implants

BP Jamsostek

Orthocare

Luki Agustin 
(Moderator)

BP Jamsostek
Rachmat Ferdian 

Area Sales Manager (Indonesia) - Roechling 
Industrial (Singapore) Pte Ltd

Fidyanto AW, Ortho. Tech Cat II ISPO, 
SE, M.buss, C.HAL

Business Development Director Orthocare 
Indonesia

"The application of Medical 
Plastic and Gel Silicone on 

Prosthetic Orthotic 
Technologiest Supporting 

Return to Work Bpjamsostek 
Program"

"High Performance 
Thermoplastic Innovation on 
Orthopaedic and Prosthesis 

Application"

* tentative schedules and topics, for further information please visit www.plasticsandrubberindonesia.com



SEMINAR SCHEDULE
DA

Y 
3 

- 1
7 

NO
VE

M
BE

R 
20

23

TIME MAIN TITLE HOST/ASSOCIATION/COMPANY SPEAKERAREA PRESENTATION TITLE

MAIN STAGE13:00 - 14:30
Charting a Course for 

Biodegradable Additives:
Challenges and Future Prospects

Badan Riset dan Inovasi Nasional 
(BRIN)

Dr. Frita Yuliati
(Moderator)

Pusat Riset Teknologi
Polimer- BRIN

Joddy Arya Laksmono
Kepala Pusat Riset Teknologi

Polimer- BRIN

Prof. Dr. M. Chalid, 
M. Eng. Sc.

Global Chemindo 
Megatrading (GCM)

"Introduction to Bioplastics in 
General and Product Packaging 

Uses"

"Plastic Packaging in The Future"

DA
Y 

4 
- 1

8 
NO

VE
M

BE
R 

20
23

TIME MAIN TITLE HOST/ASSOCIATION/COMPANY SPEAKERAREA PRESENTATION TITLE

MAIN STAGE13:00 - 14:30
Manufacturing with Purpose: 

Bridging Art, Sustainability, and 
Innovation

IPF
GUDRND

KASAKATA KIMIA
UNIVERSITAS PARAMADINA

Ariana Susanti
Business Development 
Director of Indonesia 

Packaging Federation (IPF)

Untung Sugiarto
CO-Founder - GudRnD

Ully Christianti
Sales Account MGR
PT Kasakata Kimia

"Packaging Design Innovation 
around the World and 

Sustainability Awards"

"Masterbatch Product Innovation 
Towards Sustainability"

Hendriana 
Werdhaningsih, PhD.

Lecturer in Product Design, 
Craft, and Fashion

Universitas Paramadina

"Design Education for Innovation 
and Sustainability"

"How Art be able to be educative 
media to promote sustainability"

MAIN STAGE15:00 - 16:30 Sustainability Development in 
Plastic Industry

PRM - TAIWAN

Ivan Pan
Regional Sales Manager

Harvard Lim
sales executive from EVER 

POLYMER CO., LTD.

"Exploring Recyclable Solutions 
and Sustainable Practices in the 
Plastic and Rubber Industries for 

Eco-Friendly Impact"

"Riding the Global Green Wave: 
Plastic Industry Showcasing the 

Value of Sustainable Development 
Goals"

* tentative schedules and topics, for further information please visit www.plasticsandrubberindonesia.com



Sustainable Events:Part of: Incollaboration with:

Share your sustainability activities with the 
specific attendees/media by joining our 
Circular Economy Zone. Successfully held 
the first time in 2022, this year the Circular 
Economy Zone returns in a bigger space and 
with more detailed, state-of-the-art 
industry-targeted content. Join us, take 
Indonesia’s sustainable circular economy to 
the next level and be part of the strategic 
issue interpreter!

EXHIBITOR price:

NON EXHIBITOR price:

*limited space available, first come first served
**subject to 11% government tax

IDR 15,000,000/Booth*

IDR 25,000,000/Booth*

For illustration only

The first Circular Economy Zone images from Plastics & Rubber Indonesia 2022

Meet this year participants
9 companies participated in this newly created, 
dedicated area showcasing the lastest development of 
sustainable products in the plastics' sector.

CIRCULAR ECONOMY ZONE TALK
Features 4-days thought leadership sharing session, where 
visitors can tap in and will gain many insights & knowledge 
from industry experts.



CIRCULAR ECONOMY ZONE TALK

HALL D2DAY 1 - 15 NOVEMBER 2023 CIRCULAR ECONOMY ZONE AREA

TIME TITLE & MODERATOR COMPANY SPEAKER PROPOSED TITLE

13.00
-

14.30

Circular Economy 
Landscape in Indonesia

Moderator:
Reymund Levy

CEO PT Multidaya Prima
Selaras Plastic

Polytama Propindo Fajar Budiyono
Petrochemical Industry as the Starting 

Point of Circular Economy

Tokoplas Lukito Hadisaputra
Accelerating the Transition Towards 

Circular Economy through Technology

Ahmad Nuzuluddin
Challenges in Driving Circular

Economy in Indonesia
Indonesian Plastics Recyclers

HALL D2DAY 2 - 16 NOVEMBER 2023 CIRCULAR ECONOMY ZONE AREA

TIME TITLE & MODERATOR COMPANY SPEAKER PROPOSED TITLE

10.30
-

12.00

Overcoming the Challenges 
in the Transition towards 
Circular Economy - How 
Each Links in the Value 
Chain can Play a Part

Moderator:
Antonio Hazman

Technical Committee Member 
IPR

Erema Emir Melkić Giving Value to Plastics Waste through 
Our Innovative Solutions

Ampacet SokeMeng Chan Food Security and Packaging 
Design for Circularity

Faisal Yusuf Plastic Credit Exchange
Plastic Credit as a Means to

Assist the Implementation of
Indonesia's EPR Law

14.00
-

15.30

Driving Circularity through 
Real Sustainable Actions

Moderator:
Endra Marsudi

CEO & Founder Bantu Bumi

Suwandi BudinataPan Era Group
Collaborative Efforts to Close the Loop 

on Plastic Waste: Success Cases

Roger Bitterlin Closing Material Cycles TogetherEngel Singapore

Yunn Tuck ChooREBOUND Plastic
Global Trans Border Circularity -

Let's Act Beyond Border

HALL D2DAY 3 - 17 NOVEMBER 2023 CIRCULAR ECONOMY ZONE AREA

TIME TITLE & MODERATOR COMPANY SPEAKER PROPOSED TITLE

10.30
-

11.30

Challenges for
Circularity

Moderator:
Antonio Hazman

Technical Committee Member 
IPR

Kasakata Kimia Diana Anggraini
Minimizing Environmental Impact Using 
Additive Masterbatch as a Sustainable 
Solution to Support Circular Economy

PT Finson Indomas Gerry Darmawan
Recent Technological Developments 

for Higher Quality Recycling

14.00
-

15.30

Plastics Recycling
Worldwide

Moderator:
Reymund Levy

CEO PT Multidaya Prima
Selaras Plastic

Jack LinPolystar
Plastics Recycling in Asia: Current 

Condition and Future Outlook

Control Union Hasan Bisri
Certification and Plastic Credit in

Advancing Circular Economy

Akash RavinranArgus Media Plastic Recycling Global Landscape - 
Market Updates and Outlook

* tentative schedules and topics, for further information please visit www.plasticsandrubberindonesia.com



Scan, Qualify, and 
Manage Your Leads 

With LeadGrab!

LeadGrab by Informa

Scan Leads: Scan and collect all your leads’ contact information, including name, 
email address, geography, company name and job title.

Qualify Leads: Determine the criteria for the leads you want to process, 
by tagging them:

• Hot Leads (highly interested and ready for conversion).
• Warm Leads (show interest but need more information or action).
• Cold Leads (have not shown significant interest).

Organise Leads: Categorise your leads based on qualification criteria, demographics, or 
interest level, so you can plan the next steps.

Scan to download

Google Play Store 
(Android)

Apple App Store 
(iOS)



LeadGrab by Informa

How to Get Started

Download the App: 
Visit the App Store or Google Play, search for “LeadGrab by Informa” and 
install the app on your mobile device.

Log in the App:
Use your exhibitor credentials that was sent to your inbox to log in the app. 
Look for the subject line: Your Password for LeadGrab by Informa

Scan & Qualify Leads: 
Scan visitor badges to instantly capture detailed information and start 
qualifying your leads for easier follow-up.

Export Data: 
Manage and export the data you collected to facilitate your marketing and 
sales efforts.

Support
Our support team will be available at the event for any assistance.
Contact our support team at:

leadgrab@informa.com



EXHIBITING
COMPANIES
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS

ABADI JAYA MAKMUR, PT

ADI NUSA GLORY, PT

AIKSEN

AIN GLOBAL FOUNDATION

AIRINDO MITRA UTAMA, PT

ALANXEO

ALDRICH ENTERPRISE CO.,LTD

ALMEGA SEJAHTERA

ALPHA ENGINEERING CO., LTD

ALTERO RECYCLING MACHINERY

AMBRELL

AMPACET (THAILAND) CO. LTD.

AODE

ARCHTEX CHEMICAL

ARISE EPC/LPC

ARTHA ALVA BINTANGABADI PT

ASADA

ASIA BAHTERA SOLUSITECH, PT

BAO LAI MARBLE ONE MEMBER COMPANY LIMITED

BATTEN INDO ASIA, PT

BAUER

BAUSANO SPA

BEIER MACHINERY 

BEILING PESONA ABADI, PT

BEKUM

BENUA KENCANA MAKMUR, PT

BHUMI KENCANA SEJAHTERA, PT

BILPLAST GRAPINDO, PT

BOLE INTELLIGENT MACHINERY C., LTD

BONMART ENTERPRISE CORP.

BORCH MACHINERY CO.,LTD / PT. VICTORY UTAMA LESTARI JAYA

BRANSON ULTRASONICS

BUMI ENVIRO LESTARI, PT

CALVATIS GMBH

CATUR PUTRA MAKMUR SEJAHTERA, PT

CEIA

CENDRAWASIH SEJAHTERA, PT

CENDRAWASIH SEJAHTERA, PT

CENDRAWASIH SEJAHTERA, PT

CHANG HORING RUBBER CO., LTD.

CHANGZHOU YINGCHUANG ROLLING EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

CHEMCOMAS HANDARNUSA, PT

CHIA MING MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

CHNV TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

CHUAN LIH FA MACHINERY WORKS CO., LTD.

CHUANY

CHUKOH

CHUMPOWER MACHINERY CORP.

CHUZHOU JWELL SHEET8PLATE8FILM INTELLIGENT MACHINERY CO LTD.

CIE EXTRUFORMING MACHINES(SHANGHAI) CO.,LTD

CIPTA MEGAH LESTARINDO, PT

COLD JET DRY ICE

CÔNG TY TNHH MÁY MÓC BIMETAL VIET NAM

CÔNG TY TNHH MÁY MÓC BIMETAL VIETNAM

CÔNG TY TNHH MÁY MÓC BIMETAL VIETNAM

COSMOS MACHINERY TECHNOLOGY (JIANGSU) CO., LTD.

CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY & MACHINERY, PT

CS RUBBER INDUSTRY CO., LTD.

D1-8016

D1-8217

A2-2518

D2-9101

A1-164

D2-920

A1-130

D2-914

A2-212

D2-9317

A3-3416

D2-910

A1-164

D2-950

D1-8201

A3-3316

A1-110A

A2-2518

 A1-1020

D2-970

A1-110A

D2-9302

D2-9501

A2-2417

D1-8330

D1-8801

A3-310

A1-130

A1-3002

A1-1307

A2-2402

A3-3416

D1-832

D1-8331

A2-2302

D2-9310

A1-1102

A1-1009

A1-1007

A1-1306

D2-9425

D1-8317

A1-1218

A3-3424

A1-1315A

A2-2518

D1-8201

A1-1227

A1-1418

D2-9517

A3-320

A3-3416

A1-1102

A1-1009

A1-1007

A2-2530

A1-1402

D2-920

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

CHINA

KOREA

INDONESIA

GERMANY

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

KOREA

SPAIN

USA

INDONESIA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

INDONESIA

JAPAN

INDONESIA

VIETNAM

INDONESIA

GERMANY

ITALY

CHINA

INDONESIA

GERMANY

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

CHINA

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

USA

INDONESIA

GERMANY

INDONESIA

ITALY

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

TAIWAN

CHINA

INDONESIA

TAIWAN

CHINA

TAIWAN

CHINA

JAPAN

TAIWAN

CHINA

CHINA

INDONESIA

USA

VIETNAM

VIETNAM

VIETNAM

CHINA

INDONESIA

THAILAND

* Data as updated as of 4 Oct, 2023

BOOTH NO. COUNTRIES / REGIONSBRAND / COMPANY
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS

DAINAN 2 INDONESIA, PT

DING YUAN

DIRTECH

DK MATERIALS INC.

DLA

DONGGUAN JINJUN MACHINERY CO., LTD

DONGGUAN YAXING MOULD TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

DOOSAN ROBOTIC

DOOSON CO., LTD.

DOUBLES TEKNIK ABADI, PT

DURHAM DUPLEX

DVP

DWI HANDAL OTOMASI INDONESIA, PT. (DH AUTOMATION)

DWI MAJU, PT

ECON UNDERWATER PELLETIZER

ELBA

ELETTROMECCANICA BONATO S.A.S.

ELSTEIN-WERK M. STEINMETZ

ENERTEC CO., LTD.

ENGEL

ENGEL MACHINERY

EREMA ENGINEERING RECYCLING MASCHINEN UND ANLAGEN GMBH

ESPEC

EVER GREEN PLUS

FANSTAR (DONGGUAN) SMART TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

FILCOFLEX

FILLEX MACHINERY INDONESIA, PT

FINSON INDOMAS, PT 

FLYING TIGER KJ CO., LTD.

FORMASI INDUTRI PRATAMA, PT

FORMECO

FOSHAN JIUXING MACHINERY CO., LTD.

FOSHAN SITUO INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

FRIGEL

FUCHUNSHIN TECHNOLOGY INDONESIA, PT

FUJI KIKAI

FULIYUAN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD

FUSHENG COMPRESSOR INDONESIA, PT

FUSHENG INDUSTRIAL

GABLER THERMOFORM GMBH & CO. KG

GALAXY SIVTEX

GARUDA INTI MAKMUR ABADI, PT

GARUDA INTI MAKMUR ABADI, PT

GENERAL CONVERTER MACHINARY

GENOX RECYCLING TECH CO.,LTD

GINAR TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

GLOBAL DIATIC PRATAMA, PT

GLOBAL MEGA INDONESIA, PT

GLOBAL MESINDO, CV

GOLDEN JASON MACHINERY INDUSTRY CO., LTD.

GOLDEN WING INTERNATIONAL, PT

GOORUI

GRAND EVEREST INTERNATIONAL,PT

GTI

GTMSMART MACHINERY CO., LTD

GUANDONG GREAT MATERIALS CO.,LTD

GUANGDONG HESHENG MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL CO.LTD.

GUANGDONG HONGKE MACHINERY CO., LTD.

D1-8622

A3-3418

A3-3416

D2-9104

A2-2518

A1-1017

A1-156

A1-110B

D2-9101

A1-120

D1-8201

D2-9310

A3-3406

A2-234

A2-200

D1-8201

D1-8201

A2-208

D2-9106

A1-1318

A1-1318

D1-8233

D1-8622

D2-9103

D2-9401

D2-9310

A2-2318

D2-9317

A2-2417

D1-8318

D1-8201

A1-1128

D2-9116

A3-3418

D1-8101

D1-8201

D2-9420

A3-3217

A3-3217

D1-8318

D2-9310

A3-3203

A3-3102

D1-8201

A1-130

A1-1231

A1-1307

A3-3416

D2-8915

A1-1210

D1-8604

D2-9310

D2-9015

D1-8622

D1-802

A2-2327

D2-9516

A1-1124

INDONESIA

CHINA

FRANCE

KOREA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

KOREA

KOREA

INDONESIA

UK

ITALY

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

AUSTRIA

ITALY

ITALY

GERMANY

KOREA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

AUSTRIA

JAPAN

KOREA

CHINA

NETHERLANDS

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

ITALY

CHINA

CHINA

ITALY

INDONESIA

JAPAN

CHINA

INDONESIA

TAIWAN

GERMANY

INDIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

ITALY

CHINA

CHINA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

CHINA

INDONESIA

USA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

BOOTH NO. BRAND / COMPANY

* Data as updated as of 4 Oct, 2023

COUNTRIES / REGIONS
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS

GUANGDONG LIANSU MACHINERY MANUFACTURING CO., LTD

GUANGDONG SHANZHANG INDUSTRY CO.,LTD.

GUANGDONG YUJIAXING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

GUARNIFLON

HAGIHARA

HAITIAN INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LTD.

HAITIAN PLASTICS MACHINERY LTD.

HANATA INDONESIA PERSADA PT

HANCO ENGINEERING CV

HANGIL CO., LTD.

HEBEI TANGNAI TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

HEFEI MEYER OPTOELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY INC.

HERZOG AG

HITACHI HIGH TECH INDONESIA, PT

HONG ZU MOULD ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

HOSOKAWA ALPINE AG

HUANGYAN JINZHUO PLASTIC MOULD FACTORY

HUARONG PLASTIC MACHINERY CO LTD

HUAYUAN MAKMUR SEJAHTERA, PT

HUNTERLAB

HUZHOU OCHEM CHEMICAL CO. LTD.

HWA CHIN MACHINERY FACTORY CO., LTD.

HYB AUTOMATION SDN. BHD. (TECHMATION)

HYDAC

IDEMITSU 

IGUCHI KIKO

IKO

ILLIG MASCHINENBAU

IMV

INDO SUKSES SEJAHTERA, PT

INDOTEKNIK JAYA MAKMUR, PT

INOVANCE

INTER BUANA MACHINERY PT

INTER BUANA MACHINERY, PT

INTER RUANA MACHINERY, PT

INTERNATIONAL MACHINERY STANDARD (SHANTOU ) CO., LTD.

INTERNATIONAL MOLDING, PT

JCTIMES(TAIZHOU)IMPORT&EXPORT CO LTD.

JET ENGINE AUTOMATION CO., LTD>

JETSET POLYCHROME - ( WWW.STRAPPINGBAND.NET )

JETSET POLYCHROME, PT

JIA JAYA INDONESIA, PT

JIANGMEN HUILONG PLASTIC MACHINERY CO., LTD.

JIANGMEN HUILONG PLASTICS MACHINERY CO., LTD.

JIANGSU GLORY CHEMICAL CO.,LTD.

JIANGSU HAIYANG NEW NYLON MATERIALS

JIANGSU LIANSHUN MACHINERY CO.,LTD

JIANGSU NEWDO MACHINE CO.,LTD.

JIANGSU VICTOR MACHINERY CO., LTD

JIANGYIN CITY DEBAO NEW MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

JIANGYIN CUTECH MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

JIANGYIN HUAFENG PRINTING AND MACHINE CO., LTD

JIANGYIN HUITONG PACKAGING MACHINERY CO., LTD.

JIANGYIN JIADE MACHINERY CO.,LTD

JIANGYIN KESHENG MACHINERY CO.,LTD

JIANGYIN LIDA PRINTING PACKAGING MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

JIANGYIN LIDA PRINTING PACKAGING MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

JIEYANG DEKE MACHINRY CO.,LTD

D2-8815

D2-9405

D2-9431

D2-9309

D1-8201

D1-8401

D1-8401

A3-3412

D1-8828

D2-9108

D2-9533

D2-9416

A2-220

D2-9301

A1-1305

D1-8317

D2-9409

A1-1226

D1-8401

D1-8622

D2-9201

A3-3018

D1-8604

A3-3418

D1-8825

A3-3418

A1-110C

D1-8322

D1-8622

A1-160

A2-2118

A1-110B

A1-3002

A2-2502

A3-3018

D2-9515

D2-8827

D2-9415

A1-1215

A1-118

A1-118

D2-968

D1-8501D

D1-8501D

D2-956

A2-200

D2-9418

A3-3131

A2-2302

D2-9427

D2-9116

D2-9116

D2-9201

A3-3229

D1-8501B

D1-8501A

D1-8501A

A3-3330

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

ITALY

JAPAN

CHINA

CHINA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

KOREA

“ CHINA “

CHINA

SWITZERLAND

INDONESIA

TAIWAN

GERMANY

CHINA

CHINA

INDONESIA

USA

CHINA

TAIWAN

CHINA

GERMANY

INDONESIA

JAPAN

JAPAN

GERMANY

JAPAN

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

GERMANY

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

TAIWAN

CHINA

INDONESIA

CHINA

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

BOOTH NO. BRAND / COMPANY COUNTRIES / REGIONS

* Data as updated as of 4 Oct, 2023
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS

JIN CHANG PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD

JING DAY MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

JINMING MACHINERY (GUANGDONG) CO., LTD.

JODO GLOBAL, PT

JOTAM, PT

JS CLAMP

JT MOLD TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

JURRY PLASTICS MACHINERY

K.D. FEDDERSEN UEBERSEEGESELLSCHAFT MBH

K.D. FEDDERSEN UEBERSEEGESELLSCHAFT MBH

KAI-LIEN ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

KAILO

KAILO SUMBER KASIH, PT

KAIMING ENGINEERING INDONESIA, PT

KAISHAN

KAKUTA

KARUNIA ALAM MAKMUR PLASTIK, PT

KARYA INDAH MESINDO, PT

KARYA TEKNIK SEMESTA, PT

KASAKATA KIMIA, PT

KEMP CO.,LTD.

KEYENCE

KIEFEL GMBH

KING POLE INDONESIA, PT

KOFLOC

KOLON PLASTICS

KONGSKILDE INDUSRIES AS

KONICA MINOLTA

KOSMEK

KOTECH

KUBOTA

KUBOTA BRABENDER TECHNOLOGIE GMBH

KURODA

LABOTEK

LAJU KENCANG MESINDO, PT

LANGGENG TRADA TEKNIK, PT

LAPP

LEETA RUBBER (THAILAND)

LEISTRITZ COMPOUNDING EXTRUDERS

LIANSU-MCONVEY

LINGHEIN

LINSHISHUN

LIUZHOU JINGYE MACHINERY CO., LTD

LK INJECTION MOULDING MACHINE CO LIMITED

LONG NEW INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD

LONGPU NUCLEATING AGENT

LOTTE VERSALIS ELASTOMER

LUSTER LIGHTTECH CO., LTD.

MAGNESCALE

MAHATANEE INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD

MAHKOTA MAS MANDIRI MULIA, PT (SESOTEC)

MAKISHINKO

MAKMUR BERJAYA PLASTINDO, PT

MALION NEW MATERIALS CO., LTD

MARCO

MATTEI

MCC LABEL - IML

MEAF MACHINES B.V.

A1-1216

D1-8016

D1-8418

D1-840

D2-9310

A1-110A

D2-9507

A3-3426

D2-900

D2-900

A1-1228

D1-865

D1-865

D1-8717

A2-230

A1-110C

A2-235

D1-8115

A2-230

A1-112

D2-9107

A3-3406

D1-8328

D2-8710

A1-110C

A2-200

D1-8828

D2-914

A3-3418

A1-164

D2-9310

A2-220

A1-110C

A3-3418

D1-8518

D2-9005

A3-3406

D2-921

A2-200

A3-3418

A1-164

A1-1012

A3-3130

D1-8518

D2-9315

A2-200

D2-920

D2-9215

A1-110C

A1-1330

D1-810

A1-110A

D1-860

A3-328

D2-9310

A1-110A

D1-850

D2-9317

TAIWAN

TAIWAN

CHINA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

MALAYSIA

CHINA

CHINA

INDONESIA

GERMANY

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

CHINA

JAPAN

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

KOREA

JAPAN

GERMANY

INDONESIA

JAPAN

KOREA

DENMARK

JAPAN

JAPAN

CHINA

JAPAN

GERMANY

JAPAN

DENMARK

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

GERMANY

THAILAND

GERMANY

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

HONG KONG

TAIWAN

CHINA

KOREA

CHINA

JAPAN

INDONESIA

JAPAN

INDONESIA

CHINA

SWEDEN

ITALY

BELGIUM

NETHERLANDS

BOOTH NO. BRAND / COMPANY COUNTRIES / REGIONS

* Data as updated as of 4 Oct, 2023
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS

MEGUMI TAPE

MEISEI CORPORATION

MIDDLE EAST RESOURCES COMPANY FACTORY

MINI BUANA AGUNG, PT

MITSUI CHECMICALS

MIZUKEN

MO CHYI ENTERPRICE CO., LTD. 

MORETTO S.P.A.

MOULD TIP TECHNOLOGY SDN BHD

MOVACOLOR

MPDV

MULTI GUNA MESINDO, PT

MUNKFORS SWEDEV ASIA CO., LTD.

MUTEK JAYA, PT

MYANMAR BIMETAL MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

MYANMAR BIMETAL MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

NABTESCO

NAN YUN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD

NANJING COWIN EXTRUSION MACHINERY CO., LTD

NANJING KERKE EXTRUSION EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

NANSHENG PLASTIC MACHINERY, PT

NBT

NEO CO., LTD.

NIIGATA SEIKI

NIIKA

NINGBI HWAMDA MACHINERY MANUFACTURING CO.,LTD

NINGBO BEILUN HIGHSUN MACHINERY CO.,LTD

NINGBO HAIJING PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD

NINGBO KINGGLE SMART MACHINER CO., LTD

NINGBO LIGUANG MACHINERY CO., LTD

NIRWANA PERSADA CIPTA, PT

NITTO KOHKI 

NPC PRECISION MACHINERY

OHTAKE

OIC

OMNI PLUS SYSTEM, PT

OPK

OPKON

PAN ERA GROUP

PAN STONE PRECISION INDUSTRIES CO, LTD.

PANCA BUDI PRATAMA, PT

PAPER PACKAGING

PARKER PLASTIC MACHINERY CO., LTD.

PIAB

PLALOC ASIA (THAILAND) CO., LTD.

PLANET ASIA PTE LTD

PLASTALL MACHINERY CO.,LTD

POLYSTAR MACHINERY CO., LTD.

POLYTAMA PROPINDO, PT

POWERJET PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD

PRIMEBLADE SWEDEN AB

PRM TAIWAN

PROFILE SOLUTIONS

PUJIANG HG NONWOVEN MACHINERY CO., LTD.

PURSUIT INDUSTRIES PVT LTD

QINGDAO JINFUXIN PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD

QINGDAO RUIJIE PLASTIC MACHINERY CO., LTD

RAJA PALLET

D1-8201

D1-8201

D1-8702

A2-238

D2-920

A3-3418

A1-1310

D1-824

A2-210

A3-3418

A3-3406

D2-9217

D1-8201

D1-826

A1-1009

A1-1007

A1-110C

A1-1315B

D2-9410

A3-3128

D1-8420

A2-2518

D2-9102

A1-110A

A1-120

A2-2502

A3-3026

A1-1424

D2-9331

A2-2302

A1-1115

A1-110B

A1-1115

A1-110B

A1-110A

D1-8825

A1-110A

A3-3406

D2-8817

A1-1302

D1-8417

D1-8201

A1-1202

D2-9310

D2-9201

A2-200

D2-9217

A2-2218

D2-9017

A1-130

D2-9201

D1-872

A2-206

A2-2330

A1-1003

A3-3422

A3-3220

D1-8201

INDONESIA

JAPAN

SAUDI ARABIA

INDONESIA

JAPAN

TAIWAN

TAIWAN

ITALY

MALAYSIA

NETHERLANDS

GERMANY

INDONESIA

SWEDEN

INDONESIA

MYANMAR (UNION OF)

MYANMAR (UNION OF)

JAPAN

TAIWAN

CHINA

CHINA

INDONESIA

CHINA

KOREA

JAPAN

TAIWAN

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

INDONESIA

JAPAN

CHINA

JAPAN

MALAYSIA

INDONESIA

JAPAN

TÜRKIYE

INDONESIA

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

MALAYSIA

TAIWAN

SWEDEN

THAILAND

SINGAPORE

CHINA

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

CHINA

SWEDEN

TAIWAN

AUSTRALIA

CHINA

INDIA

CHINA

CHINA

INDONESIA

BOOTH NO. BRAND / COMPANY COUNTRIES / REGIONS

* Data as updated as of 4 Oct, 2023
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS

RAPID GRANULATOR AB

RDB PLASTICS GMBH

REACH ELECTRICAL (S) PTE LTD

RHOPOINT

RIA SARANA PERDANA ENGINEERING, PT

RIKEN KEIKI

RIYADI GROUP

RIYADI GROUP

RIYADI GROUP

RR PLAST EXTRUSIONS PVT LTD

RUIAN POLYPRINT IMPORT&EXPORT CO.,LTD

RUIAN TINVA INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO.,LTD  

RUIAN XINDA PACKING MACHINERY CO., LTD

RUIAN XINYE PACKAGING MACHINE CO.,LTD 

RUIAN ZHUORUI MACHINERY CO.,LTD

SAMJIN POLYTECH CO., LTD.

SANYODENKI

SARANA DINAMIKA PRATAMA, PT (GTMSMART MACHINERY CO., LTD)

SARANA TRIMITRA SOLUSINDO PRATAMA, PT

SEHATI INDAH BERSAMA PT

SENTOSA BINTANG TEKNOLOGI, PT

SEPRO ROBOTIQUE

SESOTEC PTE LTD.

SHANDONG HAIDAI INTELLIGENT MACHINERY CO.,LTD

SHANDONG ROPENET MACHINERY CO.,LTD

SHANDONG TONGJIA MACHINERY CO., LTD

SHANGAIR

SHANGHAI AUCLEAN PRINTING MACHINE CO., LTD.

SHANGHAI BESTCOMP COMPRESSOR CO., LTD

SHANGHAI JIAHAO MACHINERY CO.LTD

SHANGHAI JISHENG

SHANGHAI JW AUTOTECH CO., LTD

SHANGHAI MAXTECH PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD

SHANGHAI PRET COMPOSITES 

SHANGHAI SUNSTONE INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

SHANGHAI SUNSTONE INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

SHANGHAI YIYOU ELECTROMECHANICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

SHANTOU DESIGNER PRECISE MACHINERY CO., LTD

SHANTOU FUDA PLASTIC MACHINE CO,.LTD

SHANTOU HUAYING SOFT-PACKAGING EQUIPMENT PLANT LTD.

SHANTOU JOINWELL TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

SHANTOU MENGXING PACKAGE MACHINERY CO.,LTD

SHANTOU MINGSU MACHINERY CO., LTD

SHANTOU RAYBURN MACHINERY CO.,LTD

SHANTOU RUNYUAN MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

SHANTOU TOPLAS PLASTIC PRODUCTS CO.,LTD.

SHANTOU WALEY PLASTIC MACHINERY FACTORY CO., LTD.

SHANTOU XINHUA PACKING MACHINERY CO., LTD.

SHANTOU XINMINGMING MACHINERY

SHENZHEN HERO-TECH REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

SHENZHEN SQUARE SILICONE

SHIFTY TECHNOLOGY SDN. BHD.

SHINI PLASTICS TECHNOLOGIES INC

SHINKO CO., LTD.

SHINYEI

SIAD MACCHINE IMPIANTI S.P.A.

SIEMENS

SIMCHENG PLASTICS MACHINERY  CO.,LTD.

D1-8828

D1-8102

A2-208

D1-8622

D2-9417

A3-3418

A1-110C

A1-110A

A1-110B

A1-140

A1-1123

A3-3228

D1-8624

A3-340

A1-1421

D2-912

A1-110C

D1-802

A1-116

A2-2317

D2-9312

A1-1115

D1-810

A3-3428

A1-1422

D1-8130

A1-164

D2-9201

A1-1019

A3-336

 D2-9025

A3-330

A1-158

A2-200

D1-8501F

D1-8501F

D2-9412

D2-9417

A1-130

A3-3328

A3-3331

A3-3317

D2-9422

A3-3322

A1-130

A3-3318

A2-2302

A3-3320

A1-130

A1-1430

A2-200

D2-927

D1-8801

A2-209

D1-8622

D2-9312

A3-3406

A3-213

SWEDEN

GERMANY

SINGAPORE

UK

INDONESIA

JAPAN

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDIA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

KOREA

JAPAN

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

FRANCE

SINGAPORE

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

MALAYSIA

CHINA

CHINA

JAPAN

ITALY

GERMANY

CHINA

BOOTH NO. BRAND / COMPANY COUNTRIES / REGIONS

* Data as updated as of 4 Oct, 2023
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS

SINGAPORE EXHIBITION SERVICES (PTE)  LIMITED

SINOMECH CORPORATION

SMART VISION STROBOSCOPE

SMC

SMC CORPORATION LIMITED

SMF (SUNNY MACHINEYR FACTORY)

SSI PRIMA MAS, PT

ST BLOWMOULDING 

STAMIXCO

SUGA

SUMITOMO

SUNGALLON PLASTICS

SUPRINDO DUTA MARGA SEJATI PT

SURYA MESINDO ABADI, PT

SURYA PUTRA MESINDO, PT

SUSAKI

SUZHOU CAI MACHINE GROUP CO., LTD.

SUZHOU KIIWOO TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

SUZHOU TONGDA MACHINERY, CO., LTD

SWIFT BY MOTAN

TAE SUNG CO., LTD.

TAHAW ENTERPRISE CO, LTD

TAI ZHOU DUO YUAN PLASTIC MOLD CO,.LTD

TAINAN

TAISTAR COMPONENTS INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD

“TAIWAN ASSOCIATION OF MACHINERY INDUSTRY “

TAIZHOU CITY HUANGYAN XUEJUN MOULD CO.,LTD

TAIZHOU HUANGYAN  YEKANG  MACHINERY CO LTD

TAIZHOU HUANGYAN DEGREE MACHINERY CO.,LTD

TAIZHOU HUANGYAN JMT MOULD CO.,LTD

TAIZHOU HUANGYAN MAIWEI MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

TAIZHOU HUANGYAN WOMA MOULD PLASTIC CO.,LTD

TAIZHOU HUANGYAN YIXIAN MOLDING CO.,LTD.

TAIZHOU HUIYUAN MOULD CO.,LTD

TAIZHOU JOBO MACHINERY MOULD CO., LTD.

TAIZHOU QIANYU PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD. 

TAIZHOU SO NICE IMP.& EXP.CO.,LTD.

TAIZHOU USEE PLASTIC MOULD CO.,LTD

TAIZHOU WATON MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

TAIZHOU XINGXIAO PLASTIC MOULD CO.,LTD

TAIZHOU ZHENKE PRECISION MOLD CO.,LTD

TAN INDO SUKSES, PT

TANSTAR INDONESIA

TAWI

TAZIZHOU U-KNOW MOULD CO.,LTD

TECHMATION

TEDERIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD

TEKNOKOL

THE JAPAN STEEL WORKS, LTD

THERIS PROTEKSI, PT

TOKOPLAS ECOMMERCE INDONESIA, PT

TOKYO KEIKI

TONE

TRIA SPA

TRIPUTRA INNOVASIJAYA, PT

TRIPUTRA INNOVASIJAYA, PT

TRIYOTEK, PT

TS INDUSTRIAL SERVICES PTE LTD

D2-927

D1-8501C

D1-8201

A1-110C

D2-9217

D2-9517

D2-9201

D1-8828

A2-220

D1-8622

D1-8201

A2-200

A2-2318

A1-1302

A1-1019

A3-3418

D2-9318

A2-238

D2-8915

A1-1115

D2-9105

A1-1230

D1-8111

A1-1315A

A2-211

A1-1224

D2-9406

A1-1130

A1-1011

A3-3430

A1-130

A2-328

D1-8530

A1-1131

D2-9521

A1-1012

D2-9404

A1-1119

D2-9217

D2-9402

A1-148

 D2-8830

A3-3402

D2-9310

A3-332

A2-246

A3-3203

A3-3406

D2-9217

D1-830

D1-8010

D1-8201

A1-110A

D2-9317

D1-8330

D1-8328

D1-820

A2-220

MALAYSIA

CHINA

CHINA

JAPAN

THAILAND

CHINA

INDONESIA

ITALY

SWITZERLAND

JAPAN

JAPAN

CHINA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

JAPAN

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

KOREA

TAIWAN

CHINA

TAIWAN

TAIWAN

TAIWAN

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

SWEDEN

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

TÜRKIYE

JAPAN

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

JAPAN

JAPAN

ITALY

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

SINGAPORE

BOOTH NO. BRAND / COMPANY COUNTRIES / REGIONS

* Data as updated as of 4 Oct, 2023
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS

TUNG YU HYDRAULIC MACHINERY CO., LTD

UNION PLASTIK

UNIPULSE

UNITED HEATER

VALBIA

VAN DAM MACHINE EUROPE B.V.

VICTORY BLESSING INDONESIA, PT

WANHUA CHEMICAL GROUP

WEB CONTROLS LTD

WEBCONTROL MACHINERY CORP. 

WEI FU XIN MACHINERY

WEIDMULLER

WELL SHYANG MACHINERY CO., LTD.

WM THERMOFORMING MACHINES

WORLDLY INDUSTRIAL CO LTD

WRAPPING MACHINE

WUXI ONGO PLASTIC MACHINERY LIMITED

XALOY ASIA (THAILAND) LTD

XIAMEN GACHN TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

XIANG IN ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

XINLE HUABAO PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

YAMATA MACHINERY, PT

YANTAI MPM

YIZUMI PRECISION MOLDING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

YO DEN ENTERPRISES CO.,LTD

YOKATTA MAKMUR PERKASA, PT

YONG LI PLASTIC MACHINERY CO., LTD.

YONG TAO PLASTIC TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

YONGCHAO MACHINERY, PT

YUKEN

YUSHIN

YUYAO JINQIU PLASTIC MOULD CO.,LTD.

ZANECO SDN. BHD.

ZERMA MACHINERY & RECYCLING TECHNOLOGY (SHANGHAI) CO.,LTD

ZHANGJIAGANG ANDA MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

ZHANGJIAGANG CHUNQIU TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO. , LTD

ZHANGJIAGANG LIANXIN PLASTICS MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

ZHANGJIAGANG REDSTAR MACHINERY CO..LTD

ZHEJIANG BIMETAL MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

ZHEJIANG BIMETAL MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

ZHEJIANG BIMETAL MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

ZHEJIANG CHAMPION PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD

ZHEJIANG DONGTAI NEW MATERIALS CO., LTD.

ZHEJIANG HONGTIAN NEW MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

ZHEJIANG HUANGYAN YANJING MOULD CO., LTD

ZHEJIANG SOUND MACHINERY MANUFACTURE CO.,LTD

ZHEJIANG YANLI NEW MATERIALS CO., LTD (GSS)

ZHEJIANG ZHENGXIN MACHINERY CO.,LTD

ZHEJIANG ZHONGYU SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

ZHONGSHAN BOYU PRECISE MOULD MAKING CO.,LTD

ZHOU SHAN JIN YU DA PLASTIC MACHINERY

ZHOUCHANG NEW MATERIAL

ZHOUSAN BATTEN

ZHOUSHAN LIJIE MACHINERY CO., LTD

ZHUHAI KOWEY PRECISION MACHINERY CO.,LTD

ZOCCHI GIOVANNI

ZTECH PLASTIC MACHINERY TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

A1-1316

A2-246

A1-110C

D1-8430

D2-9310

D2-964

D1-8201

A2-200

 D2-9025

D1-8118

A2-238

A3-3406

A1-1209

D2-9317

A1-1221

D1-8201

A2-2118

A2-220

A1-1125

A1-1214

A3-3120

A3-3418

A2-220

A1-1402

D1-8117

A2-240

A2-2417

A1-146

A3-3031

A1-110C

A2-2518

D2-9330

A1-1022

D2-9217

D2-9408

D2-9116

D2-9217

D2-9307

A1-1102

A1-1009

A1-1007

D2-952

D2-958

A1-154

D2-9423

D2-8915

A1-114

D2-925

D2-9531

A3-3119

D1-8115

A1-1126

D2-970

A2-2329

A1-130

D2-9317

D2-9429

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

JAPAN

INDONESIA

ITALY

NETHERLANDS

INDONESIA

CHINA

TAIWAN

TAIWAN

CHINA

GERMANY

TAIWAN

SWITZERLAND

TAIWAN

CHINA

CHINA

THAILAND

CHINA

TAIWAN

CHINA

INDONESIA

CHINA

CHINA

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

TAIWAN

CHINA

INDONESIA

JAPAN

JAPAN

CHINA

MALAYSIA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

INDONESIA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

CHINA

ITALY

CHINA

BOOTH NO. BRAND / COMPANY COUNTRIES / REGIONS

* Data as updated as of 4 Oct, 2023
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This is only small sample of hundreds of new product which will be on display at the show. It’s based on information provided by exhibitors as of October 5th, 2023. NOTE: this list is NOT comprehensive. The layout of this buyer’s guide is at the full discretion of the organiser.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

ADI NUSA GLORY, PT

AIRINDO MITRA UTAMA, PT

ALMEGA SEJAHTERA, PT

D1-8217

A1-164

D2-914

PT. ADI NUSA GLORY Official agent for 
plastic molding machines CHEN HSONG, 
CHEN HSONG’s plastic molding machine 
is a pioneer of plastic molding machines 
in  Indonesia which has existed for 
several years. With the best quality 
and innovation, CHEN HSONG’s plastic 
molding machines still exist today. 
And now, PT. Adi Nusa Glory has built its 
presence and reputation in this sector 
with a strong emphasis on after sales 
service.

PT. AIRINDO MITRA UTAMA
The Leading Distributor for Air Screw 
Compressor and Industrial Chiller
Sales, Sparepart, Service.

PT Almega Sejahtera is a part of Almega Group. Established in 1993, Almega Group focuses its business 
on a sole agency which is specialized in laboratory precision instruments and services for professional 
use, pharmaceutical-testing equipment, industrial weighing applications and total solutions in color 
and light measurement technology. With over 20 years of experience, PT Almega Sejahtera is the sole 
agent and authorized service center of Konica Minolta, 

AODE 
Industrial Chiller

KONICA MINOLTA 
PT Almega Sejahtera is exclusive agent for color 
and light instruments of Konica Minolta Inc. The 
instruments such as spectrophotometer, colorimeter, 
luminance meter, illuminance meter, light sensor, 
chromameter, spectroradiometer, chlorophyll 
meter, display color analyzer and 2D color analyzer. 
Furthermore we have calibration laboratory for 
chromameter to prove our commitment for after 
sales services. With our experience, We are the best 
color and light consultant for your partner.

LINGHEIN 
Screw Air Compressor

SHANG AIR 
Compressor

JET MASTER MK6

All aspects of the MK6 engine (including the 
clamping mechanism, engine base and injection 
unit) have been improved and strengthened 
to make the engine more reliable and more 
stable. We always optimize the control system 
and hydraulic system so that the performance 
and energy efficiency of the JM-MK6 engine 
are even better. More Precision Dual balanced 
cylinder injection carriage combined with linear 
guide rails makes injection control friction free 
and more precise. More Sophisticated Machine 
Control Equipped with more sophisticated 
and easy-to-use engine controls, namely the 
new intelligent CPC 6.0 control from Japan 
Increase Profits More workspace with Euromap 
Ejector. All engine parts are wider and easier 
to reach for engine maintenance. Very Stable 
More optimal hydraulic control so that during 
the production process machine control is 
smoother and more stable Ultra Stable The 
Servo system and hydraulic system are more 
sophisticated so that the machine is smoother 
and more stable during production

JM MK6.6/A

The MK6.6/A series is a new offering from 
the same team who developed the industry 
leading MK6 series. It is a product of decades 
of application experience coupled with 
technical excellence, engineering savvy, and 
years of deep research on the needs of actual 
users. Chen Hsong engineers took 60 years 
of expertise, enhanced by modern design 
concepts, and unfied it with the proprietary 
Japanese Precision Hydraulics technology to 
enable low-friction, silky-smooth, high-speed 
motion, making the MK6.6/A faster, more 
stable, and more reliable than ever. MK6.6/A 
“A” for “Artisan” is homage to the unsung 
heroes of the industrial age the tradesmen 
and craftsmen whose relentless pursuit of 
perfection created the modern world. -Brain 
of the machine – superiority guaranteed New 
CPC6.6 professional controller – power and 
ergonomics perfected -Advanced toggle design 
from decades of experience Optimised motion 
control profile guarantees high speed with high 
stability -High-strength platens ensure high-
quality precision parts Patented high-strength 
platens have low deformation -Perfect parts 
from perfectly-designed screws Profesional 
Japanese screw designs are well-suited for 
most resins and mixing needs

JET MASTER MK6MAX 
MK6 max (the Luxury model) Luxury 
Configuration for Maximum Satisfaction The 
MK6 max is a new member of the world-
renowned MK6 series, which was originally 
created by Chen Hsong and Japanese 
engineers through combining half a century 
of applications experience with top-of-line 
advanced technology and controls expertise. 
With “all frills included”, it provides the 
maximum configuration, almost luxurious, 
to cater for all your various moulding needs. 
The MK6 max starts from the solid base of 
the ultra-popular MK6, which was world 
renowned for rock-solid stability, high yields, 
and high efficiency, but adds on top all the 
“fills and options” that make your moulding 
tasks just so much more pleasant. It is the 
“luxury model” of the MK6 family. Redefining 
Professionalism, Performance and Value for 
The Plastics Industry. - Luxury ergonomics 
- Luxury controller - Luxury configuration - 
Luxury specifications - Luxury performance - 
Luxury experience                                                                            
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ALPHA ENGINEERING CO., LTD A2-212

Alpha Engineering has been invested, since founded in 1989, its resource and energy continuously 
in engineering research and development for the enhancement of the various precision 
measuring industry applied in domestic and foreign petrochemical resin [plastic injection 
raw material compound].Especially in the compound production process, Alpha Engineering is 
keeping the leading position in the smart factory industry with outstanding automation of data 
feedback and monitoring per process.

Automatic Feeding and Packing System 
Raw material system and automatic weghing 
system, blender and packer scale system. etc.

AMPACET (THAILAND) CO. LTD. D2-910

Ampacet’s Masterbatch technology brings 
plastic alive, giving it the right look and 
function for almost any end use:
- Food & Beverage, Household, Industrial 
- Cosmetics, Hygienics, Personal Care 
- Agriculture, Geo-Textiles
- Consumer goods: Toys, Garden, Leisure, Sport 
- Construction, E&E, Automotive
Ampacet is a global Masterbatch leader with 
25 manufacturing sites located in 18 countries 
offering the broadest range of custom color, 
special effect, black, white and specialty 
additive.

REVIVE™ COMPATIBILIZER
Allows multi-layer EVOH and PA6 (nylon) to be 
recycled with PE film Benefits For Film Producers 
•Ability to use more EVOH and PA6 (nylon) regrind in 
film while reducing the use of virgin resin •Reduce 
the environmental impact of plastic waste and 
return materials to the circular economy •Provide 
a recyclable multilayer film to CPGs to help achieve 
their sustainability goals •Use co-mingled scrap into 
the production stream for film and other uses For 
CPGs •Differentiate packaging with How2Recycle® 
Prequalification for Store Drop-Off •Use multilayer 
barrier film to preserve food quality without 
compromising sustainability goals

ODORCLEAR™
Odor absorbing masterbatches that optimize use 
of post-consumer resins Benefits: •Significantly 
reduces the carbon footprint •Increases the 
percentage of post-consumer recycled polymers in 
products and packaging •Supports a greener brand 
image for the end product manufacturer •Offers 
a proactive response when governments mandate 
more recycled content •Has no significant impact on 
production and physical processes

GASTOP-FLEX™
Improve flexible packaging barrier performance 
in compliance with circular economy guidelines 
Benefits: •Manufacturing high barrier packaging1 
•Keeping EVOH content below 5%, in compliance with 
•Design guidelines for circular economy2 •Down-
gauging general purpose packaging structures 
without affecting water-vapor permeation, •Reducing 
the weight of packaging

ARCHTEX CHEMICAL D2-950

Taizhou Liancheng New Material Co., Ltd. 
was founded in 2007, is a professional R&D 
and production of PVC heat stabilizer, PVC 
processing aids, and other PVC additives 
innovative technology enterprises. We provide 
one-stop related advanced technical support 
and supply services.

PVC ONE-PACK LEAD /CA-ZN HEAT STABILIZER
This product is based on the stearate, and 
scientifically compounded with lubricating, inorganic 
acidabsorbing, coloring, weathering and other raw 
materials

PVC/ACRYLIC IMPACT MODIFIER
It is an acrylic co-polymer with “core -shell” structure 
, with cross-linked poly butyl acrylic as “coreand graft 
methyl methacrylate asshell”. t not only improves 
impact resistance performance of the product,but 
also increases the surface gloss of the product, 
andespecially the weather-ability of the product.

LIQUID/TIN PVC HEAT STABILIZER
widely used in PVC sheet, panel, tubing and blow 
molding injection, molding products, also can be used 
in food packaging, medicine packaging and non-toxic 
and harmless

LUBRICANT(G-60,PE-WAX,OPE WAX
Good internal and external lubrication. Excellent 
dispersion. Low viscosity. Good compatibility with 
polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, EPR.Impurity free, 
contains no paraffin Odorless,non-toxic.

PVC/ACRYLIC PROCESSING AID
ACR-401 is the PVC processing aid, which is produced 
by emulsion polymerization technology. 1. accelerate 
PVC fusion at low temperature, to lower the 
processing temperature. 2. improve the flow-ability of 
the melt, increase the melt strength, to get a better 
product appearance and quality. 3. especially suitable 
for non transparent products and superior quality 
profile

ASIA BAHTERA SOLUSITECH, PT A2-2518

Supply for Injection molding Machine
Take-Out Robot
Auxiliary
Automation
Infrared Heater
End Of Arm Tools Parts for Robot JIG

TAKE OUT ROBOT 
High Speed Robot CHUANY

TAKE OUT ROBOT  
Japan Best Quality Take Out Robot

INFRARED HEATER 
Energy Saving Heater
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BAO LAI MARBLE ONE MEMBER COMPANY LIMITED

BATTEN INDO ASIA, PT

A1-1020

D2-970

Bao Lai was established in 2010, starting 
from a small-scale white marble mining 
and processing business, over 13 years of 
establishment and development. Up to now, 
Bao Lai has owned 13 marble quarries, 02 
manufacturing factories, and successfully 
built a chain of exploitation - deep processing 
- production of end products. Since then, 
optimally exploiting the value of natural 
mineral resources on the basis of the most 
modern technology in the world.

PT BATTEN INDO ASIA adalah Perusahaan 
Perwakilan profesional pembuat Screw dan 
Barrel untuk mesin Industri plastik,PIPA & 
karet.

Pengalaman profesional dalam pemrosesan 
dan perancangan, kami dapat menyediakan 
perawatan teknologi nitride. Terutama, barrel 
dan Screw tunggal berkapasitas tinggi untuk 
film & pipa,kami merancang dan membuat 
produk sesuai dengan gambar pelanggan.

PT Batten Indo Asia adalah anggota Batten 
Group, mengkhususkan diri dalam mengimpor 
dan menjual jenis aksesori bagian mes

FILLER MASTERBATCH
Active ingredient CaCO3 – BL.PP: Is a CaCO3 
compound whose main ingredient is uncoated, high-
grade Limestone Powder (CaCO3); Combined with 
PP (PolyPropylene) plastic and other industrial and 
dispersion supports.

BAUSANO SPA D2-9302

High technology Plastic Extrusion Lines
Bausano has been designing and manufacturing 
high-quality bespoke plastic extruders for over 
75 years. With standard and custom extrusion 
lines to suit any needs, we are a strategic 
partner in plastic processing, especially in 
the production of pipes, profiles, pellets and 
medical devices. Bausano extrusion lines stand 
out not only for their quality, great solidity and 
extreme reliability, but also for the possibility 
to customize every part.

TWIN SCREW EXTRUDER
We design and develop customised Extrusion Lines 
completely MADE IN ITALY.

SINGLE SCREW EXTRUDER
Our lines are suitable to produce PVC, HDPE & PP pipes

EGO R
The latest innovation in the Bausano lines is our 
Recycling Extruder for the regranulation of Polyolefins 
(HDPE, LDPE, PP) and PVC.

CONICAL TWIN SCREW BARREL
Material:PVC, 38CrMoAlA
Process:Nitriding & Bimetallic
Hardening Hardness:HB280-320
Nitrided Hardness:HV900-1000
Nitrided Case Depth:0.45-0.8mm
Nitrided Brittleness:Less than Grade 2
Surface Roughness:Ra 0.4
Screw Straightness:0.015mm
Application:PVC pipe production line

SINGLE EXTRUSION SCREW BARREL
Blowing film/Granulation/Wire & Cable/Sheet & Panel 
and other single screw extrusion products

COLOR COMPOUND
ZLYJ reducer is designed for plastic and rubber screw 
extruding machine with high-precision hard teeth 
surface.
Material of the reducer is high strength alloy steel. 
Hardness of teeth surface is HRC54~62.
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BEILING PESONA ABADI PT A2-2417

PT. Beiling Pesona Abadi working together 
with Flying Tiger KJ Co., Ltd and Yong Li Plastic 
Machinery Co., Ltd to provide machinery for 
plastic industry.
Flying Tiger KJ Co., Ltd is specialized in 
manufacturing auxiliary machine such as 
: chiller, dehumidifier, mold temperature 
controller, infra red rotary dryer, central 
material conveying system.
Yong Li Plastic Machinery Co., Ltd. is 
specialized in manufacturing Electric Multi-
Layer Blow Molding Machine.

WATER & AIR COOLING CHILLER 
Flying Tiger manufactures various capacities of 
industrial water chiller( industrial water cooler ) and 
designed the water chiller units in module type, so 
it’s easy to combine for different capacity demands. 
Flying Tiger produces both water-cooled industrial 
chiller and air-cooled industrial chiller, from the small 
industrial chiller to the large industrial chiller.

FULLY ELECTRIC MULTI-LAYER BLOW MOLDING MACHINE 
EDS-300 
Up until now, we have developed varieties die head 
from one to six layers and we have the ability to use 
our mature technology to design the die head over 
seven layer.
Machine can be silence as well as decrease noise and 
also keep steady when it is operating.
Optimization of die head runner design can make the 
material flow rate stable inside die head, avoid from 
retention. Therefore, colors can be changed in a short 
time and also save customers cost.

CENTRAL MATERIAL CONVEYING SYSTEM 
The central material conveying system is the leading 
trend on industry 4.0. The CMCS is able to connect to 
all Flying Tiger machines for centralized control and 
monitor.

BENUA KENCANA MAKMUR, PT D1-8801

SHINI VOLUMETRIC DOSER MODEL SCM
Mesin volumetric dosing memiliki peran penting 
dalam industri plastik karena mereka memungkinkan 
untuk (1) presisi dalam pengukuran, (2) pengontrol 
kualitas, (3) efisiensi produksi, (4) penghematan 
bahan, (5) fleksibilitas serta (6) mengurangi risiko 
kecelakaan dalam proses produksi

“SIC-A-R2” CFC-FREE REFRIGERANT AIR-COOLED 
WATER CHILLERS (PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS)
Mesin chiller dengan evaporator berbasis plate heat 
exchangers (PHE) memiliki beberapa kelebihan 
seperti (1) efisiensi termal tinggi, (2) disain kompak, 
(3) kemampuan modulasi, (4) perawatan yang mudah, 
(5) ketahanan korosi, (6) rekuperasi panas dan (7) 
berkinerja tinggi.

SAL-G “STANDARD” SEPARATE-VACUUM HOPPER 
LOADER 
Autolader adalah perangkat yang digunakan dalam 
industri plastik untuk mengisi bahan baku berupa 
plastik. Manfaatnya adalah (1) meningkatkan 
produktifitas (2) mengurangi keterlibatan employee 
(3) pengisian presisi (4) mengurangi pemborosan 
bahan (5) kebersihan dan keamanan (6) terintegrasi 
dengan aplkasi lainnya serta (7) mengurangi waktu 
henti mesin

PT. Benua Kencana Makmur berdiri pada 
tahun 2003.    Fokus utama PT. BKM adalah 
memasarkan produk-produk khusus yang 
menopang jalannya mesin cetak injeksi, 
ekstruder, blow dan mesin-mesin plastik 
lainnya.    Pilihan merek yang kita putuskan 
adalah SHINI® karena selain kebudayaan 
perusahaan yang juga memegang nilai-nilai 
integritas yang sama dengan prinsipal, merek 
ini juga dipakai hampir 80% di industri plastik 
di dunia.
-Pelayanan & Integritas 
-Kenyamanan penggunaan barang 
-Pergantian suku

BEIER MACHINERY D2-9501

Established in year 1998, BEIER is a leading 
brand in Chinese plastic industry. 
Vice president company of China Plastic 
Machinery Industry Association.
So far, BEIER has been serving 600+clients over 
140 countries. 
“BE BEIER, BE GREENER”
BEIER, One-stop Plastic Processing Solution 
Provider:

PLASTIC RECYCLING 
PET Bottle Washing Line (Bottle-to-Bottle Food Grade) 
Rigid HDPE & PP Bottles Washing Line 
Rigid ABS, PS Battery Box Washing Line
Flexible LDPE Film & PP Bag/Raffia Washing Line 
AI Sorter and Robot for Polymer & Color Classification 
and Picking
Rigid Flake Pelletizing Line 
Flexible Scrap Pelletizing Line 
Self-Cleaning Automatic Filter for Pelletizing Extruder

PLASTIC EXTRUSION 
HDPE / PP-R Pipe Extrusion Line With Pipe 
Diameter Range Of 16-2600 mm, U- PVC Pipe 
Extrusion Line With Pipe Diameter Range 
Of 16-1000mm, O-PVC Pipe Extrusion Line;  
RTP Pipe Extrusion Line, Profile And Sheet Extrusion 
Lines.

PLASTIC BLOW MOLDING 
0-50L Mono/Multiple Layer & Multiple Cavity PE/PP 
Extrusion & Blow Molding

AUTOMATIC COMPOUNDING & WEIGHING SYSTEM
Vertical and Horizontal Mixers for Plastic Specialized 
Mixer for New Energy Vehicle (Lithium Battery)
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BEKUM D1-8330

Pioneering and innovative manufacturer 
of extrusion blow molding machines for 
monolayer & multilayer plastic packaging 
containers from 3 ml to 3000 l - (handleware) 
bottles, (stackable) cans, (L-Ring) drums, IBC-
Container, others. HDPE, HMPE, PP, PET, LDPE
Tailor-made solutions for applications in 
beverage, dairy, liquid food, food, cosmetic, 
pharmaceutics, agrochemical industry, 
technical applications e.g. fuel tanks, 3D blow 
moulding up to 7 layers.
Our expertise-18,000 machines sold worldwide

EBLOW - SMALL PACKAGING MACHINES 
Advantages at a glance:
• Compact, fully electric small blow moulding 
machines built with Bekum quality
• Economical production for consumer packaging, 
cosmetics and pharmaceuticals
• Proven C-frame clamping unit and quick mould 
change
• Low Small footprint and with good accessibility
• Highly efficient electric drives and highest precision 
from the 1st production shot
• High performance HiPEx 36D melt-homogenous 
extruder with -20% energy consumption
• Spiral mandrel extrusion heads in mono and 3-layer 
for PCR and fast colour changes
• Intuitive BC 8.0 control with AI monitoring for 
continuous article quality and highest machine 
availability
• Exceeds energy efficiency class 10 according 
to Europmap 46.1 (<0.26 kWh/kg) *depending on 
production configuration (demonstration value of fair 
production)

EBLOW - PACKAGING MACHINES 
Convincing features of the new 8 Series
• Award-winning, functional and ergonomic machine 
design
• Generously sized access and viewing area
• Clamping forces from 150 to 500 kN
• Dry cycle times 1.8 - 3.7 sec
• Patented C-frame of the clamping unit for high 
clamping platen parallelism and uniform clamping 
force distribution across the mould width
• Short clamping force build-up time < 100 ms
• Highly efficient electric drives
• Parison cutting with pre-pinch, spear cutting or hot 
trimming device
• Linear take-out system with rear article conveyor 
belts
• Mechanical quick mould clamping system

XBLOW - INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING 
Advantages at a glance:
• Flexible and modular industrial blow moulding 
systems with high accessibility and flexible 
production solutions for large canisters, drums   and 
IBCs 
• Unique hybrid electric clamping concept up to 
3,000 kN, fast, energy-saving and with unique mould 
thickness variance (patent pending)
• Rapid stroke movement electrically and 
hydraulically. Hydraulic mould functions and 
accumulator heads driven by variable-speed   
hydraulic power unit.
• Can be equipped with bottom calibration, blowing 
and spreading blow pins, as well as horizontal and 
vertical parison transfer devices.
• Complete production solutions including moulds, 
robots, post-processing or post-cooling stations and 
material handling from a single   source, i.e. for 220L 
ring drums.
• Intuitive Bekum Control 8.0 control with AI 
monitoring for continuous article quality and highest 
line availability
• High-performance HiPEx 36D extruder with 
homogeneous melting and process stability with 
-20% energy consumption
• Modern simulation-supported spiral mandrel 
extrusion heads, as accumulator head and continuous 
for mono to co-extrusion. Melt   and temperature 
homogeneous with short colour change times

BHUMI KENCANA SEJAHTERA (SIRIE) PT A3-310

Kawasan Industri dan Pergudangan

SiRIE terletak di Jalan Raya Lingkar Timur 
Sidoarjo, yang merupakan salah satu pusat 
industri & pergudangan strategis (±300 HA) di 
Surabaya Selatan. Lokasi kami hanya 10 menit 
dari akses Gerbang Tol Waru dan 15 menit dari 
Juanda International Airport, dimana sangat 
strategis dan mudah diakses sehingga akan 
mempermudah pendistribusian produk – 
produk anda. 

KAWASAN INDUSTRI DAN PERGUDANGAN KAWASAN INDUSTRI DAN PERGUDANGAN KAWASAN INDUSTRI DAN PERGUDANGAN
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BILPLAST GRAPINDO, PT A1-130, A2-2102, A2-2202

PT BILPLAST GRAPINDO selling plastic 
machinery Tape Yarn extrusion, Winder, 
Circular loom, Water jet loom, Cutting and 
sewing, Printing, Lamination line, Sheet 
extrusion, Thermoforming, Skeletal crusher, 
Gravimetric dosing, Straw extrusion, Multi 
straw packing machine, “I” tetrapack wrapping 
machine, U tetrapack wrapping machine, 
paper wrapping, Injection Molding Machine, 
Extrusion blow machine, Blowing PET machine, 
Recycle machine, Broom and Brush machine & 
supporting accessories.

TWO-PLATEN LARGE INJECTION MOLDING 
MACHINE 
DP Series Two-Platen Large Injection Molding Machine 
For Deep Cavity Products Like: Home Appliances, Car 
Parts, Outdoor Dustbin, Plastic Pallet, Plastic Crate 
etc.

AUTOMATIC BLOW MOLDING MACHINE 
Automatic Blowing Machines are composed of 
world-class components professionally integrated 
to provide efficient molding, stretching, and clamping. 
The efficient heating system, low maintenance 
requirements, energy-saving servo motors, and highly 
automated PLC control system enable user-friendly 
and sustained operation with optimum production.

HIGH PRECISION INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE 
Powerjet New Series Hydraulic Injection Molding 
Machine With Faster Injection And Plasticizing Speed, 
More Stable And Higher Efficiency.

BOLE INTELLIGENT MACHINERY CO., LTD

BONMART ENTERPRISE CORP.

A1-3002

A1-1307

As a latecomer in China’s injection moulding 
machine market, BOLE keeps competing 
with other brands, and gain the trust from 
customers with high-performance and 
high-stability product as well as customized 
service.

So far, BOLE injection moulding machines have 
been sold to more than 70 countries.
Especially in 2015-2018, the developed 
countries in America and Europe have grown 
into the main markets of BOLE.

*Multi-layer extruder & cutting machine
*Fully automatic heading machine
*Computerized 8 color printing coating & 
drying  machine
*Automatic drilling, Al. foil sealing & capping 
machine
*All the relative equipments for cosmetic PE 
tubes

INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
The range of products covers nearly 100 specifications 
and 6 main series including high-precision Two-Platen 
DK series, hydraulic servo EK-S series, full-electric 
FE series, Carbon-Fiber Products Intelligent Moulding 
Line CIML series, high-speed HK series and multi 
-materials injection MK series. The range of clamping 
force is from 70 ton to 6800 ton, and the range of 
injection weight is from 65g to 60000g.

WHOLE PLANT EQUIPMENT FOR SQUEEZE PE TUBES
All the relative equipments for cosmetic PE tubes

MOLD
mold for plastic products

MULTI-LAYER EXTRUDER & CUTTING MACHINE
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BORCH MACHINERY CO.,LTD / PT. VICTORY UTAMA LESTARI JAYA

CALVATIS GMBH

BUMI ENVIRO LESTARI, PT

A2-2402

 D1-8331

 D1-832

PT. VICTORY UTAMA LESTARI JAYA will represent  
BORCHE The Expert of Intelligent Two-Platen 
IMM, Manufacturer of 6800T Two-platen IMM.
China National Demo Unit of Intelligent 
Production, the only one in plastic machinery 
industry which founded in December 2002 , 
China
Area Coverage: 205,000 m2 with Guangzhou 
Headquarters > 80,000 m2, Hangzhou 
Production Base > 90,000 m2, Intelligent 
Manufacturer Demonstration Base> 35,000 
m2 with more than 100 engineer for R&D, as 
leading exporter of IMM in China. 

Calvatis GmbH is a worldwide leading private owned 
manufacturer of detergents and disinfectants 
designed for industrial applications. We offer our 
business partners individual and high-quality hygiene 
concepts. Our well known calgonit-branded product 
portfolio is worldwide marketed since 1929. 
Our main business segments are global Hygiene 
Consulting and Management for the Beverage, 
Food and Milk processing industry, Agriculture, 
Watertreatment, Laundry, Cleaning Services and 
Engineering.

Calvatis GmbH is a worldwide leading 
private owned manufacturer of detergents 
and disinfectants designed for industrial 
applications. We offer our business partners 
individual and high-quality hygiene concepts. 
Our well known calgonit-branded product 
portfolio is worldwide marketed since 1929. 
Our main business segments are global 
Hygiene Consulting and Management for the 
Beverage, Food and Milk processing industry, 
Agriculture, Watertreatment, Laundry, 
Cleaning Services and Engineering.

BORCHE INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE TYPE BU-V
BU-V Two-Platen Intelligent Machine
16 Year’s R&D on Two-platen IMM. FUll Range & Big 
Scale ( From 500T~6800T) widely applied to aerospace 
field, automotive industry, transportation field, 
household appliance, and new rural construction.
Machine Features:
Supoer Long Lasting Tie Bar
Tie Bar Guiding
Shorter Cycle Time
Intelligent Interconnection
Innovated Injection Structure

SOLAR POWER
A power plant that uses Solar Photovoltaic (PV) solar 
cells to convert solar radiation into electrical energy. 
This power plant is a form of renewable energy that 
utilizes an environmentally friendly alternative energy 
source.

BORCHE ELECTRIC INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE TYPE 
BD
BDMachine 
Fast 
Quick response: injection response time less than 
50ms 
Overlapped movement:production time shortened 
by 30% 
Fast cycle time:dry cycle decreased by 20% 
Fast mold open & close: 500mm/s 
Accuracy 
Repeatability precision of product weight increased 
by 3 times 
Repeatability precision of injection position 
increased by 10 times 
Energy Saving 
Energy saving by 30% 
Low water consumption 
Raw material saving: low product defects 
Low oil consumption, 80% less than hydraulic 
machine 
Aesthetic 
Brand new design, integration of aesthetics and 
ergonomics
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CATUR PUTRA MAKMUR SEJAHTERA A2-2302

PT Catur Putra Makmur Sejahtera was 
established in September 2009 by Mr. Tjen 
Khin Yau, who was an experienced engineer 
in plastic machinery since 1982. We offer 
injection molding machine, extrusion blow 
molding machine, injection blow molding 
machine, stretch blow molding machine, PET 
preform mold. We also provide technical 
support (after sales service) and turn-key 
project.

SWL EXTRUSION BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
Shantou Waley Plastic Machinery Factory Co., Ltd. 
is located in the beautiful coastal city of Shantou, 
Guangdong Province, China. The company is a 
professional manufacturer of plastic hollow molding 
equipment founded in the late 1980s. It has strong 
independent R &amp; D and manufacturing capacity 
and perfect after-sales service. The company has 
been recognized as “Shantou private science and 
technology enterprise”, “Guangdong private science 
and technology enterprise” and “tax credit rating a 
tax enterprise”, and has passed the “ISO9001:2008 
international quality management standard 
system certification” and “EU standard CE safety 
certification”.

LIGUANG INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
Liguang Machinery Co.,Ltd. Liguang Machinery Co.,Ltd. 
Is a manufacturer who specially produces high quality 
plastic Injection moulding machines, which computer 
control system with Chinese and many Foreign 
languages display, These precise machines accord 
with the design. Manufacturing and assembling By 
European plastic& rubber machinery manufacturer 
united association. The clamping force ranges is 
from 90T to 2000T, shot weight is from 71g to 12069g 
. We purchase many parts from The whole world, 
such as hydraulic& electric components from Japan, 
Italy, France and Germany. So our machines have the 
characters with high rigidity, large clamping force. 
High injection pressure and precision & duration.

VICTOR INJECTION BLOW MOLDING MACHINE 
Established in 1958,we located in Suzhou of Jiangsu 
Province,only 110km close to SHANGHAI. It has over 
200 staff working among which are 150+ Engineering 
and Technical Personnel. The company covers an area 
of 76 mu and have more than 120 sets processing 
equipments and dozens of imported high precision 
digital tooling machines which better meet your 
precision requirements for machine and mould.

With the mind of “Sincerity, Innovation and Service”, all 
the Whole Plant Equipment we sold to overseas and 
domestic market got good feedback. We have ISO9001 
quality control system and passed CE &UL safety 
certificated.Our products well sold to more than 40 
countries such as USA, Turkey, Mexico, India.

CENDRAWASIH SEJAHTERA, PT A1-1007, A1-1009, A1-1102

We are CENDRAWASIH SEJAHTERA a 
professional supplier of screw barrel since 
2005 in Indonesia.
We can supply all kinds and types of screw 
barrel for injection molding machines and 
extruders and other auxiliary machines. we 
can also dispatch engineers to your company 
to check your currently used types of screw 
barrel and draw them out accordantly.

SCREW BARREL
We can supply all kinds and types of screw barrel for 
injection molding machines and extruders and other 
auxiliary machines.

REDUCTION BOX, ETC
REDUCTION BOX / GEARBOX

CONICLE TWIN/DOUBLE SCREW BARREL
Conical twin screw extruder is mainly used to process 
PVC powder by plasticizing, mixing and extrusion. 
Equipped with auxiliary equipment, it can produce 
PVC pipes, profile, plate, sheet, film, as well as plastic 
granulation.

PLASTICS MACHINE, ETC
We also sell all kinds of plastic machines, such as 
granulator, drying machine and so on.
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CHANG HORING RUBBER CO., LTD. A1-1306

Chang Horing Rubber group is the biggest 
rubber compound supplier in Taiwan.   We have 
3 factories in Taiwan and one in Shanghai, CN 
and the other new one in Thailand.  We provide 
total solution of any kind of rubber compound, 
especially automotive, oil&gas, home 
appliance and chemical industry ... etc.  If you 
are interested in us, please feel free to contact 
us for more information.

FASOL FKM PRE-COMPOUND
CHR could not only provide you all kinds of rubber 
compound prodcuts but also FKM Pre-compound.  Our 
barnd of FKM PC is FASOL and our mission is to provide 
upstream and down stream supply chain, integration.  
CHR team design a FKM material for application such 
as turbo charge hose(TCH), O-ring, Oil-seal, Boots, 
etc.  We also working on ultra-low temperature FKM 
and FFKM designing customized-formulation to fully 
reach customer’s requirements.

OIL & GAS CERTED COMPOUND
CHR could not only provide you all kinds of rubber 
compound prodcuts but also FKM Pre-compound.  Our 
barnd of FKM PC is FASOL and our mission is to provide 
upstream and down stream supply chain, integration.  
CHR team design a FKM material for application such 
as turbo charge hose(TCH), O-ring, Oil-seal, Boots, 
etc.  We also working on ultra-low temperature FKM 
and FFKM designing customized-formulation to fully 
reach customer’s requirements.

CARBON EMMISSION REDUCTION COMPOUND
CHR keeps updating various environmental protection 
regulations and comply with EU REACH and ROHS 
regulations.  In response to the global issue of 
reducing carbon emmission, we have developed 
new NBR and EPDM compound with 30~40% carbon 
emmision reduction.  Please come to our booth to 
know more.

CHANGZHOU YINGCHUANG ROLLING EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. D2-9425

Changzhou Yingchuang Rotomolding 
Equipment Co., Ltd. was founded in 2018 and is 
located in the beautiful Longcheng Changzhou. 
It covers an area of 10000 square meters. It is 
a national high-tech enterprise.”Yingchuang” 
brand technology is at the leading level in 
China, with domestic first-class rotational 
molding industry talents and technical team.
We focus on rotomolding equipment, slush 
molding equipment, rotomolding molds and 
rotomolding products,customizes the design 
according to the needs.

CAROUSEL ROTOMOLDING MACHINE
Multi-station carousel rotomolding machineis 
composed of oven, trolley, rotating arm and 
turntable,operating platform, combustion cycle 
system, wireless communication system.
Rotomolding machine is suitable for producing 
most large and medium-sized plastic products and 
composite products,rotomolding product quality is 
good,investment cost is low.

OVEN SWING ROTOMOLDING MACHINE
Oven swing rotomolding machine is for rectangular 
products such as boats and cattle troughs.It adopts 
one-button operation, and the stability and reliability 
can be improved.
Rotomolding machine is suitable for producing 
most large and medium-sized plastic products and 
composite products,rotomolding product quality is 
good,investment cost is low.

ROTOMOLDING MOLD
Types of rotomolding mould:Steel mould
CNC steel mould CNC
CNC copper mould CNC
Cast aluminum mould 
CNC aluminum mould CNC
Rotational molding molds are used to store plastic 
raw materials and manufacture rotational molded 
products

SHUTTLE ROTOMOLDING MACHINE
Shuttle Rotomolding Machine is composed of oven, 
trolley, rotating arm and turn table,operating platform, 
combustion cycle system, wireless communication 
system.
Rotomolding machine is suitable for producing 
most large and medium-sized plastic products and 
composite products,rotomolding product quality is 
good,investment cost is low.

ROCK N ROLL MACHINE
The open flame swing machine has low equipment cost 
and small floor space. It is suitable for large hollow 
products, easy to operate and easy to maintain. It is an 
ideal equipment for the introduction of rotomolding.
Rotomolding machine is suitable for producing 
most large and medium-sized plastic products and 
composite products,rotomolding product quality is 
good,investment cost is low.
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CHIA MING MACHINERY CO., LTD. A1-1218

PET Automatic Stretch Blow Molding Machine
PET Fully Electric Stretch Blow Molding 
Machine
PET Semi-Auto Stretch Blow Molding Machine
PET 5 Gallon Water Bottle Stretch Blow 
Molding Machine
Extrusion Blow Molding Machine
FULLY ELECTRIC TYPE EXTRUSION BLOW 
MOLDING MACHINE

CMFE-65DH FULLY ELECTRIC EXTRUSION BLOW MOLDING 
MACHINE 
Power saving and high efficient.
Silence, low heat, without hydraulic leaking problem.

CMS-LL1 FULLY ELECTRIC TYPE PET STRETCH BLOW 
MOLDING MACHINE
Power saving and high efficient.
Silence, low heat, without hydraulic leaking problem.

CMS-Q1L GALLONS PET STRETCH BLOW MOLDING 
MACHINE
5 gallons PET fully automatic PET stretch blow molding 
machine. For one way, heavy preform available.

CHNV TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

CHUAN LIH FA MACHINERY WORKS CO., LTD.

 A3-3424

A1-1315A

CHNV Technology Co., Ltd, founded in 2008, 
A-share listed company, supply customers 
excellent lubricants and PVC additives.
Main products: fatty acid salts, fatty acid 
esters, fatty acid amides, programmatic 
composite additives (PVC Ca/Zn Stabilizer, 
WPC Polymeric Lubricant, Compound 
Additives) 
Application: plastic, rubber, petrochemicals, 
paint, paper, food, cosmetics feeds, etc.
Production bases: 2 in China, 1 in Indonesia.
Capacity: 230,000mt/year.
Certificate: ROHS, REACH, FDA, HALAL, ISO...

CLF is a top-tier brand in the field of plastic 
injection molding machines, renowned 
worldwide for its superior technology and 
innovative products. Since its inception, CLF 
has been committed to providing high-quality, 
high-efficiency injection molding solutions 
widely applied across diverse industries. 
The company’s products not only exhibit 
exceptional performance but also prioritize 
environmental sustainability. 

FATTY ACID SALTS
Include Zinc stearate, Calcium stearate, Magnesium 
stearate, Lithium stearate, etc.
Application:
1.For PVC Stabilizer and Lubricants
2.As Halogen Acceptor in Petrochemical Industry
3.As Lubricants and Dispersing Agent for Plastics 
and Rubbers
4.As Mold-releasing Agent
5.For Construction

TPII INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
Two platens injection molding machine

PVC COMPOUND ADDITIVES
Include kinds of PVC Ca/Zn Thermal Stabilizers, which 
could be well used in kinds of PVC compounds. 
Application: 
1. Used for PVC wire cable, especially for lead-free 
cable, PVC pipe extruding. 
2. Used in the processing of outdoor rigid PVC 
windows and doors. 
3. Opaque injection products, especially suitable for 
soft material or half hard toys. 
4. Opaque or transparent calendaring film. 
5. Used in SPC, LVT, Profile, Foam sheet etc.

TPII INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
Toggle type injection molding machine

WPC POLYMERIC LUBRICANT
It has outstanding wetting properties, shown excellent 
dispersity and high production rate. It obviously 
increases wood or fascicule dosage and leads to a 
wide processing area.
CHNV is professional in WPC production, and can 
provide a series of services, including WPC lubricant, 
equipment, and even formula and technical supports, 
etc.
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CHUMPOWER MACHINERY CORP. A1-1227

Chumpower is the leader in linear stretch 
blow molding machine in Asia.  Located in 
Taichung Taiwan, we have been manufacturing 
of machineries for plastic industry for more 
than 35 years.  Chumpower specialized in PET 
stretch blow molding machine, PET bottle 
turnkey system, preform moulds and offers 
wide range of SBM models to suit all kinds of 
packaging needs in PET.Our machine category 
includes indexing hydraulic type, indexing 
all electric type, all electric linear type, wide 
mouth jar series

CPSB-LSS8 FULLY ELECTRIC PET STRETCH BLOW 
MOULDING MACHINE
The new CPSB-LSS8 from Chumpower are the result 
of our years of field experience in producing high 
linear machine. With optimized machine mechanisms. 
The max. output can reach to 18,000 BPH, which is the 
highest in the class. 

CPSB-TSS6000 PET STRETCH BLOW MOULDING 
MACHINE 
Phoenix series has reasonable price and high stability 
with low occupation of ground area, simple operation, 
and easy maintenance. The TSS6000 is suitable to 
produce up to 0.6L with 38 mm neck size, The max. 
output can reach to 6000 BPH.

CPSB-2000L LARGE VOLUME PET BLOW MOLDING 
MACHINE
Chumpower W/L series is cost-effective, modular 
design for easy maintenance, compact structure for 
saving space, highly reliable blow molding machine 
and equipment, special heating array structure to 
minimize over space and energy consumption.

CIE EXTRUFORMING MACHINES (SHANGHAI) CO.,LTD D2-9517

CIE EXTRUFORMING MACHINES(SHANGHAI) 
CO.,LTD is high-tech enterprise certified 
by the state. For many years,it has been 
committed to becoming a leading supplier 
of plastic extrusion equipment and plastic 
thermoforming equipment in the industry.
Since its establishment,the company has 
always followed the business philosophy 
of “integrity,pragmatism,development 
and innovation”,and has long focused 
on the exploration and innovation in the 
design,R&D,manufacturing,sales and after-
sales service.

APET/GPET/RPET/CPET/PLA PARALLEL TWIN-SCREW 
EXTRUSION MACHINE
The Extruder fully considers PET production process 
and combined with advanced PET extrder technology 
of German and Italy. The elements design screw and 
the barrel adopts European advanced vacuum system, 
which avoids the high power waste caused by the 
long-time heating of crystallizer and dehumidifier 
which is necessary for traditional PET singel screw 
extruder.

PP/PS SHEET EXTRUSION MACHINE
The machine adopts unique energy-saving design,low 
energy consuption,high production capacity and 
stable production. Its sheet is widely used in 
thermoforming products, electronics and stationery.

PC/PP/PE HOLLOW BOARD EXTRUSION MACHINE
Used for general office, hall,shopping malls,sports 
venues,the daylighting of public facilities,railway 
stations, packing lot, etc.
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CIPTA MEGAH LESTARINDO, PT

CS RUBBER INDUSTRY CO., LTD.

A3-320

 D2-920

Didirikan sejak tahun 1986 di Medan-Sumatera 
Utara, bergerak sebagai importir spare-parts 
dan bengkel perakitan mesin-mesin plastik 
seperti mesin tiup kantongan plastic, mesin 
potong plastik, mesin proses biji plastik, mesin 
rotogravure printing dan mesin pendukung 
lainnya. Pada tahun 2010, perusahaan 
berpindah ke Tangerang dekat dengan Bandara 
Soekarno Hatta.

VISI CML adalah menjadi supplier spare parts 
dan mesin plastik dengan teknologi terkini dan 
terlengkap, termurah dan kualitas terbaik.

CS RUBBER INDUSTRY CO.,LTD.
MANUFACTURER OF RUBBER COMPOUND 
PRODUCTS
One of the qualified & expert manufacturer of 
rubber compound in Thailand. Mixing technical 
and capacity provider.

Cosmos Machinery Technology (Jiangsu) Co., 
Ltd. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Cosmos 
Machinery Enterprises Limited, a Hong Kong 
public-listed company, and has production 
capacity of 6,000 sets injection machine per 
year. Cosmos Jiangsu is able to provide full 
injection machinery and corollary equipment 
for different scale and varieties of levels 
client whose product covers 900KN – 40000KN 
clamping force and 43g – 60000g shot volume.

PLASTIC GRANULATOR RECYCLING MACHINE
Three-in-one recycling facility combines shredder, 
extruder and pelletizer functionalities. Die head 
cutting saves manual feeding costs.

RUBBER COMPOUND
MANUFACTURER OF RUBBER COMPOUND PRODUCTS

HOT SEALING & CUTTING AUTO PUNCH T-SHIRT BAG 
MAKING MACHINE
It is applied to produce and print the double-colored 
or uncolored T-Shirt bags, using HDPE or LDPE roll film, 
adopts computer control, servo motor fixed length 
and touch screen actual display to finish the feeding, 
sealing, cutting, punching holes and transporting only 
in one process, which can save man-power greatly and 
yield good economic result. It’s traced by 2 photocells 
to make the printing very exact.

BLACK COMPOUND
The rubber compounds we produce can be :
1. CS Rubber owns the recipes and also provides all 
materials
2. CS Rubber owns the recipes and customer provides 
partial materials
3. Customers own the recipes and CS Rubber provides 
all materials
4. Customers own the recipes and also provide all 
materials

ABA THREE LAYER PLASTIC FILM BLOWING MACHINE
It is used for blowing LDPE, LLDPE, HDPE etc which 
are widely used for packing liquid, industrial products, 
garments, textile and printing lamination.The screw 
and barel are made of high quality alloy with optimal 
hardness and strong corrosion resistance after 
nitrogen treatment and precision finishing. With 2 kind 
of material, we can reduced the material cost which in 
the middle side can use filler masterbatch

COLOR COMPOUND
The rubber compounds we produce can be :
1. CS Rubber owns the recipes and also provides all 
materials
2. CS Rubber owns the recipes and customer provides 
partial materials
3. Customers own the recipes and CS Rubber provides 
all materials
4. Customers own the recipes and also provide all 
materials

COSMOS MACHINERY TECHNOLOGY (JIANGSU) CO., LTD.  A2-2530

INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
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DAINAN 2 INDONESIA

DONGGUAN YAXING MOULD TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

DONGGUAN JINJUN MACHINERY CO., LTD

D1-8622

A1-156

A1-1017

PT. DAINAN 2 INDONESIA is a distributor of 
Test and Measuring Instruments. We are 
an Authorized Agent for ESPEC, IMV, SUGA, 
Shinyei, HunterLab, GTI and Rhopoint. We 
provide the best products and also provide 
after-sales service continuously with our 
professional technician, trained, dedicated and 
ready to help. We would like to go hand in hand 
with our customers to achieve success. Your 
success is definitely a step closer.

We are the tool maker for plastic injection 
mold and part in DongGuan-China.
100 people’s factory built 300~400 set of mold 
each year.
Also built prototype for customer delivery part 
in 20 ~25 days.
Mainly customer from Asia and Europe
Hope we can have the chance to estimate mold 
and plastic part cost for your team.
Welcome you visit our workshop.

More than 20 Years of experience makes us 
the Leading Manufacturer of Blow Molding 
Machines.  Automatic production lines 
integrated with Blow Molding machine, leak 
testing and bottle bagging

ESPEC PLATINOUS J SERIES - TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY 
CHAMBER
ESPEC Platinous J Series - Your best choice to cover 
broad reliability test applications. It offers flexible 
configurations to meet the needs of today and 
tomorrow.

INJECTION MOLD
Plastic injection mold design and manufacture
Prototype Die casting.

BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
High Quality Fast Series Extrusion Blow Molding 
Machine

IMV  A SERIES
The A-series meets a wide range of test requirements 
and specifications for a versatile testing environment.
It has advanced automatic energy-saving technology 
and a high level of functionality
and provides an improved working environment for 
vibration test

PLASTIC PART
Plastic part make by ABS , PP , PA66 ,POM,

PETG / PCTG BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
The Best Blow Molding Machine for PETG / PCTG bottle 

HUNTERLAB AGERA
Flexible. Full spectrum. All-in-one. Agera 
Spectrophotometer is the ultimate solution for 
appearance quality control.
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DOUBLES TEKNIK ABADI, PT

DWI HANDAL OTOMASI INDONESIA, PT. (DH AUTOMATION)

DWI MAJU, PT

 A1-120

 A3-3406

A2-234

PT Doubles Teknik Abadi, merupakan 
supplier sparepart dan produk yang dijual 
terkonsentrasi pada rem industri dan kopling 
Industri, seperti rem pneumatik (rem udara), 
rem dan kopling elektromagnetik, chuck 
pengaman, chuck inti, poros udara, rem 
bubuk, dan aksesoris yang terkait untuk 
sistem transmisi dan rem. Aplikasi industri 
kami berkisar dari mesin pengemasan, mesin 
printing, peralatan kawat dan kabel, mesin 
tekstil, mesin karet, mesin ban, mesin pembuat 
kertas hingga berbagai desain mesin.

We are engineering and automation partner 
company. Engineering services offered by 
DHAutomation cover the design, manufacture, 
supply and implementation of Industrial 
Automation and Control System. We have 
experience in implementing PLC, HMI, VSD, 
Servo and Scada System. Our products : Opkon 
Linear Sensor, Siemens Industrial Automation, 
Weidmuller Automation, Keyence Sensor 
& Vision, MPDV MES System, LAPP Power & 
Control Cable, Teknokol Arm Support System 
and ABB Robotics.

PT. Dwi Maju is the premier packaging solutions 
provider in Indonesia. We have over 20 years of 
experience in the packaging industry and we 
keep improving our product offering to fully 
satisfy our customers needs. 
Our product are plastic packaging (stretch 
film, shrink film, blown film, plastik PE), 
thermal paper, labels, and 3M products.
Our headquarter is located in Jakarta, with a 
branch in Surabaya, warehouse in Cikarang 
and Bogor.

DBR AIRTAKE BRAKE 256
Fungsi utama rem adalah mengubah energi mekanik 
menjadi panas, yang kemudian dibuang ke atmosfer. 
Dengan tambahan kipas listrik yang dipasang 
di tengah wadah, diperoleh daya termal terbaik 
pembuangan dicapai tanpa ketergantungan yang 
tinggi pada kecepatan. Cocok untuk pembuangan 
panas yang tinggi. 

OPKON LINEAR SENSOR
Linear Position Transducer - Potentiometer · Non-
Contact Magnetostrictive Position Sensor · Mobile 
Hydraulic Sensor · Linear Magnetic Encoder · Rotary 
Encoder

STRETCH FILM
Manufacturing process done with high end stretch 
film production lines from USA and Austria 

AIRSHAFT
Airshaft terdiri dari kombinasi dasar body dan jurnal, 
dan body harus dipilih sesuai spesifikasi kerja. 
Airshaft Terdiri dari 3 tipe, yaitu Airshaft Tipe LUG, Tipe 
LEAF dan Tipe MULTIBLADDER

SIEMENS AUTOMATION
SIMATIC controllers offer more than just powerful 
hardware for controlling all types of machines and 
plants. The capabilities of SIMATIC controllers are 
constantly being expanded with new functions.

LABELS
Standard adhesive stickers, to be used as barcode 
media or product design sticker
Comes in a wide range of sizes and fits into any 
environment 

SAFETY CHUCK
Safety chuck adalah kopling cepat yang digunakan 
dalam aplikasi shaft center wind dan center unwind 
serta menghemat waktu bongkar muat. Ada berbagai 
ukuran safety chuck model flange dan pillow kepada 
para customer dan disesuaikan dengan berbagai 
model bentuk dari penampang poros penahan.

WEIDMULLER ELECTRONICS
Considering the increase of automation, isolating 
amplifiers are required which convert, isolate, 
monitor, protect and visualize your digital and analog 
signal values.

THERMAL PAPER
Used in a wide array of functions such as POS systems, 
ticketing, ATM receipt, aviation, medical, freeway and 
oil exploration
Our own brand of rolls include Thermarol and 
Telestrook 
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ENGEL MACHINERY A1-1318

ENGEL offers injection moulding turnkey 
solutions from a single source: As one of 
the leading injection moulding machine 
manufacturers, we stand for seminal 
development and production of injection 
moulding machines and their automation. With 
innovative technologies, modern production 
facilities and sustainable service & support, 
we enable our customers to be competitive 
and successful. 

ENGEL E-MAC ALL-ELECTRIC MACHINE
The All-electric, Small Injection Molding Machine for Near-standard Applications.
Get the most out of your production space - with our small e-mac injection molding machine. Minimal floor 
space requirements coupled with great flexibility in machine configuration characterize the e-mac. Combined 
with our application expertise, you get the right overall solution for your requirements from a single source.

EREMA ENGINEERING RECYCLING MASCHINEN UND ANLAGEN GMBH D1-8233

EREMA Engineering Recycling Maschinen und 
Anlagen Ges.m.b.H. has its headquarters in 
Ansfelden near Linz in Austria and specialises 
in the development and manufacturing of 
plastics recycling systems and components. 
Founded in 1983, the company is now the world 
market leader. Some 7,000 EREMA recycling 
systems are now in use worldwide. 

REGRINDPRO® & REFRESHER
Highly efficient anti-odour technology from EREMA
Odour-optimised premium recycled pellets directly from contaminated post-consumer regrind material? The 
efficient interplay of the EREMA technologies INTAREMA® TVEplus® RegrindPro® machine with the ReFresher 
module makes it possible. The unbeatable combination of top pellet quality and odour optimisation opens up 
completely new application opportunities for recycled plastics.

FANSTAR (DONGGUAN) SMART TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD D2-9401

Fanstar’s products cover : energy storage, 
photovoltaics, stationery, automobiles, 
electronic products, aerospace, pet 
products, medical equipment, instruments, 
electromechanical, daily household and other 
fields. Fanstar always insists on mastering 
the core technology of injection molding 
production, and analyzes the technical 
communication with customer before 
production, to ensure short mold delivery, long 
lifetime, faster mass production, excellent 
quality of finished products!

MULTI CAVITIES PLASTIC INJECTION MOLD
BALLPOINT PEN MOLD, 16 - 96 CAVITIES

DOUBLE INJECTION PLASTIC INJECTION MOLD
DOUBLE COLOR OR DOUBLE MATERIAL IN ONE MOLD.

PLASTIC INJECTION MOLD OEM/ODM PART
BASED ON DRAWING, NON STANDARD PART.
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FINSON INDOMAS, PT

FILLEX MACHINERY INDONESIA, PT

D2-9317

A2-2318

We are Indonesian reliable company 
specializing in plastic packaging solutions, 
representing advanced innovative technology 
and converting machineries, with more than 
15 years experiences in the field of high-tech 
plastics production for multi-layer plastic 
films/sheet, plastic cups, foam cups, plastic 
trays/containers, cup printing, including 
auxiliary equipments for material handling, 
granulator, as well as recycling machineries, 
with notable brands i.e.:

Our main products including : Water filling 
machine, carbonated soft drink filling 
machine, Juice filling machine, sticker 
labeling machine, cold glue labeling 
machine, stretch labeling machine, etc. 
 
FILLEX was established in 2006, possessed with 
10000 square meters standard workshop and 
more than 60 professional workers. FILLEX has 
adhered to our long-term concept of “”Filling 
Your Ideas”” and “”Packing Your Ideas”” with 
professional engineering team.

MEAF SHEET EXTRUSION
High efficient Sheet Extruder for thermoforming, 
construction and industrial application

WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM
Reverse  Osmosis Water Treatment Purify Machine 
 
Applicable to pure water, mineral water, beverage 
products, water and process water of various types of 
water treatment equipment.  
Mainly including: 
1.Pretreatment system (multi-media filter, activated 
carbon filter, ion exchanger , microporous filter 
2.Membrane separation system (ultrafiltration , 
nanofiltration , reverse osmosis unit) 
3.Electrodialysis equipment 
4.Sterilization equipment (Ultraviolet equipment, 
ozone equipment) and so on”

TRIA GRANULATOR
Plastic Processing Granulator system for Post 
Industrial and Post Consumer Recycling

ZOCCHI BLOWN FILM EXTRUSION
High Efficient Blown Film line using Infrared Barrel 
Heating and unique screw and barrel geometry

FILLING SYSTEM
3-in-1 filling monoblock, combined with 
rinsing, filling and capping. It is innovated 
and designed in the requirement of still 
pure water and mineral water, on the bases of 
introducing, digesting and absorbing advanced 
technology from Germany and Italy.

FOSHAN JIUXING MACHINERY CO., LTD. A1-1128

Since it’s establishment in 2008,with the 
unremitting of the team,it has developed 
into a diversified company intergrating 
R&D,production,sales and service,have 
become a pioneer in the industry.With the 
continuous change of the current social 
form, energy conservation and environmental 
protection.Have become the first purpose 
of our development. Over the years,we are 
continuing to explore and try,and finally made 
breakthroughs in the field of plastic recycling.
The low-temperature environment

LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 
GRANULATOR
It occupies a small area, is simple and easy to operate, 
and is pollution-free. It is suitable for recycling and 
granulating PE, PC, PVC, EVA and other plastics.tons 
to 290 ton.

EDGE MATERIAL RECYCLING GRANULATOR
Suitable for all materials, recycling the scraps cut 
from the casting machine

BOTTLE BOTTLE MAKING MACHINE 
1. The servo motor is adopted to drive the molding 
mechanism, triggering off a bottom mold linkage as 
well. The whole mechanism works speedy, accurately, 
stably and flexibly. Meanwhile, it is energy efficient 
and environmental safe.   
2.Oil or electricity heated, the mold can ensure 
bottles meet the hot filling requirement and 
withstand a temperature up to 90-95oC without 
deformation. The capacity of each cavity can be up 
to 700~900bph. 
3.The servo motor driven stepping unit and stretching 
mechanism have improved the speed, flexibility and 
accuracy of blowing. 
4.The simple slide-in way of mold mounting makes 
it possible for the operators to change molds easily 
within 30 minutes. 
5.The man-machine interface is highly automated 
and easy to operate. The compact machine occupies 
a smaller area.  
6.The series is applied widely in PET hot filling bottle 
for juice, tea drinks, energy drinks and other hot 
filling drinks.
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FOSHAN SITUO INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD D2-9116

Situo Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. located in 
china, is a professional intelligent equipment 
manufacturer with artificial intelligence 
and machine vision technology as its core. 
The company is committed to providing one-
stop machine vision solutions and related 
supporting facilities for customers at home 
and abroad. The company has a strong R&D 
team with more than 10 years of vision industry 
experience.  in this segment market share is 
the industry first.

FILM DEFECT INSPECTION SYSTEM
The WIS film inspection system developed by Situo 
Intelligent is applicable to most film production 
processes, including cast, blow molding, double-
drawing, single-drawing, lamination, etc.; including 
but not limited to PP, PE, PET, EVA, PVB, PA, aluminizing, 
lithium battery diaphragm and other composite films. 
It can effectively detect all kinds of defects in the 
process of film production, identify minor defects in 
product manufacturing and monitor the homogeneity 
of the product manufacturing process, and can also be 
used as a tool for assessment and tracing.

PRINTING QUALITY INSPECTION SYSTEM
The PIS printing inspection system developed by Situo 
Intelligent Company is suitable for various materials 
contained in pharmaceutical packages, cigarette 
packages, 3C packaging, daily chemical packaging, 
hangtags, food, health materials and other products. 
It can effectively detect all kinds of defects in the 
printing process, identify minor defects in product 
manufacturing and monitor the homogeneity of the 
product manufacturing process, and can also be used 
as a tool for assessment and traceability.

HIGH SPEED INSPECTION MACHINE
The high speed inspection machine developed by Si 
Tuo Intelligent Company is dedicated to solving the 
problem of small batch, multiple repetitive defects 
accurately and quickly find and locate defective 
defects, reduce the work intensity and fatigue of 
workers, and protect the quality of printed products 
before leaving the factory. Use scenario: small batch 
orders, part of the small roll rewinding after slitting 
to find defects, part of the customer small batch 
returns back to the order situation. Applicable to: 
Roll products, steel strip, film, non-woven, sanitary 
materials and other products. (Both upper and lower 
sides can be detected, not affected by the direction 
of rewinding)

FUCHUNSHIN TECHNOLOGY INDONESIA, PT D1-8101

FCS Group is implementing a philosophy 
to create high value added products, and 
to integrate the business strategies of 
globalization and diversification. In addition 
to the original business of injection molding 
machine R & D, manufacturing,sales and 
service in several countries.

FCS SA -290H
It is a newly-released servo hydraulic energy-saving 
model with outward toggle clamping unit, especially 
suitable for PET blood collection tubes. With its 
clamping force ranging from 220 tons to 290 ton.

FCS CT- E / CT-R SERIES
It is a newly released model of All-Electric injection 
molding machine by FCS. The applicable industries 
include packaging, optical element, medical, and 3C 
appliance such as laptop or multifunction printer 
parts, etc. With its clamping force ranging from 50 
tons to 900 tons.

FCS FA - SERIES 
It is a newly released model of advanced toggle 
hydraulic and servo energy-saving IMM by FCS. The 
applicable industries include houseware, stationary, 
automotive, 3C and home appliance industries, 
especially for multi function printers, laptop or 
computer parts. With its clamping force ranging from 
60 tons to 530 tons.
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FULIYUAN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD 

FUSHENG COMPRESSOR INDONESIA

D2-9420

A3-3217

Huizhou Fuliyuan Industrial Co., Ltd.was 
founded in 2003, covering an area of 15,000 
square meters.Company’s main products 
are plastic extruders :PVC/PE cling film 
machine,PE /CPEstretch film machine, paper 
cup laminating machine, PP woven cloth , non-
woven film laminating machine, aluminum film 
laminating machine, kraft paper machine,TPU/
EVA laminating machine, plastic recycling 
granulator, EPE foam machinery and other 
machines,products are exported to more than 
60 countries around the world.

Industry applications FS-Curtis has earned 
the reputation for building the most rugged 
industrial-duty compressor you can buy, Our 
professional engineering staff and factory-
trained distributor network are committed to 
supplying you with a complete offering of the 
very best in compressed air equipment, large 
industrial i.e manufacturing, cement terminals, 
power generation, mining, aviation testing labs, 
textiles, and other industry.

PVC CLING FILM MACHINE
PVC cling film is a kind of plastic packaging product, 
usually made of PVC powder by polymerization 
reaction with several other ingredients. Mainly used 
for packaging and preservation of vegetables,fresh 
fruits. flowers, oil-free raw food, daily necessities and 
industrial packaging. It is widely used in the packaging 
fields of family life, supermarket stores, and industrial 
production.PVC plastic wrap has the advantages of 
good transparency, high tensile strength, strong self-
adhesion, and lower cost of use.

NXD-37 & CB-30
NX-Series Rotary Screw Air Compressors and NXHE-
Series Two-Stage Rotary Screw Air Compressors from 
FS-Curtis are valued worldwide for their legendary 
reliability. Housed in a space-saving design and built 
for continuous, quiet operation, the NX-Series delivers 
steady airflow with stable air pressure. The result is 
outstanding air quality with minimal oil carryover, 
giving you the performance you need to be backed by 
the durability you want           

PE STRETCH FILM MACHINE
This unit mainly applies LLDPE and adopts several 
kinds of resins to’manufacture single / double-sio 
self- adhesive three-layer stretch wrapping film 
by extruder. The multi-layer co-extruded stretch 
film h better tensile strength, puncture resistance 
and impact resistance than simple-layer or two-
layer streto wrapping film. Its good shrinking 
memory and self-adhesive function can make 
goods integrity to preve them from loosening and 
collapsing transportation and being polluted by dust. 
The transparency and tens strength of this product 
can make the packaging beautiful,economical and 
practical.The film can be wio used for wrapping of 
palletized goods. It’s good substitute for hot shrink 
packaging film in transportation.

EX- SERIES, ER-SERIES, ES-SERIES AND ECO TURBO OIL-
FREE COMPRESSORS
FS-Curtis Oil-Free Screw Compressor EX-Series, ER-
Series Oil-Free Water Injected Screw Compressor, 
ES-Series Oil-Free Scroll Compressor, and ECO Turbo 
Two-Stage Oil-Free Centrifugal Compressor.

LAMINATION MACHINE
The coating machine can combine ope foam sheot 
and PP braiding cloth, aluminum film,XPE foam sheet, 
sponge, kraft paper, OPP film, non-woven fabric 
and other two or three materials together.Products 
can be used for packaging composites, advanced 
laminated products,tablecloths, composite products 
for construction and other functions. Thero is an 
ombossing function. The laminated product is flat and 
clearly grained, which is a very practical composite 
equipment. The plastic granules are put into the main 
machine hopper, heated and melted, extruded from 
tho T-shaped die, and evenly coated on the plastic 
sheet (epe foam sheet, PP braiding cloth, EVA foam 
sheet, XPE sheet, OPP film, non-woven laminated 
material bag, etc.), and then laminated and cooled. 
Not only has the protective function, the heat sealing 
strengthis good, but also the performance of other 
composito barrier materials

CB-SERIES
Oil Injected Booster Compressor up to 40 Bar 
Application with capacity from 2,10 ~ 6,68 CMM with 
power 7,5 kW up to 30 Kw

GABLER THERMOFORM GMBH & CO. KG D1-8318

Welcome to GABLER Thermoform
First-class thermoforming machines, 
additional components and accessories for 
the production of plastic packaging for the 
foodstuff industry: That is what GABLER 
Thermoform stands for.
We are a globally leader producer of 
thermoforming machines for the production 
of plastic packaging in the thermoforming 
process. As a specialist in thermoforming 
technology, we develop and produce 
thermoforming machines, whose quality, 
performance and reliability set top standards.

M-LINE
M-LINE: Tilting technology in perfection
High productivity, innovative drive technology 
and maximum stability: With their unique tilting 
technology and a stable forming station made of 
cast steel, the high-end machines of our M-LINE 
are ideal for large-scale production of both simple 
and complex articles. Combined forming and cutting 
in just one step and an innovative stacking system 
with patented product handling make the M-LINE 
particularly flexible and powerful.    

FLEX-LINE
FCS technology redefined
With its multi-station concept, the FLEX-LINE offers 
unprecedented flexibility in the production of a wide 
variety of food packaging. As the first FCS machine 
from GABLER, our novelty among the thermoformers 
can score with several highlights. With an innovative 
drive concept including linear guides, its multi-
station principle, extremely high clamping forces and 
the highest cycle rates on the market, the FLEX-LINE 
sets new standards in the field of thermoforming 
machines.

SWING
Compact all-round talent
SWING
Space-saving, flexible and adaptable: The SWING is the 
perfect all-rounder for the production of cups, trays 
or lids. The machine not only scores with its small 
footprint, it can also be converted for the production 
of a wide variety of products in a very short time. But 
that’s not all: low energy consumption coupled with a 
high output rate allow cost-efficient production even 
for small quantities.
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GARUDA INTI MAKMUR ABADI, PT A3-3102

PT. GARUDA INTI MAKMUR ABADI, an authorized 
distributor for TEDERIC Injection Molding 
Machine, and exclusive agency specialized in 
plastic machinery and auxiliary equipment.
Our company provide not only machinery 
distribution, but also as one stop solution for 
our valued customers. Our services include 
consulting, advisory, design, cost control, 
procurement, after sales, and technical 
support.

INJECTION TEDERIC NEO SERIES 160T
Specifikasi :

Clamping Unit : NEO.T160/i600
Clamping Force : 1600 kN
Clamping Stroke : 450 mm
Max. Mold Height : 530 mm
Screw Diameter : 45 mm
Shot Size : 358 cm3
Inject Pressure : 194.7 MPa
Pump Power : 20 kW
Hopper Capacity : 50 Kg
Machine Dimension : 4.98 x 1.37 x 2.11 m
Weight : 5.4 Ton

FULL AUTOMATIC EXTRUSION BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
Spesifikasi ;

Model : KSC70-5LII
Material : PE, PP
Clamping Force : 68 KN
Platen Distance : 165-525
Max. Mould Size : 360 x 400
Screw Diameter : 70 mm
Screw Motor Power : 22 KW
Power Of Die Heating : 5.7 KW
Center distance of double die : 150-180 mm
Total Power : 42.4 KW
Hydraulic Pump : 7.5 KW
Air Pressure : 0.6 MPa
Air Consumption : 0.6 m3/min
Water Consumption : 60 L/min
Weight : 5.5 Ton

PLASTIC CRUSHER

GINAR TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD A1-1231

Ginar Technology Co., Ltd. was established in Taiwan in 1982. With more than 40 years of dedication, 
the company has become Taiwan’s first engineering plastic manufacturer listed in the OTC market 
No. 6151.
Ginar is devoted to research and development, production of engineering plastic and composite 
materials including polyamide (PA), polypropylene (PP), polycarbonate (PC) as well as color mating 
technology to provide all domestic and foreign industries with high value-added requirements.

ENGINEERING PLASTIC
composite materials including polyamide (PA), 
polypropylene (PP), polycarbonate (PC) 

GLOBAL MEGA INDONESIA PT A3-3416

PT. Global Mega Indonesia established in 2006, 
with those main Figures, who serves 25+ in the 
Plastic Joining & Cleaning Industries. PTGMI 
are a team of Sales Consultants, Application 
Engineers, Technicians & After Sales equipped 
with Laboratories & Workshop to support us 
delivering your needs.

BRANSON ULTRASONIC
Manufacturers turn to BRANSON for solutions 
to challenging plastic joining, metal welding and 
cleaning applications. In plant floors, work cells 
and cleanrooms worldwide our solutions rapidly join 
plastics and metals into automotive parts, medical 
devices, electronic components & other essential 
products. Backed by innovation and worldwide 
support, Branson technologies include ultrasonic 
welding for plastic and metal, as well as laser, 
vibration, infrared & spin welding and staking for 
plastic.

COLD JET DRY ICE
The global leader in dry ice technology. Providing 
the most technologically advanced dry ice cleaning, 
surface preparation, parts finishing and dry ice 
manufacturing systems. To fulfill our mission to 
provide value and protect the environment, our 
equipment utilizes or produces media that is inert, 
non-conductive, non-corrosive and does not produce 
hazardous waste streams.

AMBRELL INDUCTION 
Ambrell Corporation, an inTEST Company, is a global 
leader in the induction heating market. At Ambrell, 
we take great pride in providing the best customer 
experience in the industry. It’s what sets us apart. This 
philosophy is our brand difference and has been the 
key to our success,taking us from a small start up 
more than 30 years ago to a global leader intoday’s 
marketplace.
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GLOBAL MESINDO, CV D2-8915

Global Mesindo is a company focusing on 
providing plastic machinery. We provide sales 
and service for SOUND Injection Molding 
Machine, TONGDA Blow Molding Machine, 
Injection Blowing Machine and PET Blowing 
Machine. TONGDA

Tongda : From 2L - 2000L

SOUND
Sound : From 90T - 4000T

R&W AUXILLIARY

GOLDEN JASON MACHINERY INDUSTRY CO., LTD. A1-1210

GOLDEN JASON offers plastic woven bag 
making equipment. And specialized in flexo. 
printing machine, cutting sewing machine and 
etc.
Because of many kinds of packaging bags 
required by consumers, we continuously on 
improving and upgrading machine designs 
to make many kinds of bag. The customized 
design is also available. We also keep 
maintaining quality and offering the soonest 
service.

We always stand with you forever.

FULLY AUTOMATIC WOVEN BAG CONVERSION LINE
- Machine Equipped with Two Servo Motors 
- 90-degree Transfer of Bag by Rotary Movement Type 
Claw of Patented Design. 
-  Three Sets of Claw (Gripper) Instead of Usual One 
Set In Other Machines: Faster And Maintenance Free 
Operation. 
-  Machine Equipped with Four Inverters 
-  All Operations Of The Machine Are Fully 
Synchronized Through Micro- Processor Control 
System. 
-  Double Line Pressure Belt Conveyor to Ensure 
Straight Folding And Stitching of The Bottom Side 
Of Bag. 
-  Easy Operating Through Human Machine Interface 
(HMI) Touch Screen.

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTING MACHINE
 - 4~12 Colors stack type for both sides printing, such 
as 0+8, 1+7, 2+6, 3+5, 4+4 based on 8 color printing 
machine.
-  New drying system, hot air can be recycled to 
overhead oven for saving electric heating power. 
-  New design on printing roller backward system 
when machine stopping, which can avoid printing 
roller shocking and reduce the wear and tear of 
printing plate.
-  New tension system, which in-feed and out-feed 
is synchronization control to ensure perfect fabric 
rewinding.

AUTOMATIC WOVEN BAG & LINER INSERTING 
CONVERSION LINE
Liner Inserting Attachment (for combined the used 
cutting sewing machine or the complete set cutting 
liner inserting sewing machine)

GOLDEN WING INTERNATIONAL, PT D1-8604

PT.Golden Wing International established since 
Oct 1997, located in Jakarta-Indonesia. We have 
sold many plastic injection machines, one of 
which is FCS (Fu Chun Shin) One of the well-
known leading Taiwanese Injection Molding 
Machine with more than 30 years experience. 
PT. Golden Wing International also provides 
whole range of auxiliary and peripheral 
equipments of Injection molding machine, 
Automation set up,Mold monitor set up, Heat 
transfer machine, Oil Cleaner and filter

OIL CLEANER MACHINE
Mesin penyaring minyak oli, agar minyak dapat tetap 
digunakan pada mesin sampai 5-10 kali. Namun 
kualitas minyaknya tetap terjaga

MOLD MONITOR
MOLD MONITOR it can work on horizontal and vertical 
injection moulding machine and die casting machine. 
To keep an eye on your mold to protect your mold
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GRAND EVEREST INTERNATIONAL PT D2-9015

PT. Grand Everest International is a factory 
of post-consumer plastic processor. We 
are specialized in producing 100% Recycled 
Content Post-consumer PE/PP resins, and PET 
hot-washed flakes. There are over 10 types 
of recycled resins you can choose from our 
factory. Our products are famous in Indonesia 
, China, and USA ,etc. We will take more efforts 
to take part in the international recycling 
chain, and to play an important role in the 
recycling industry.

LDPE PELLET-100% RECYCLED CONTENT POST-
CONSUMER LDPE PELLET
it is granulated from recovered LDPE FILM 

PP PELLET-100% RECYCLED CONTENT POST-CONSUMER 
PP PELLET
it is granulated from recovered bulk bags

PET CLEAR FLAKE - 100% RECYCLED CONTENT POST-
CONSUMER PET CLEAR FLAKES
it is grinded from recovered PET bottles

GUANGDONG HESHENG MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL CO.LTD. D2-9516

Guangdong Hesheng Machinery Industrial 
Co.Ltd. is located in Longxing Industrial 
Zone,Chaoshan Road,Shantou,China and 
is specialized in all kinds of bag making 
machine.we have 3 side seal pouch,center 
seal pouch,standup zipper pouch and flat 
bottom pouch machine. The machine features 
high speed,stable and easy operation.With the 
high quality  and good after-sales service, our 
machine sells very well in the vast domestic 
and world flexible packaging market.
welcome to visit our factory.

ZIPPER STANDING POUCH MAKING MACHINE
This machine enjoys reputation of mutilple fuction which can produce 3 side seal, 
zipper, standing and 4 side seal. it feature flat, strong bond of side sealing.

HIGH SPEED 3 SIDE SEAL POUCH MAKING MACHINE
This machine can produce 3 side seal pouch at a speed reaching 300 cuts/min. 
it also equipped with double cut and materials storage device which no need to 
stop the machine to change roll.

GUANGDONG LIANSU MACHINERY MANUFACTURING CO., LTD D2-8815

Established in 1994, Liansu is a high-tech 
enterprise engaged in the R&D, production, 
sales and service of plastic extrusion 
equipment and material automation handling 
system and auxiliary equipment. Mconvey, a 
brand of Liansu Machinery,is a solution provider 
of plastic automated material handling system 
and a manufacturer of auxiliary equipment. .

PLASTIC AUTOMATED MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEM
Mconvey provides customized automated handling 
solution, include products of debagging, storage, 
drying, weighing, material compound mixing, material 
conveying system and system control.The products 
are widely used in plastics, rigid packaging, film, 
medical, electric appliance, automotive, compound 
and other industries.

PLASTIC EXTRUSION LINE
We provide overall green and energy-efficient production of plastic 
extrusion processing equipment, equipment automation research, 
and  development , and data acquisition and analysis of plastic 
processing.
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GUANGDONG SHANZHANG INDUSTRY CO.,LTD. D2-9405

Guangdong Shan zhang industry Co., Ltd was 
founded in 1989. The leading products are ‘High 
Speed Rotogravure Printing Press’ and other 
packaging equipments like ‘High Speed Dry 
Laminator and Coating Machine’. Through 22 
years of efforts and continuous development  
,“Shan Zhang” keeps business continuity in  
mind ,and becomes a successful company 
with abundant experiences  of technology 
development manufacture and marketing 

ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING MACHINE DRY LAMINATOR COATING MACHINE 

GUANGDONG YUJIAXING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. D2-9531

Guangdong Yujiaxing Technology is a high-
enterprise, which engages in R&D, design, 
manufacture, marketing and service of 
plastic machinery. The company specialize 
in manufacturing plastic machines, the 
main products are Plastic Sheet Extruder, 
Thermoforming Machine, Biodegradable 
Material Production Line, Online Crusher, 
Robot. Production including PET, PP, PS, PE, 
EVOH, PC, PLA, Biodegradable Starch. 

PLASTIC PP/PS/PET/PLA SHEET EXTRUDER
High Efficiency, Energy Saving And High Degree Of 
Automation.

MULTI STATION THERMOFORMING MACHINE
High Efficiency, Energy Saving And High Degree Of 
Automation.

PLASTIC SERVO CUP THERMOFORMING MACHINE
High Efficiency, Energy Saving And High Degree Of 
Automation.

GUARNIFLON

HANATA INDONESIA PERSADA PT

D2-9309

A3-3412

Established in 1992, Guarniflon is the European 
leading Company processing fluoropolymer 
products such as PTFE, ETFE, FEP and others, 
for applications such as chemical, oil&gas, 
hydraulic, sanitary equipment, ball valves, 
infrastructures, aerospace, automotive, etc. 
for a total output of 6.000 tons/year. Main 
production PTFE semifinished products such 
as: sheets from 0,05 mm. to 100 mm., tapes 
from 0,025 to 3 mm., extruded tubes and 
rods (up to 1815 mm. OD), bearing tapes for 
hydraulics.

PT.HANATA INDONESIA PERSADA  
MEMEPRODUKSI KERANJANG INDUSTRIAL 
PLASTIC untuk memenuhi kebutuhan indutri 
sebagai tempat tampung di berbagai bidang 
industri 

PTFE SEMIFINISHED AND MACHINED PRODUCTS
PTFE products in virgin and compounded PTFE 
grades processed for heavy industrial applications. 
Semifinished products and machined parts made 
according to customers’ drawings.

HANATA 3101
kontainer roda rapat 

RELEASE FILMS FOR COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ETFE and FEP release films used for the production 
of composite/carbon fiber products mainly for 
aerospace applications. Mainly supplied red FEP film 
and blue ETFE film.

HANATA 2104
kontainer Rapat tanpa roda

KONTAINER RAPAT TANPA M89
aksesoris box untuk tampung spare part kecil seperti 
baut dll
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HEFEI MEYER OPTOELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY INC. A3-3412

Color & Polymer Sorter,from bottles sorting to 
flakes sorting.

CI-COLOR & POLYMER SORTER
flakes sorting:Colors sorting,and Polymer 
sorting,such as PET/Non-PET,PP/PE separation

KC-BOTTLES SORTER
Color & Polymer Bottles Sorter

HITACHI HIGH TECH INDONESIA PT

HONG ZU MOULD ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

D2-9301

A1-1305

PT Hitachi High Tech Indonesia is a leading 
technology specialist company developing 
business globally in four key areas: Electronic 
Device Systems, Life Sciences, Information 
Systems & Electronic Components, Advanced 
Industrial Products, Material Informatics, 
AMICS, and MAZIN.
We are devoted to developing new products 
and businesses around the world by leveraging 
cutting-edge technologies that are unique in 
the business segment.  

Hong Zu is a pioneering thermoforming mould 
designer and manufacturer in Asia, who 
supplies comprehensive line for a wide range 
of plastic packing products for food, fruit, 
bakery, and take-out container.
In the years ahead, Hong Zu Mould will be 
developing much more superior moulds for 
both internal and external utilization of your 
production lines and will bring you enormous 
beneficial business opportunities and profits!
We are forming Your Life, and help you to pack 
Your Future.

SIMULTANEOUS THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYZER NEXTA STA SERIES.
The newly incorporated balance control technology ensures the microgram-
level baseline stability and reproducibility on top of our highly acclaimed 
horizontal digital dual beam balance system. The NEXTA STA series has 
following features;
High temperature control technology that handles a variety of temperature 
programs
Available DSC measurement, it makes specific heat capacity measurements 
available
The sample observation and measurement, Hitachi’s pioneering key feature
Includes the newly designed flow channels for high-level gas exchange
In addition to conventional applications, the NEXTA STA series shows its 
strength in analyses such as quantitative determination of the constituents 
of advanced materials, composite materials, and trace amounts of moisture.

THERMOFORMING MOLD FOR FOOD PACKAGING

MAZIN
MAZIN Corporation leads a transformative revolution in the plastic moulding 
industry, integrating advanced AI capabilities, IoT sensors, and cutting-edge 
technology. Our AI-infused injection moulding solutions, enhanced by IoT sensors, 
provide real-time data insights and automated quality control, surpassing 
traditional manual methods. Our AI system adapts moulding conditions in real time, 
ensuring consistently high-quality products. We streamline operations, expedite 
product launches, and democratize expertise, reshaping the industry with precision, 
efficiency, and exceptional quality.
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HOSOKAWA ALPINE AG D1-8317

HOSOKAWA ALPINE Aktiengesellschaft is one 
of the world’s leaders in blown film technology. 
The 125-yearold German brand has made a 
name for itself with cutting-edge technology 
and the highest ‘Made in Germany’ quality 
standards. HOSOKAWA ALPINE ranks high 
among the international suppliers of blown 
film lines and includes
blown film co-extrusion lines with up to 11 
layers, Mono film Orientation lines (MDO) 
and patented systems such as the TRIO for 
increased profitability, in its product
portfolio

7 / 9 LAYER LINES
Produce High-Barrier Films on HOSOKAWA ALPINE 
machines! Multi-layer flexible packaging films are 
in demand around the globe and require speciality 
barrier extrusion lines. These products prevent the 
permeation of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and 
water vapor. They also protect the aromas and flavors 
of the finished product. Produce on 7-, 9- or 11- layer 
lines – the more layers the more options for you to 
engineer and tailor your film products, while saving 
raw material costs.

MACHINE DIRECTION ORIENTATION MDO
Wether you want to produce full PE laminates, diaper 
bag sheets, laminating film or twist film this is the 
perfect solution. Less trim waste and improved film 
flatness for the MDO inline orientation process. The 
patented TRIO system optimizes the film thickness 
profile in-line. The result: minimum thickness 
variation across the entire layflat width also edge 
trim is reduced by up to 50%, while the film flatness 
is greatly improved for converting.

HUARONG PLASTIC MACHINERY CO LTD

HUAYUAN MAKMUR SEJAHTERA, PT

A1-1226

D1-8401

Huarong, based in Taiwan, with 40+ years 
experience of horizontal and vertical injection 
molding machines, has full range of plastic 
injection molding machines range from 60 up 
to 4000Ton, either for household items, precise 
items in 3C or auto car industry, PVC/PPR 
fittings, beverage of PET preform or cap, food 
or industrial packing machines, or automation 
& turnkey solution. With well-known technican 
design team & servie back-up group, Huarong 
has earned our good name in the plasitc 
industry.

Haitian Plastics Machinery Ltd., is a world 
market leader in the manufacture of injection-
molding machines. Our steady focus is on 
innovative customer solutions for standard 
applications and the greatest production 
efficiency on both sides. We do this by 
constantly searching for improvements in our 
own production processes, and using energy-
saving and simple technologies that focus 
on what really matters to our customers: low 
item costs, high efficiency, and long-term 
performance data.

PLASTIC INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
Plastic Injection Molding Machine, PET preform 
making machine, IML solution, Auto Car 
Manufacturing Machines, Robot, Vertical Insert 
Molding Machines

HA3800/2250COLUM
HA-columba machine follows the classic design 
platform of Haitian’ s trusted design, on the basis 
ofinheriting the traditional advantages, The use of 
Haitians’ efficient plasticizing assembly to cope with 
the raw material characteristics of the industry and 
quipped with a specially made high wear-resistant 
screwand barrel and easy to replace nozzle. Wide 
range of machines to meet various fruit crate mold 
sizes.

MOLDS
All turnkey solution

MA3200/780HPRO
Haitian MA/H PRO Series is designed for fast 
cycle applications in the production of thin-
walledcontainers. Engineered to achieve the dual 
benefits of high efficiency and low cost to bring 
customers more profits in their pursuit of precision, 
high-speed and repeatabilit The high-speed MA/H PRO 
series is widely used in various fields of packaging 
products, such as beverage cups, yogurt cups, ice 
cream boxes, lunch boxes, bowls, crisper, cutlery, 
bottle caps, mobile phone battery covers, medical 
packaging, etc. The excellent performance and 
versatility of the MA/H PRO hasproven itself across a 
wide range of packaging products and applications.

PET TABLEWARE 
PET tableware

HWA CHIN MACHINERY FACTORY CO., LTD. A3-3018

Hwa-Chin Machinery Factory Co., Ltd. Was founded since 1970, with forward-looking technology and spirit of 
innovation, has already won the international certificateion and becoming Taiwan’s plastic injection molding 
machin industry leader. Hwa-Chin manufactures series of plastic injection machine products, consistently 
uphold the spirit of originality – precise, accurate, sturdy, plain, and pluralistic original technology, already won 
customers’ trust and have a vast market.

INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
•ALL ELECTRIC SERVO SYSTEM
•RIGID LINEAR GUIDE RAIL
•OUTSTANDING AND STABLE INJECTION UNIT
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ILLIG MASCHINENBAU

INDO SUKSES SEJAHTERA

D1-8322

A1-160

ILLIG is a leading global supplier of 
thermoforming and packaging systems as well 
as tool systems for cardboard,
paper and plastics. The company’s product and 
services portfolio includes the development, 
design, manufacture,
installation and commissioning of complex 
production lines and components. 

PT. INDO SUKSES SEJAHTERA merupakan 
produsen sistem pendingin pabrik di Indonesia 
Pionir sistem pendingin ruang terbuka yang 
sangat hemat energi dengan menggunakan 
teknologi pendingin evaporative.

RDF 85
The ILLIG RDF 85 automatic pressure forming machine with variable mold 
interface has a forming area of 800 mm x 600 mm and operates with a maximum 
forming pressure of 6 bar. Drawing depths of up to 120 mm at a maximum of 
30 cycles per minute can be realized with the RDF 85. The RedLine segment 
complements the well-known ILLIG BlueLine thermoforming systems. ILLIG 
offers the usual quality and safety standards for both product segments.

EVALINE
EVALINE hadir dengan konsep inovatif dengan 
mendinginkan udara dalam ruang pabrik dengan 
proses evaporasi air sehingga menghemat energi 
serta biaya.
EVALINE memberikan kinerja yang tahan lama yang 
dipadukan dengan pengoperasian yang mudah.

RDM 73K
The automatic pressure-forming machine IC-RDM 73K with a forming area of 
740 mm x 340 mm processes material film from the roll or inline directly from a 
connected extruder using combined in-place forming and pass-through punching 
tools. The ILLIG thermoforming machine is ideal in particular for products with a 
high draw ratio. The cam-controlled toggle lever system of the forming machine 
enables high forming and punching forces. The forming table of the K-machines 
tilts 80° in feed direction after the forming sequence. Ejectors then discharge 
the cups into the stacking station.

INTERNATIONAL MOLDING, PT D2-8827

Our company specializes in packaging 
solutions for homecare and beauty products. 
We provide innovative and attractive 
packaging designs that enhance the appeal of 
our clients’ products. With a focus on quality 
and sustainability, we help our customers 
create a lasting impression and stand out in 
the competitive market.

PACKAGING FOR HOMECARE AND BEAUTY PRODUCT
Our packaging for homecare and beauty products 
containing or bottle and cap, are designed to be 
both visually appealing and functional. Our goal is 
to ensure that our clients’ products are presented 
in an attractive and professional manner, while also 
providing practical features such as easy-open seals 
and secure closures. We understand the importance 
of packaging in catching consumers’ attention and 
enhancing brand image, and we strive to deliver 
packaging solutions that meet and exceed our 
clients’ expectations
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INTERNATIONAL STANDARD MACHINERY (SHANTOU) CO.,LTD

JCTIMES(TAIZHOU)IMPORT&EXPORT CO LTD.

D2-9515

D2-9415

International machinery standard company 
is one of the high-end manufacturers in 
researching and developing Flexible packaging 
equipment in China. we developed according 
to the combined experience from Japan and 
Europe, based on the imported precision 
machining equipment and high technology 
researching and developing engineers.  It 
adopts products from top ranking industry 
control company to make such a excellent 
high speed electronic Line shaft rotogravure 
printing machine and dry laminator.

JCTIMES GROUP is dedicated to high-polymer 
materials, precision manufacturing, and high-
quality development through independent 
innovation of core technologies. We provide 
tailored system solutions and high-quality 
brand services for applications in fields 
such as new energy, photovoltaic industry, 
aerospace, intelligent transportation, 
energy-saving buildings, and healthcare.We 
manufacture sheet die, cast film die, hollow 
die, blown film die, screen changer, feedblock, 
gearpump,etc.

ELECTRONIC LINE SHAFT ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING 
MACHINE 
printing speed : 300-450M/MIN;Disc type 
Unwinder&Rewinder

EXTRUSION DIE
JCTIMES Group has sufficient experience in 
manufacturing extrusion die with exclusve flow 
channel design, product wildly used in producing 
industrial building, food packaging, new energy fields

HIGH SPEED DRY LAMINATOR
 laminating speed :250-300M/MIN;Disc Type 
Unwinder&Rewinder

JET ENGINE AUTOMATION CO., LTD A1-1215

Jet Engine Automation Co., Ltd.is based in 
Taiwan and dedicates to auto equipment 
design & development. The company is skilled 
at design and production of specific machines. 
Our products: IML robot system and PET 
preform outside cooling robot system, Cutlery 
Packing Robot System, Palletizer. Partner: Jon 
Wai Machinery Works is one of the leading 
injection molding machine manufacturer from 
Taiwan. With more than 50 years of experience 
in the field.

IML ROBOT
Benefits of IML
1.Merging the label to a part, non wrinkle, and non 
ink peel-off.
2.Short cycle times. 
3.IML offers the most hygienic decoration process. 
IML 
4.One-time processing for power-saving, material-
saving, timing-saving.
5.Adapted to almost all shape of containers.

CUTLERY PACKING AUTOMATION 
Function: 
1. Take out products from the mold
2. Accumulation of parts in stack.
3. Adjustable numbers of parts on the stack.
4. Packaging with wrapping paper

INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE 
Injection by accumulator with high injection speed.
Suitable for thin wall food packaging, closure and 
cutlery production.
High speed, high output, low running cost
Low Rejection Rate of Production
Tonnage sensor and over-tonnage protection
Cultery, Closure, Microwave Container, In-Mold-
Labeling Container, Disposable Light Weight 
Crate,Ultra Thin Flower Pot
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JETSET POLYCHROME - ( WWW.STRAPPINGBAND.NET )

JIA JAYA INDONESIA

A1-118

D2-968

Manufacturer & Supplier of:
- Strapping Band PP, PET, Steel Band-Eyzer 
(Standard Specification / Custom By Order / 
With Printing); 
- Tali Raffia Manual;
- PE Rope (Raffia for Tom Tying Machine); 
- Stretch Film (Plastic Wrapping);
- Strapping Machines Supply, Service &  
Original Spare-parts; 
- Flexo Printing Auxiliaries (Flexographic 
Rubber Plate, Astralon Mounting Film, PVC 
Mounting Stripe, R/Bak (Printing Sponge), 
Stitching Wire.

STRAPPING BAND 
Strapping Band PP, PET, Steel Band-Eyzer (Standard 
Specification / Custom By Order / With Printing)

HOT RUNNER 
Hot Runner Systems

STRETCH FILM (PLASTIC WRAPPING)
LLDPE Stretch Film (Plastic Wrapping).
Available in thickness 8microns (min) to 23 microns 
(max).
Choice of Width: 10cm / 20cm / 25cm / 30cm / 50cm.
Choice of Length/Roll: 100M - 1,500M 

MOULD MAKER
Packaging Mold
Automobile Mold

TALI RAFFIA MANUAL
Berat 1Kg/ Roll

PLASTIC PRODUCTS
Plastic Products

JIANGSU GLORY CHEMICAL CO.,LTD. D2-956

Jiangsu Glory Chemical Co., Ltd. specializes in 
production and sales of optical brighteners, dye 
intermediates, antioxidants, light stabilizers, 
UV absorbers, photoinitiators, pigments etc. 
For 20 years, we always adhere quality policy 
of “Continuous Innovation, Outstanding Quality, 
First-class Service, Customer satisfaction”.

OPTICAL BRIGHTENING AGENT OB
Light green powder, apply in all plastics(without heat-
resistant plastic),solvent-base coat,inks

OPTICAL BRIGHTENING AGENT OB-1
Kelly powder,it is widely used in polyester, nylon fiber 
and various plastics whitening. 

OPTICAL BRIGHTENING AGENT FP-127
Light green powder,it is especially suitable for 
whitening of PVC and polystyrene series products, 
and can also be used for whitening and brightening 
of other thermoplastics and coatings, printing ink, 
synthetic fiber.

JIANGSU NEWDO MACHINE CO.,LTD. A3-3131

Jiangsu NEWDO Machine CO.,Ltd.dedicated 
to the development and production of cup 
printer,that is dry-offset printing machine for 
decoration of plastic container,such as:yogurt 
cups,milk tea cups,coffee cups,ice cream 
cups,drink cups,food barrels,oil drums,flower 
pots and so on.After fully absorbed the 
international advanced technology and 
assembly processes,NEWDO MACHINE 
has carried out fruitful improvement and 
inovation based on the years’ experience in the 
industry,and NEWDO MACHINE has sever

DRY OFFSET PRINTING MACHINE
NEWDO Machine is contributed to yogurt cups,milk tea cups,coffee cups,ice 
cream cups,drink cups,food barrels,oil drums,flower pots and so on;
NEWDO machine absorbed the international advanced technology and assembly 
processes.
The character of machine is:
High speed - High satbility - Photo-level printing

LID PRINTER MODEL LM608T
Dry-offset printing line for decoration of round, square, rectangular and oval 
plastic lids. The machine model LM608T decorates the lids in up to 8 colours at a 
maximum speed of 600 lids per minute with colourhead water cooling.
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JIANGYIN CITY DEBAO NEW MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD D2-9427

Debao Masterbatch, a leading white 
masterbatch manufacturer based in china. 
Debao produces white masterbatches from 
20% to 75% TiO2 grade for blown film, injection 
molding, nonwoven fabric etc. Debao has been 
exporting to EU, ASIA, MIDDLE EAST, SOUTH 
AMERICA ETC. Products are complied with FDA, 
REACH AND EU food contact regulations.

WHITE MASTERBATCH
Debao white masterbatch is made of virgin resin and 
high quality Rutile Titanium dioxide(TiO2).

WHITE MASTERBATCH 9007
9007 white masterbatch is made of virgin resin and 
high quality chloride Titanium dioxide(TiO2).

JIANGYIN CUTECH MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. D2-9116

with more than 20 years experience, Jiangyin 
Cutech machinery & equipment co., Ltd. was 
founded in 2018. since its establishment, the 
company has been committed to the R&D and 
manufacturing  slitting machine, inspection 
rewind machine. Cutech machinery is mainly 
oriented to functional film industry, flexible 
package industry and customized machines.
Cutech macinery has won great trust and 
support from customers both from China and 
overseas like Malaysia, Vietnam, Indonesia etc. CF2-1300 HIGH SPEED SLITTING MACHINE

Machine speed: 500m/min
unwind dia: 800mm
rewind diameter:600mm

CRF-1300 HIGH SPEED SLITTING MACHINE
machine speed: 450m/min
Unwind dia: 800mm
rewind roll:600mm

CJB-1300 HIGH SPEED INSPECTION REWIND MACHINE
machine speed:450m/min
Unwind dia:800mm
Rewind dia:800mm

JIANGYIN HUAFENG PRINTING AND MACHINE CO., LTD D2-9116

Huafeng printing machinery is a specialized 
manufacturer of rotogravure printing machine 
and dry/solventless lamination machine. Our 
company located in Jiangsu Province which 
about 100km from Shanghai. Right now we have 
high speed ELS rotogravure printing machine 
like 400m/min, 350m/min. Also economic 
middle speeed ELS machine like 300m/min. 
Welcome to visit our booth D2-9116 have more 
information.

ELS ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING MACHINE
Huafeng 25 years machine production experience.
Kesai 20 years system manufacting experience.
Combined a good machine
400m/min machine speed, servo motor direct drive

DRY LAMINATION MACHINE
heavy duty package use, dry lamination machine with auto splicing function, 
250m/min running speed

SOLVENTLESS LAMINATION MACHINE
flexible package use, 400m/min speed, standard 1300mm width, suitable for most 
of package use
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JIEYANG DEKE MACHINERY CO.,LTD A3-3330

JIEYANG DEKE MACHINERY Main machine products:
1.PET EXTRUDER included single/twin screw design
2.PP/HIPS EXTRUDER included single and multi layer 
mc design.

PLASTIC E XTRUDER
High line speed / higher output PET/PP/HIPS Extruder 

JIN CHANG PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD A1-1216

塑膠手套製袋機
全自動化塑膠手套生產

JING DAY MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. D1-8016

Jing Day Machinery Industrial Co., Ltd. is 
a various silicone and rubber molding 
machine manufacturer and supplier, and 
related solutions for our global clients. 
We are committed to design, fabrication 
(manufacturing), marketing, and all services 
related to rubber and silicone molding 
machine, our most popular models being the 
auto-production of rubber molding machines. 
Our most specialty expertise is in vertical 
injection molding machines and hydraulic 
molding machines. RUBBER INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE - DIRECT 

CLAMPING
• Ideal for the production of natural & synthetic 
rubber, oil & heat resistant rubber, and reclaimed 
rubber.
• High bed structure.
• PLC equipped with standard PLC controller.Extruder 

RUBBER INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE (HORIZONTAL)
• Ildeal for the production of natural & synthetic 
rubber, oil &heat resistant rubber, and reclaimed 
rubber.
• All other JD-RH series machines allow the optional 
micro-computer controller.

RUBBER INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE - INDIRECT 
CLAMPING
• Machine for natural, synthetic, oil resistant, heat 
resistant and reclaimed rubber.
• Low bed structure with lower working platen high.
• PLC and HMI functional control as standard 
specification.

JIANGYIN JIADE MACHINERY CO.,LTD A3-3229

30 years leading professional manufacturer of 
bag-on-roll equipment in China

AUTOMATIC INTERLEAF DRAW TAPE BAG-ON-ROLL 
MAKING MACHINE
This euipment is used for producing interleaf draw 
tape bag on roll, this kind of bag can be packed as 
extractive packing.

AUTOMATIC FOUR FOLD S-TYPE BAG-ON-ROLL MAKING 
MACHINE(SWAY TYPE)
This machine is mainly used for producing four 
fold bag on roll, four fold S-type bag on roll, film 
feeding mode adopts sway designed, special for long 
length of the bag on roll, automatic rewinding, neat 
rewinding.

AUTOMATIC DRAW TAPE BAG MAKING MACHINE WITH 
FOLDING PIECE BY PIECE
This machine is used for draw tape bags, adopting 
double sservo motor feeding, easy to use. 
Automatically stop when running out of film, the 
whole machine running stable. 
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JINMING MACHINERY (GUANGDONG) CO., LTD. D1-8418

JJinming Machinery, established in 1987, is 
recognized as the global leader in supplying 
plastic film extrusion equipment.Jinming is 
one of the few famous brands able to provide 
advanced solutions of Blown Film Lines, Cast 
Film Lines and Stretch Film Lines.By the end 
of 2022,we have supported customers from 
over 50 countries with thousands of proven 
machine line the services.

BLOWN FILM MACHINE
According to ‘Smooth Extruding’ principle, based 
on Negative Compression Ratio technology, JM 
launches a grooved barrel extruder feeding system. 
This system works closely with the spiral mandrel 
die head, featured with short channels, low body, 
pre-distribution function, and completely symmetric 
distribution structure, which contribute to excellent 
extruding performances

 JOTAM, PT

JURRY PLASTICS MACHINERY 

JT MOLD TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

D2-9310

A3-3426

D2-9507

PT Jotam is an industrial supplier specialist 
in loss in weight feeder, liquid feeder, pellet 
transfering, auto-loader, metal detector, 
pharma treatment corona treatment, vacuum 
bag lifter, pellet (discolor) screening, pellet 
(black spot) screening, vacuum conveying 
application, high efficiency separator. PT Jotam 
has been trusted to supply all product and dot 
he technical service.

JURRY is the supplier for the biggest PVC 
pipe complete extrusion lines (up to 2000mm 
pipe diameter), biggest HDPE pressure pipe 
complete extrusion lines (up to 1600mm pipe 
diameter) and biggest HDPE pre-insulated pipe 
complete extrusion lines (up to 2600mm pipe 
diameter) in China.
For two generations, we bear the same goal: to 
be the most reliable partner for our customers.
Serve you, fulfill us.

JT is top3 plastic injection mold maker based 
in Suzhou, China., specializing in multi-cavity 
injection molds for Medical, Closure and 
pumps, and Food Packaging industries. 
On average, we manufacture 400-500 sets of 
mold annually and more than 50% are exported 
to our international customers. 
JT Mold made a significant investment of more 
than 5 million USD in machinery, which boosts 
35% increase in the plant capacity.
Official website: http://www.jtmold.net/

VACUUM LIFTER
Speed up manual handling of goods with vacuum. Lift 
up to 270 kg without physical effort.

PLASTIC PIPE CUTTER
Based on different pipe kinds, diameter, thickness, 
formula and etc., to maximize the cutting efficiency 
and cutting surface smoothness, JURRY offers 
flexible cutter solutions, such as fly cutter for PE 
and PPR pipe up to 75mm, non-dust cutter for PO 
pipe up to 2600mm, planetary cutter for PVC pipe up 
to 2000mm.

METAL DETECTOR
Detect metal contaminants accidentally present in 
industrial products with levels of sensitivity.

LOSS-IN-WEIGHT FEEDER
solutions for constant weighing feed systems for 
bulk materials and additives.

EXTRUSION MACHINE
As a leader in conical twin screw extrusion 
technology with decades of experience, JURRY 
conical extruders have various sizes ranging from 
screw diameter of 51/105 to screw diameter of 
110/220. We customize our machine and tailor the line 
to best satisfy your requirements. Conical extruders 
are widely used in middle-to-high-calcium carbonate 
production.

PLASTIC INJECTION MOLD
JT produces molds for medical, pump and closure, 
thin wall, and silicon products..
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KAI-LIEN ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

KAILO SUMBER KASIH, PT

KAIMING ENGINEERING INDONESIA, PT

A1-1228

D1-865

D1-8717

Kailien Enterprise Co., Ltd established in 
1969. We are professional plastic extruder 
manufacturer in Taiwan. Our single and twin 
screw extruder can produce pipe, pellet and 
profile. We engaged in the innovative plastic 
extruder of any kinds of molds for the plastic-
steel machine and finished products, and it 
passes all the technical information to the 
buyers, too.

Our markets cover from Taiwan to China, 
Vietnam, Philippines, Ethiopia, India, Russia etc. 
dozens of countries and so on.

KAILO/EIRO FUNCTIONAL & RECYCLED 
PACKAGING MATERIAL
1. World 1st RCS/GRS Certificate (Packaging 
Bag etc.,)
2. Asia Biggest Recycled bag Supplier (NIKE, 
ADIDAS, PUMA, LG, Other)
3. Biggest in SE Asia Extrusion producer in 
terms of multi product lines
4. Biggest in SE Asia producing Packaging 
material for Electronics (Inclusive Foam bag)
5. Biggest in SE Asia producing Film for 
Electronics (Single and Multi-Layer film)
6. Full line of Certificate &compliance (ISO 
inclusive) for the shipment USA&EU

PT. Kaiming Engineering Indonesia has started 
doing business in Indonesia since 2015, we are 
a branch of Guangdong Kaiming Engineering 
based in Guangdong China. we are responsible 
for sales and servicing in indonesia. Many 
of our machines have been used by the 
manufacturing industry in Indonesia. The 
injection molding machines we provide range 
from 25~3688 tons, and there are several types, 
namely KX, KK, KDH, KS, KSS

TWIN-SCREW PROFILE EXTRUDER
Products Type: It can produce any shape of profiles 
such PVC soft strips, IC Tube, curtain, Door board, 
Wall board, Wave board, Ceiling board, PVC foam 
board, Wire trunk, WPC products and other functional 
products.

PE FOAM
SUISTAINBILITY PACKAGING MATERIAL WITH 
RECYCLED AND RECYCLABLE

KM100~600KDK
Hydraulic-Electric Hybrid Machine

TWIN SCREW CPVC/PVC PELLETIZING EXTRUDER
 - Longevity and Durability: Our Twin Screw PVC 
Pipe Extruder is built with high-quality materials and 
precision engineering, 
ensuring its longevity and durability.
 -Maximize Your Benefits: With our cutting
edge technology, you can unleash the full 
potential of your projects, maximizing returns 
and efficiency. 
-Customized service: Tailor-made solutions 
for your machinery! Precision Engineering, 
from concept to completion, our attention to 
detail ensures your custom design is executed 
flawlessly

PE BOARD
SUISTAINBILITY PACKAGING MATERIAL WITH 
RECYCLED AND RECYCLABLE

KM220~1000KDH
KDH Series injection molding machine are aimed at 
the development of thin-walled product, increasing 
the injection speed, molding fast, and increasing the 
qualification rate of thin-walled  product 

TWIN SCREW PVC PIPE EXTRUDER
Products Type: soft, rigid PVC pipe, CPVC pipes.
-Features: 
*PVC pipe extruder is able to design to produce 
double pipe at one time, thereby significantly 
increasing the production.
*Screw material is made in JAPAN, SACM-1 alloy steel. 
It can be used for long time without being broken. 
*With precise pipe tooling, it can control the pipe 
diameter within tiny tolerance. 
*We also have belling machine to make it connect to 
other PVC pipes and fittings.

POLYBAG 
FUNCTIONAL & SUISTAINBILITY PACKAGING MATERIAL 
WITH RECYCLED, BIODEGRADABLE, OK BIO BASE, 
WVTR, ANTI FUNGI, ANTISTATIC AND CONDUCTIVE

KM100~3688KK
KK Series high speed  and high precision :
1. energy saving, KK series are designed and based on 
the kaiming’s mature servo motor control technology.
2. durable, the core components such as mold, platen, 
tie bar and toggle are more reinforced and more 
durable than traditional.
3. easy to maintain, all metal plates can be opened, 
which can greatly save maintenance time and 
fasilitate daily inspection and maintenance. 
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KARUNIA ALAM MAKMUR PLASTIK, PT

KARYA INDAH MESINDO PT

KARYA TEKNIK SEMESTA PT

A2-235

D1-8115

A2-230

PT. Karunia Alam Makmur Plastik is 
specializing in the production of high-quality 
color masterbatch. With a commitment to 
innovation, we craft vibrant and consistent 
pigments that seamlessly blend into various 
materials, adding a new dimension to your 
creations. Our extensive palette of shades, 
coupled with cutting-edge dispersion 
technology, ensures your products resonate 
with enduring brilliance. 

PT. Karya Indah Mesindo provide and design all 
customized screw and barrel for all types of 
plastic processing machinery. Each machine 
have its own unique parts where one and 
others ore note necessary same. Our dedicated 
engineer will create the right solution in order 
to help customers to solve the problem, so they 
will increase their productivity to be highly, 
effectively and more efficient.

PT KARYA TEKNIK SEMESTA is a privately held 
Indonesian owned and operated company 
incorporated in Jakarta in
2001. PT KARYA TEKNIK SEMESTA is an 
indigenous company established to offer 
engineering, fabrication, installation, 
inspection & maintenance services of the 
industrial AIR/GAS COMPRESSOR, BLOWER, 
VACUUM PUMP, PUMP, VALVE & INSTRUMENT 
CONTROL.

DESICCANT MASTERBATCH
Introducing our Desiccant Masterbatch – a moisture-
fighting marvel that safeguards your products’ 
quality. Seamlessly blending into materials, it 
prevents moisture damage, ensuring longevity and 
excellence. Bid farewell to concerns about mold 
or degradation. Elevate your brand’s reliability and 
reputation by delivering products that withstand 
the test of time and environmental factors. Choose 
innovation that adds value beyond aesthetics – 
choose our Desiccant Masterbatch for a moisture-
resistant future where quality endures.

TWIN SCREW AND BARRELH
In order to meet customer’s demand, we provide 
various designs such as Wave Type, Barrier Type, 
Mutant Type, Gradual-Change Type, Shunt Type, 
Exhausted Type, and Separated Type, Mixed Type, Pin 
Type, Double Scree Type, and Multi Head Type

MOLDING
Beside Screws and Barrels, Our company also sells 
plastic molding machines (molding)

AIR DRYER
Air Dryer or air dryer is mainly used to remove water 
vapor from compressed air. Removing moisture 
is essential to avoid common problems such as 
corrosion, product damage and malfunction.

PORTABLE AIR COMPRESSOR
Diesel portable screw air compressor is widely 
applied in the industries, such as, road, railway, mine, 
water conservancy, shipbuilding, urban construction, 
energy and war industry, etc.

COLOUR MASTERBATCH
Introducing our Color Masterbatch – where innovation 
and imagination collide to redefine your creations. 
Unlock the potential of every product with a burst 
of vibrant, lasting color that captures attention and 
tells a story. Our masterbatch seamlessly integrates 
into various materials, ensuring a harmonious 
distribution of color that elevates your design to a 
new level of visual appeal. Choose from an array of 
shades that resonate with your vision, and let your 
products become a canvas of creativity. With our 
Color Masterbatch, the possibilities are as endless as 
your imagination, and the results are nothing short 
of extraordinary.

SCREW AND BARREL
In order to meet customer’s demand, we provide 
various designs such as Ordinary Type, Barrier Type, 
Distributary Type, Gradual Change Type, Splashing 
Type, Mixed Type, Undulated Type, Dowel Type,  
Accelerated Type, Exhausted Type, and separated Type.

AIR COMPRESSORL
We mainly provide screw air compressor and 
piston air compressor, and air compressors with 
the pressure range from 0.3MPa to 4.0MPa can be 
provided too. And, the power range of screw air 
compressor is 7.5kW-630kW. Driven by electric motor 
or diesel engine screw compressor, energy-saving 
screw compressor and two-stage compression 
screw compressor are supplied with good quality and 
cooperated prices.
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KASAKATA KIMIA, PT

KIEFEL GMBH

KING POLE INDONESIA, PT

A1-112

D1-8328

D2-8710

PT Kasakata Kimia is an Indonesian 
company specialising in colour and additive 
masterbatch production based in Bogor, West 
Java. Our masterbatch is manufactured in the 
form of granules, powder, and cake and can be 
applied to all plastic materials with a variety 
of processes.  KASAKATA collaborates closely 
with customers to deliver what they require for 
their processes, as well as innovative product 
developments in a variety of industries.

Kiefel is a technological partner when it 
comes to design and manufacturing of 
machines, tools and automation used for the 
thermoforming and joining of polymer-based, 
bio-based and fiber-based materials. 
With its own Customer Innovation Centers, 
the company offers turnkey solutions for 
the production of drinking cups, joghurt cups, 
coffee cups, trays, lids and a wide range of 
similar products made of PS, PP, PE, PET or PLA. 

Kiefel’s SPEEDFORMER KMD & KTR series will 
optimize your production!

PT. KING POLE INDONESIA is a professional 
chemical distributor that was established in 
2014.
One of the Southeast Asia company in SL 
Group, SL dedicated to promoting chemical 
additives since 1973, branch covers more than 
6 countries in Asia.
We are working with famous brand develop the 
specific and highest quality products, offer the 
fully package of service through our strong 
service network.

KASAPLAST
Composition of Inorganic and/or organic pigments or 
dyes which dispersed in wax carrier based, for PVC or 
thermoplastic material comes in form of powder.
Produced by extrusion, injection molding, rotary 
molding

SPEEDFORMER KMD 78.2 PREMIUM
The KMD 78.2 Premium meets your production 
needs even better by enabling your customized 
configuration with proven up/down stacking, 
Pick&Place stacking as well as sophisticated tip 
stacking.
Your Kiefel benefits:
- More erformance and process control:
- Higher machine availability: Fast & easy tool change
- Improved production efficiency for repeatability & 
fast production readiness of heaters
- Easier operation & maintenance: HMI with large 
touch screen & proven operation, fully automatic 
lubrication

AQUACOAT
Water base mold coat can replace Teflon, high 
performance and eco friendly 

KASACAKE
Composition of Inorganic and/or organic pigments 
which dispersed in PVC carrier based, for PVC article.
Produced by Calendering

SPEEDFORMER KTR 5.2 SPEED 
Benefit from the new generation KTR 5.2 Speed with 
increased production & maximum efficiency. With 
the innovative KTR 5.2 cup forming machine to the 
perfectly formed end product.
Your Kiefel benefits:
- Outstanding product quality due to enhanced film 
transport
- 10% energy savings due to evolved heating 
technology with new heating elements and insulation 
ensure
- Increased overall efficiency due to innovative, 
faster & easier tool change
- Process optimization – 25% faster forming air inlet, 
sensor-controlled cooling for ideal tool temperature 
- Easy operation & maintenance: New HMI generation 
- intuitive operation, reduced input parameters, 
guided maintenance

KASALEN/KASATHYLEN
Inorganic and/or organic pigments, dispersed in 
following material carriers .

SPEEDFORMER KMD 78 SMART
The SPEEDFORMER KMD 78 Smart will boost your 
production and performance and reduce your 
production costs due to:
- Fast and easy tool change, quick heater production 
readiness
- Servo driven tables, 3rd motion servo plug drive, 
film transport, stacking pusher
- Easy operation and maintenance with the Kiefel HMI 

ADDITIVES 
Functional additives use in Rubber, Plastic, PVC, EVA, 
PU and all of resin and polymer, can increase your 
product end performance, also increase the value 
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LAJU KENCANG MESINDO

LIUZHOU JINGYE MACHINERY CO., LTD

LANGGENG TRADA TEKNIK PT

A3-3426

A3-3130

D2-9005

WE ARE MACHINE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 
OUR PRODUCT CONSIST OF :
1. PLASTIC INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES
2. DIE CASTING MACHINES 
3. CNC MACHINING CENTERS
OUR COMPANY IS FOUNDED BY MR. LIU SIONG 
SONG IN 1979 
WE HAVE PRODUCTION PLANTS IN 6 LOCATIONS 
IN CHINA, 1 IN TAIWAN, 1 IN ITALY.
WE HAVE OVER 60 SALES OFFICES & SERVICE 
CENTERS IN MORE THAN 20 COUNTRIES.

Jingye Machinery specializes in manufacturing 
single-stage injection blow molding (IBM) 
machines, injection stretch blow molding 
(ISBM) machines, and molds. Founded in 1997, 
our company is one of the earliest companies 
engaged in this industry in China. Jingy 
machines can make pharmaceutical bottles, 
food & beverage bottles, cosmetic bottles, 
sports water bottles, baby feeding bottles and 
LED bulb covers, etc.  Processing raw materials 
include PET, PETG, TRITAN, PC, PP, PPSU, HDPE, 
LDPE, PS, SK.

EL130
ALL-ELECTRIC HIGH PERFORMANCE INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

INJECTION BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
Jingye Injection Blow Molding Machine is a fully 
automatic 2-station IBM machine.

TACONIC
COMPOSITE MATERIAL

FORZA III FA 550
Two Platen Energy Saving Servo Injection Molding Machine

INJECTION STRETCH BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
Jingye injection stretch blow molding ( ISBM ) 
machine is a full-automatic one step ISBM machine 
with 3 satations.

TACONIC AND PLASTIC
PP, PE, NYLON
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LONG NEW INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD D2-9315

We, Long New provide Rotogravure Printing 
Press, Dry / Wet Laminating Machine, Extrusion 
Coating-Laminating Machine, Slitting Machine, 
Inspection & Rewinding Machine, Coating 
lamination machine.
LONG NEW provides high quality products and 
services and is committed to becoming the 
world’s leading comprehensive supplier of 
product design, manufacturing and intelligent 
services in the field of printing and coating 
as well as customized machinery for special 
purposes

DRY LAMINATING MACHINE
1. Ideal for laminating various materials with excellent bonding strength including those hard-to-laminate 
materials such as nylon, aluminum foil.
2. Double-shaft turret type unwinding and rewinding enable  automatic material changing and splicing during 
high running and minimum wastage.
3. Automatic tension control eliminates tension variation and ensures superior laminating quality.
4. Highly efficient four zones of drying chambers provide top drying performance.
5. Splicing tail control ensures high speed non-stop operation which suits materials in various thicknesses.

EXTRUSION COATING-LAMINATING MACHINE1. I1. Double-shaft turret unwind and rewind with automatic splicing 
ensures non-stop operation with minimum wastage.
2. The user friendly HMI provides convenient adjustment of thickness and speed.
3. Premium quality long life T-die ensures thickness uniformity.
4. Specially designed dual drying chamber equipped at anchor coating section ensures high drying efficiency 
with energy saving function.
5. Extrusion output: 250-400kg/hr with co-extrusion as an option

ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING MACHINE
1. Electronic line shaft system
2. Shaftless type unwinding and rewinding
3. Constant unwind tail length web splicer, greatly reduces wastage
4. Inverter controlled turret arm rotation
5. Ink pan tilting device allows easier ink removal after printing
6. Fully automatic splicing without manual intervention
7. Ink furnisher roller equipped to prevent ink splash and greatly enhance the printing quality of half tone 
colors
8. High efficiency drying system and ventilation
9. Cooling roller driven by servo motor (option)

LUSTER LIGHTTECH CO., LTD. D2-9215

LUSTER LightTech Co., Ltd. (LUSTER), focus 
on innovative technologies in machine vision 
and fiber optics, dedicated to become world 
leader of Machine Vision AI and Optoelectronic 
information Industry.
To “implant eyes and brains in machines”, 
LUSTER strategically focus on machine vision 
industry, providing our customer edge-cutting 
technology and solutions in application 
specific machine vision systems, smart vision 
equipment as well as core vision component. 
Adhered with “customer-centric”, 

REWINDTANK SERIES HIGH-SPEED INSPECTION 
REWINDER
RewindTANK series high-speed inspection rewinder 
are developed for high-speed rewinding and 
inspection of flexible packaging, plastic films and 
laminated films. The machine is composed of unwind, 
rewind, two splicing tables, traction, BST web guiding 
and observation lightbox. Together with full servo-
driven system from Yasakawa/MK and closed-loop 
tension control system, to ensure stable operation 
and accurate rewinding and inspection performance 
of max. 500m/min. Various optional parts and user-
friendly design will provide flexibility for daily use.
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MAHATANEE INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD

MAHKOTA MAS MANDIRI MULIA, PT (SESOTEC)

MALION NEW MATERIALS CO., LTD

A1-1330

D1-810

A3-328

Mahatanee Industrial co.,ltd. invented a 
machine to examine the efficiency of the 
machines before distribution, and in 2000 the 
company invented PET plastic bottles blowing 
with the PET Preform mould and PET blow 
mould under the name GREAT PET in order 
to substitute the import of foreign machine 
which were costly. The machine are capable of 
blowing 30m1 bottles to 20 liter bottles, and it 
also gives consultation concerning PET plastic 
bottle design with the aim and devotion to 
create the quality

SESOTEC offers intelligent solutions for 
foreign object detection, material sorting and 
analysis, we help our customers to ensure 
that sustainable and high-quality production 
is profitable for people, the environment and 
industry. 
SESOTEC is one of the first manufacturers of 
metal detectors with artificial intelligence. 
We cover different industries such as PLASTIC, 
RECYCLING and FOOD industries. We also 
offer tailored solutions to best meet the 
requirements of diverse areas of application.

Malion, a high-tech enterprise integrating R & 
D, manufacturing, sales and service, is the first 
listed company among the Chinese domestic 
companies with masterbatch as main product 
(Stock code: SZ.300586).
Malion focuses on five ranges of products, 
comprising white, black, color, additive 
masterbatch & functional materials.
Based on years of industry know-how, Malion 
is striving to give integrated solutions on 
coloration and modification of polymers to its 
domestic and international customers.

BOTTLE PACKING MODEL: BTB-01 
Automatic bottle packaging machine of Maha Thani 
Helps to reduce a lot of staff use because customers 
have trouble storing bottles that come out each 
minute. The company has therefore developed an 
automated storage system for 6,000 bottles per hour, 
reducing 5 people in the bottle packaging process.

METAL DETECTION & MAGNET SYSTEMS
SESOTEC metal detectors provide effective 
protection against damage to machinery, production 
downtime, customer complaints and recalls. 
It detects magnetic and non-magnetic metal 
contaminants with extreme precision. 

ANALYSIS SYSTEMS
Analyzes flakes and regrind of materials such as PET, 
PP, HDPE, and mixed plastic flakes according to their 
material composition for polymer types, false colors, 
and metal particles. 
It automatically generates reports and archiving all 
analysis results.

PET BLOW MOULDING MACHINE MODEL:GPT-600
PET Blow Moulding machine Model:GPT-600
Blow up from 250-600m1 3 cavities machine easy for 
change mould full servo electric motor system

SORTING SYSTEMS
SESOTEC recycling sorting systems cover the entire 
range of contaminant removal and sorting of material 
flows: from an automatic sorting system designed to 
handle larger objects, to machines that focuses on 
the delicate task of removing small particles. 

MASTERBATCH
Malion currently focuses on five ranges of products, 
comprising white masterbatch, black masterbatch, 
color masterbatch, additive masterbatch & functional 
materials. They are widely used in food packaging 
products, medicine packaging products, plastic 
household products, personal care products, plastic 
tubing, engineering plastic, electric wire and cable, 
consumer products, auto plastic parts, agricultural 
production and etc. 
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MCC LABEL - IML D1-850

We are MCC Verstraete and MCC Korsini. 
Together, we count for more than 55 years 
of experience in printing labels for injection 
molding, blow molding and thermoforming. 
Our in-depth understanding of materials, 
innovation and sustainability has made us the 
world market leader, producing over 80 million 
in mold labels every single day for numerous 
segments within the packaging industry.

IN MOLD LABELING (IML)
The term “in mold labeling” (IML) is directly derived 
from the technique: a preprinted polypropylene (PP) 
label is placed in a mold that has the shape of the 
end product, e.g. the shape of a butter tub. Then the 
molten PP is added to the mold, fuses with the label 
and -while curing- takes the shape of the mold. 
Result: label and packaging become one.

MIDDLE EAST RESOURCES COMPANY FACTORY

MINI BUANA AGUNG, PT 

D1-8702

A2-238

Merco produces and supply superior quality 
Polyethylene, Polypropylene and Oxidized
waxes under the brand name Mercowax®.
Mercowax® are used in plastic industries such 
as in Master-Batches, PVC
Compounds/Stabilizers, Pipes & Fittings, 
Rubber &Thermoplastic road marking Paints.

PT MINI BUANA AGUNG AGENT Suzhou Kiiwoo 
technology Co., Ltd. is a subsidiary of Suzhou 
Jiehe Industry Co., Ltd. Based for  Suzhou Jiehe 
Industry Co., Ltd., founded by an extraordinary 
team who all have extensive experience in 
manufacturing rubber products. Our goal is 
to provide innovative and quality products 
without defects. We continuously update our 
manufacturing systems and have a highly 
skilled and trained workforce.
We supply machines throughout INDONESIA 
and have a carefu

POLYPROPYLENE WAX
superior quality PE Wax available in powder form 
with excellent performance and versatility in various 
applications

RUBBER INJECTIONMOLDING  MACHINE
Suzhou Kiiwoo technology Co,Ltd is subsidiary 
corporation of Suzhou Jiehe Industry Co,Ltd .Based 
for global business of Suzhou Jiehe Industry Co,Ltd 
.,was founded by a dedicated and outstanding team 
of engineers who all have extensive experience in 
manufacturing rubber products. Our goal is to provide 
an innovative and quality product with zero defects. 
We continuously update our manufacturing systems 
and have a highly skilled and trained workforce.
We supply machines worldwide and have a carefully 
chosen and well trained team of sales engineers 
strategically located throughout the world.

RUBBER COMPOUND MACHINE 
OUT PRODUCT LINE :KNEADER RUBBER ,MIXING 
MILL ,WEIDING MACHINE ,SPLITTING MACHINE 
,BALE CUTTER ,INTERNAL MIXER,WATER-COOLLING 
RUBBER,SHEET EXTUDER AND BATCH-OFF COOLER EST

POLYETHYLENE WAX
superior quality PE Wax available in powder form. 
They exhibit viscosities ranging from 50 to 800 cps, 
ensuring excellent performance and versatility in 
various applications

PROFESSIONAL MANUFACTURE AND RUBBER  MACHINE
Suzhou Kiiwoo technology Co,Ltd is subsidiary 
corporation of Suzhou Jiehe Industry Co,Ltd .Based 
for global business of Suzhou Jiehe Industry Co,Ltd 
.,was founded by a dedicated and outstanding team 
of engineers who all have extensive experience in 
manufacturing rubber products. Our goal is to provide 
an innovative and quality product with zero defects. 
We continuously update our manufacturing systems 
and have a highly skilled and trained workforce.
We supply machines worldwide and have a carefully 
chosen and well trained team of sales engineers 
strategically located throughout the world.
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MO CHYI ENTERPRICE CO., LTD. 

MOULD TIP TECHNOLOGY SDN BHD

MORETTO S.P.A.

A1-1310

A2-210

D1-824

Mochyi has more than 25years of extensive 
experience in mold manufacturing.We 
have exported over 3,000 molds worldwide, 
consistently producing around 200molds 
each year.OurSpecialization lies in foodgrade 
thinwall injection items, paint pails ranging 
from 1to25L,and the emerging trend of 
IMLfoodcontainers.In recent years,we 
have diversified our operations into 
foodcontainerproduction.Our unwavering 
commitment is to provide you with top-
tiermoldquality backed by our wealth of 
production expertise

TO CARRY ON BUSINESS OF SUPPLIERS, 
DEALERS, MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND 
EXPORTERS FOR ALL TYPES OF INJECTION 
MOULDING APPLICATIONS, HOT RUNNER 
SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS, PLASTIC 
PRODUCTS, PLASTIC MOULD DESIGN AND 
OTHER ENGINEERING WORKS AND SERVICES 
AND TO SUPPLY PARTS AND COMPONENTS 
RELATED THERETO.

Founded in 1980, Moretto supplies auxiliary 
equipment for plastics processing industry, 
specifically for injection moulding, extrusion, 
blow moulding processes. 
Key products include feeders, dehumidifiers, 
grinders, gravimetric and volumetric blenders, 
storage solutions, temperature controllers and 
chillers, supervising systems characterized 
by low energy consumption and innovation. A 
special products line has been developed for 
PET applications.
Centralized systems are supplied turnkey.

THINWALL MOLD (ROUND SHAPE)
Multi Cavities, MK Hot Runner Syetem and Faster 
cycle time, Customised Product Design.

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

IN MOLD LABEL MOLD
MK Hot Runner Syetem (Valve Gate ) and Faster cycle 
time, Multi Cavities, Customised Product Design. 

HOT RUNNER SYSTEM

X COMB MINI DRYER
X COMB is a super compact mini dryer which guarantees excellent manufacturing performances regardless of the external ambient 
conditions. X COMB is fully electric, specifically designed for technical plastic materials. Its outstanding performance is achieved 
through innovative design features such as the honeycomb desiccant rotor with molecular sieves made of 100% zeolite. The 
dryer’s “adaptive” feature ensures a very gentle and consistent polymers treatment with dew point levels up to -52°C. Two variable 
flow turbocompressors only supply the required airflow optimizing the energy consumption. The original OTX hopper can reach 
efficiency levels which are unique in the drying equipment market.
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MULTI GUNA MESINDO, PT

MUTEK JAYA, PT

NAN YUN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

D2-9217

D1-826

A1-1315B

1. PET BOTTLE  PRODUCED BY TAIZHOU WATON 
MACHINERY CO.,LTD.
2. INJECTION BLOW MOLDING MACHINE 
PRODUCED BY ZHANGJIAGANG LIANXIN 
PLASTICS MACHINERY CO.,LTD.
3. JAPAN INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE 
PRODUCED BY THE JAPAN STEEL WORKS, LTD.
4.SMC EXTRUSION BLOW MOULDING MACHINE 
PRODUCED BY SMC CORPORATION LIMITED
5. PLASTALL EXTRUSION BLOW MOULDING 
MACHINE PRODUCED BY PLASTALL MACHINERY 
CO.,LTD. 
6.ZERMA RECYCLING MACHINE PRODUCED BY 
ZERMA MACHINERY & RECYCLING TECHNOLOGY 
(SHANGHAI) CO.,LTD

We trade and supply controller for rotogravure 
printing products such as Stroboscope Led, 
Tension-LoadCell, LPC/EPC, Corona Treatment, 
DC Static, Viscosity Controller, Etc.

We also accept recondition and modified 
machine such as printing machine, bag making 
machine, slitting machine, inspection machine, 
so on.

Screw & Barrel for Extrusion and Injection 
Machine

WATON
PET STRETCH BLOW MACHINE

JSW
JAPAN INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

LIANXIN 
INJECTION BLOW MOLDING MACHINE FOR 
MANUFACTURING PLASTIC BOTTLES 

CONTROLLER’S
We trade and supply controller for rotogravure 
printing products such as Stroboscope Led, Tension-
LoadCell, LPC/EPC, Corona Treatment, DC Static, 
Viscosity Controller, Etc.

SCREW
We trade and supply controller for rotogravure 
printing products such as Stroboscope Led, Tension-
LoadCell, LPC/EPC, Corona Treatment, DC Static, 
Viscosity Controller, Etc.

BARREL

NANJING COWIN EXTRUSION MACHINERY CO., LTD D2-9410

Nanjing Cowin Extrusion Machinery Co., Ltd. 
(Nanjing Cowin) is a high-tech enterprise 
specializing in the technology development 
and production of polymer blending 
modification equipment with co-rotating 
twin screw extruder as the core, as well as 
related process and engineering fields. Cowin’s 
characteristic fields are formed by micro 
blending of polymers, long fiber reinforced 
LFRT, underwater pelleting, etc., which have 
always been in the leading position in China.

CHT SERIES TWIN SCREW EXTRUDER
New design of China gearbox. Modular construction 
barrels combination, self-cleaning screw 
combination. Independent control of barrel 
temperature.A variety of pelletizing methods.

MICRO LAB TWIN SCREW EXTRUDER
The body is small and exquisite, which can be moved 
flexibly and save valuable lab space. Suitable for 
lab research and testing, and also for small batch 
material production.

MSE SERIES TRIPLE SCREW EXTRUDER
Higher output, more energy saving. Application fields: 
high filling masterbatch; Color masterbatch  and 
functional masterbatch.
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NANSHENG PLASTIC MACHINERY, PT

NINGBO HAIJING PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD

NINGBI HWAMDA MACHINERY MANUFACTURING CO.,LTD

D1-8420

A1-1424

A2-2502

Screw barrel injection molding and extruder 
machine, main international companies in 
china , india

NINGBO HAIJING PLASTIC MACHINERY 
CO.,LTD. IS A HIGH-TECH ENTERPRISE 
DEVOTED TO DESIGN,MANUFACTURE AND 
SALE PRECISION,HIGH-EFFICIENCY AND 
ENERGY-SAVING INJECTION MOLDING 
MACHINES, WHICH IS LOCATED IN THE “CITY 
OF CHINA PLASTIC” - YUYAO,ZHEJIANG. 
SINCE 2003,WITH THE GROWING POWER OF 
INNOVATION ABILITY,OUTSANDING FLEXIBLE 
CUSTOMIZATION CAPABILITY, IMPROVING 
DELIVERY ABILITY AND CONSTANTLY PROVIDING 
DIFFERENT PERSONALIZED MACHINERY 
THAT SATISFIED THE DEMANDS OF GLOBAL 
CUSTOMERS’ REQUIREMENTS.

As a latecomer in China`s injection moulding machine market, BOLE keeps competing with other brands, and wins the trust from customers with high-
performance and high-stability product as well as customized service. So far, BOLE injection moulding machines have been sold and exported to more than 70 
countries. Especially in the last three years, the developed countries in America and Europe have grown into the main markets of BOLE.

SCREW
Screw for injection molding machine

PLASTIC INJECTION MOLDING MACHIN
HIGH-EFFICIENCY AND ENERGY-SAVING INJECTION 
MOLDING MACHINE

HWAMDA INJECTION MACHINE

BARREL
Barrel for injection molding machine

SINGLE SCREW AND TWIN SCREW
Single screw and twin screw for extruder machine

NINGBO KINGGLE SMART MACHINER CO., LTD D2-9331

Ningbo Kinggle engaged in blow molding 
industry since 2002, we’ve become a trusted 
name in the industry. We have successfully 
served clients from over 30 countries around 
the world, earning their trust and satisfaction. 
Our mission is “Make Blow Molding Production 
Easier”!
We would be delighted to discuss your 
specific requirements and provide you with a 
customized solution that perfectly fits your 
needs.

EXTRUSION BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
Use to produce plastic hollow products

PLASTIC MOULD
Help product molding, specialized in bottle/ jerrycan 
etc. blow molding products and injection cap mould

AUXILIARY MACHINE
Such as chiller/ crusher/ mixer, to auxiliary with blow 
molding machine productione
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EXHIBITING COMPANIES

NIRWANA PERSADA CIPTA PT A1-1115

Injection Molding Machine :
NPC 110; NPC 140; NPC 160; NPC 200; NPC 260; 
NPC 280; NPC 320; NPC 380; NPC 450; NPC 500; 
NPC 600; NPC 730; NPC 900; NPC 1000; NPC 1300; 
NPC 1600

Sepro Robotique :
Sepro Robot 5XLine; Sepro Robot S5-25 Speed; 
Sepro Robot S5Line; Sepro Robot S7Line; S. 
Robot SR55; S. Robot SR65-85; S. Robot 5 Dual 
Arm; S. Multi Inject; S. Speed Entry

Auxiliary:
Hopper Dryer; Auto Loader; Crusher; Material 
handling System; Mold Temperature Controller; 
Chiller; Mixer; Conveyor

Blue Air Systems GmbH
Swift by Motan

NPC INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
NPC Injection Molding Machine
(range from NPC110 – NPC1600)
Compare to other brands, NPC’s machine standard 
equipped with:

·1 step bigger motor and pump, make sure machine 
preforms, make sure the production with less cycle 
time; avoid over-load alarm in tropical area or hot 
weather
·Standard with Bi-metallic screw, machine works 
durable
·1 set Air blow device & Core-pull device
·4/4 in/out water distribution
·Close loop injection
·Digital proportional back pressure system
·10 inches LCD display with multi-language as 
optional
·Return line filtration system
·Hydraulic safe lock up to 260T
·Automatic safety door device up to 730T
·Oil temperature control system
·The joint connecting part of the oil cooler adopted 
tougher design
·Continental rigid design of oil tubes

SEPRO ROBOTIQUE
5X Line robots are designed from latest generation 
fast and precise Sepro 3-axis Cartesian robots with 
a Sepro 2-axis servo wrist. A unique combination 
that provides a number of solutions for automating 
injection molding machines. These robots installed 
on the IMM can be used for unloading and processing 
parts; they can be located at the end of the IMM to 
perform post-processing. They can be programmed 
quickly and efficiently thanks to the power and user 
friendliness of the Visual 3 control system

SWIFT BY MOTAN
swift – simple units, combined with state-of-the art 
control technology
The new swift product family comprises the most 
cost-efficient models of the motan product portfolio. 
swift products are
quick and easy to operate. Whether for standardised 
injection moulding, blow moulding, or extrusion 
applications – they are always the
right choice. The swift product family not only 
represents value for money, quick delivery and our 
usual motan quality, but also
state-of-the-art control technology.

OMNI PLUS SYSTEM, PT D1-8825

PT. Omni Plus System, as a distributors of 
Plastic Material and Engineering Plastic 
Material.
We are a subsidiary company of Omni Plus 
System Limited located in Singapore who 
already listed in Japan Stock Exchange. 
We offer product range from commodity 
plastic like PP, PE, PET, PS, ABS, AS, PC to 
Enginering material like Filled material (, POM, 
PBT, PA6/66, PPS, LCP, GUR, PCT, PEEK, PPS)

GPPS,HIPS,PP
Mostly for food packaging application

POM
Mostly for gear application

PBT
Mostly for Electrical application

PAN ERA GROUP D2-8817

At Pan Era Group, we take pride in being at 
the forefront of the recycled plastic industry. 
As one of the largest Polyethylene and 
Polypropylene recycling companies in Asia, 
we are committed to driving innovation and 
delivering high-quality products. Our state-
of-the-art equipment and advanced recycling 
processes ensure that we lead the charge in 
delivering sustainable plastic solutions. 

ETERLENE
Eterlene is a recycled plastic resin brand from Pan 
Era Group, comprising of both recycled Polyethylene 
and Polypropylene. Eterlene stands for premium 
quality recycled resin produced in a responsible and 
sustainable manner. 
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EXHIBITING COMPANIES

PAN STONE PRECISION INDUSTRIES CO, LTD. A1-1302

1. RUBBER INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE 
(VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL)
2. SOLID / LIQUID SILICONE RUBBER INJECTION 
MOLDING MACHINE
3. RUBBER COMPRESSION MOLDING MACHLINE 
(COLUMN & SLABSIDE TYPE)
4. PREFORMER

RUBBER COMPRESSION MOLDING MACHLINE
1.COULD BE SINGLE UNIT, DOUBLE UNITS OR TRIPLE 
UNITS OR MORE CUSTOMIZE DESIGN
2.SEVERAL CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS TO CHOOSE

RUBBER INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
1.COULD CHOOSE HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL INJECTION 
UNIT
2.ALSO SUITABLE THE MATERIAL OF SOLID / LIQUID 
SILICONE 
3.SEVERAL CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS TO CHOOSE

PREFORMER
1.HIGH OUTPUT, HIGH PRECISION, EASY & FAST DIE 
EXCHANGE
2.THE SHAPRE OF RUBBER BLANK CAN BE CHANGED 
ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT DIE
3.PLC CONTROL WITH TOUCH SCREEN AND CAPABILITY 
OF DIE

PARKER PLASTIC MACHINERY CO., LTD. A1-1202

Parker, a leading Blow Molding Machinery 
manufacturer from Taiwan, brings 34 years 
of expertise in Blow Molding Technology. With 
advanced Electric, Hybrid  Multi-Layer, specific 
material of machine models, we offer a wide 
range of machines, handling volumes from 
5cc to 220 liters (PE, PP, PA) and 5cc to 20 
liters (PVC/PET/PETG). Our equipment serves 
Industrial, Pharmacy, Automobile, Food, and 
Consumer Packaging needs. Choose Parker, 
your trusted partner.

FULL ELECTRIC/ HYBRID EXTRUSION BLOW MOLDING 
MACHINE
Single/Double Station
Single/Double/Triple/Quadruple..12 Head
Production volume: 2ml~35L
Multi layers: Co-Extrusion 1-6 layers
Multi cavities: 1~12 cavities
Specialize for the PE/PP/PETG/PVC/Nylon/Co-
Extrusion material

MUTI-LAYERS BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
Double Station
Single/Double/Triple/Quadruple..12 Head
Production Volume:2ml~35L
Multi layers: Co-Extrusion 1-6 Layers
Multi cavities: 1~12 cavities
Specialize for the PE/PP/PETG/PVC/Nylon/Co-
Extrusion material

ACCUMULATIVE BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
Single Station
Single Head
Production Volume:10L~220L
Specialize for the PE/PP/PC/Nylon

PLANET ASIA PTE LTD A2-200

Planet Asia, through its branch office in 
Indonesia, PT Planet Chemicals, distributes 
an extensive range of engineering plastics, 
medical polymers, TPE/TPR/TPU, additives and 
plastics processing equipment supplied by 
a selection of established global producers, 
many of whom have been working with us for 
over 10 to 20 years. We are therefore able to 
supply most needs of the plastics/polymers 
processing industry.

ENGINEERING PLASTICS 
Resins  - PC, PMMA, TPU, TPE/TPR, Nylon, ABS, SAN, 
PBT
Compounds  - PC-GF, PC/ABS, PC/PBT, Nylon-GF, 
PBT-GF

POLYMER ADDITIVES
Nucleating Agents, Polymer Processing Aid, Polymer 
Impact Modifier, POE

POLYMERS PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Twin Screw Compounding Extruders, Underwater 
Pelletizer
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EXHIBITING COMPANIES

POLYSTAR MACHINERY CO., LTD.

PANCA BUDI PRATAMA, PT

A2-2218

D1-8417

35 years of POLYSTAR. 4,950 machines in 110 
countries worldwide.
POLYSTAR is a globally recognized and 
the No.1 selling plastic recycling machine 
manufacturer in Taiwan who specializes in 
post-industrial/post-consumer recycling of 
PE/PP packaging film and PP raffia/woven, 
providing the most simple, easy-operating 
recycling system in the market today.

REPRO-FLEX PLASTIC RECYCLING MACHINE
POLYSTAR’s high efficiency, one-step plastic recycling machine Repro-Flex is designed for the reprocessing 
of PE (polyethylene) and PP (polypropylene) flexible packaging material, printed and non-printed. Repro-Flex 
plastic recycling machine combines cutting, extrusion and pelletizing into one compact and efficient recycling 
line. This cutter compactor integrated pelletizing system eliminates the need of pre-cutting the material, 
requires less space and energy consumption while producing high-quality plastic pellets at a productive rate.
The waste material can be fed by a belt conveyor and a nip roller at the same time to increase the feeding 
amount. The cutter compactor then cuts, dries, and compacts the material into a semi-molten condition (just 
below the agglomeration point), which is optimal for the extrusion process that follows. The cutter compactor 
then feeds the material directly and consistently into the extruder. Repro-Flex’s stable material feeding 
together with the hot die face pelletizer produce round-shaped, uniform size pellets that are higher in value 
and optimal for reproduction (extrusion processes).

NOVAPOL

STAR-X BLOWN FILM MACHINE
Star-X is a simple and flexible blown film machine, which can produce one layer HDPE and LDPE film with high 
quality. It is suitable for general packaging products such as T-shirt bags, supermarket bags, flat bags, and 
many others. 
Our specially designed Star-X can melt and mix the material with additives completely, and our high precision 
die head and air ring also provide good film thickness control and resistance.
Film width is available from 500 mm to 2300mm depending on the customers’ requirements and their factory 
space. 

COSMOPLENE TOPILENE

POLYTAMA PROPINDO, PT D2-9017

PT Polytama Propindo didirikan pada tahun 1993 
sebagai produsen resin polipropilena (resin PP) 
yang andal di Indonesia. Polytama merupakan 
salah satu perusahaan petrokimia terkemuka 
dengan merek dagang Masplene® yang 
terus berkembang dalam rangka memenuhi 
kebutuhan resin PP di Indonesia. Pada tahun 
2017, Polytama meluncurkan produk inovasi 
terbaru yaitu produk Granule.

MASPLENE®
Masplene® adalah merek resin polipropilena berkualitas tinggi dari Polytama yang 
diproduksi dengan menggunakan salah satu teknologi terbaik dunia, yaitu Montell Spheripol 
(sekarang LyondellBasell). Proses ini memberi banyak keunggulan dan mudah digunakan. 
Selama proses produksi, polimer dasar dapat dimodifikasi agar sesuai dengan kebutuhan.
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EXHIBITING COMPANIES

PROFILE SOLUTIONS

PURSUIT INDUSTRIES PVT LTD

A2-206

A1-1003

Profile Solutions is an Australian manufacturer 
building the world’s fastest single leak testers 
since 1993, from containers from 10ml to 1000L 
and multiheaded testers for high production 
rates. We also specialize in downstream 
equipment, automation equipment, and turnkey 
system specialists for the global market and 
we have exported to > 38 countries ( many in 
SE Asia). Our head office is based in Northern 
NSW Australia and we have global offices in 
Singapore and the USA. Plus Automation

PURSUIT INDUSTRIES PVT LTD, is a Largest 
Manufacturer and exporter of Chlorinated 
Paraffin 45% and 52% from India.

LEAK TESTERS FOR PLASTICS CONTAINERS
It detects the leakage of the bottles using Pressure 
decay method. 

CHLORINATED PARAFFIN
‘PURSUIT - CP - 52’ is a chlorinated paraffin liquid 
based on (C14-C17) paraffin. It is a versatile and low 
colour grade used in a number of industries and 
applications Ranging from use secondary plasticizer 
and flame retardant additive in PVC to use in paints, 
sealants and adhesives.

AUTOMATION - BLOW MOULDING
Takeout robots , Checkweighers, Bagging machines, 
Vision inspections, Shrink sleeve label machines,  
IML in mould labelling, Bottle conveying systems, 
Box collation system by count or weight, Packing 
machines, Labelling machines, Palletising,  
unscrambler, flashing conveyor with metal detectors,  
Airveyors for PET bottles and more

FLEXBLOW PET BLOW MOULDING MACHINES. ISBM - 
TWO STAGE
World’s most flexible SBM machines. We have 
solutions that you can benefit from in PET/rPET/PP/
Hot-fill container manufacturing business:
Process reproducibility – Within a single machine 
- an unlimited quantity of different containers with 
the fastest changeovers https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UnEg65qqILA
Revolutionary SBM technologies dedicated to 
Packaging producers https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=h8yEIdnDQ0g
Added value containers technologies https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=uSXlSd3y7sM&t

QINGDAO JINFUXIN PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD A3-3422

Qingdao Jinfuxin Plastic Machinery Co., Ltd 
is a state designated enterprise producing 
plastic machinery. Mainly engaged in research 
& development, manufacturing, sales, and 
after-sale service of new plastic machinery. 
Products consist of PET/PP strap production 
line, PET/NYLON/PP/PE/PBT monofilament 
production line, PET/PP/PE/PC/ABS/PVC sheet 
production line, PVC/WPC foam board and 
profile production Line, PVC imitation marble 
board and SPC flooring production line etc. and 
auxiliary equipment

PP HOLLOW SHEET PRODUCTION LINE
can use more filler, more lighter, higher line speed, 
bigger capacity, easy to operate, higher final sheet 
quality 

STRAPS PRODUCTION LINE
PET straps line can use 100% recycle flakes, with 
higher capacity and line speed, lower energy 
consumption. PP straps line can produce highly 
accurate straps, speed can reach 250m/min.

MONOFILAMENT PRODUCTION LINE
PET/PP broom/brush monofilament line, PET/Nylon 
zipper/net monofilament line, PE/PP net/construction 
monofilament line,  PET/PBT wig monofilament line...
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RDB PLASTICS GMBH D1-8102

RDB Plastics GmbH, specializing in plastics 
recycling since 2003, is a key player in the 
European waste plastic industry. With ISO 
9001:2008, ISO 14001:2015, and EFB Waste 
Management certifications, we offer a wide 
range of plastic products and waste plastics 
that meet international export standards, 
encompassing films, hard plastics, PET 
materials and repro-pellets.

LDPE FILMS
99/1, 98/2 and 95/5 quality

BIG BAGS
PP Big Bags

PET
Flakes, bottles, pellets, lumps and fines

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

QINGDAO RUIJIE PLASTIC MACHINERY CO., LTD A3-3220

Qingdao Ruijie company is specialized in 
the field of Plastic board production line, 
Plastic sheet production line, Plastic profile 
production line, Plastic pipe production line, 
WPC floor production line ,SPC floor production 
line, PVC WPC wall panel production line,PP 
hollow building formwork production line, 
PVC artifical marble board production line, 
PVC WPC door panel production line, ASA PVC 
glazed roofing tile production line, PVC ASA 
exterior wall cladding production line and so 
on.

VINYL PVC MACHINE
to produce vinyl flooring

WPC MACHINE
to produce Wood-Plastic Composite

PLAFON PVC MACHINE
to produce PVC Ceilings

REACH ELECTRICAL (S) PTE LTD A2-208

Elstein infrared radiators solve all kinds of 
heating and drying tasks. Together with the 
proven modular systems, heating areas with 
a high power density and selective energy 
application can be realised in the material 
to be heated. The controllability of the heat 
output using modern digital temperature 
controllers
and thyristor switching units ensures 
optimum use of energy and therefore helps 
to save operating costs and to protect the 
environment.

CERAMIC PANEL HEATERS
FSR panel radiators can be used universally and are 
suitable for assembling radiation areas with any 
geometry required. They are available in three designs 
and cover the power range from 60 W to 1000 W.
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RIYADI GROUP

RIYADI GROUP

A1-110a

A1-110b

From simple shop in1973, Riyadi Group 
has grown to become the sole agent and 
distributor of various leading international 
brands.Intregrity and reliability are the main 
values of our company as a world-class sole 
agent and distributor. Having a head office 
in Jakarta,we continue to grow by opening 
branch offices and developing sales networks 
throughout the archipelago.We also provide 
a comprehensive Support and after sales 
services for our customers to ensure our 
customers satisfaction

From simple shop in1973, Riyadi Group 
has grown to become the sole agent and 
distributor of various leading international 
brands.Intregrity and reliability are the main 
values of our company as a world-class sole 
agent and distributor. Having a head office 
in Jakarta,we continue to grow by opening 
branch offices and developing sales networks 
throughout the archipelago.We also provide 
a comprehensive Support and after sales 
services for our customers to ensure our 
customers satisfaction

ASADA, MAKISHINKO, TONE, BAUER, MATTEI, OIC, OPK, 
NIIGATA SEIKI, JS CLAMP

NITTOKOHKI, DOOSAN ROBOTIC, INOVANCE, OHTAKE

ASADA, MAKISHINKO, TONE, BAUER, MATTEI, OIC, OPK, 
NIIGATA SEIKI, JS CLAMP

NITTOKOHKI, DOOSAN ROBOTIC, INOVANCE, OHTAKE

ASADA, MAKISHINKO, TONE, BAUER, MATTEI, OIC, OPK, 
NIIGATA SEIKI, JS CLAMP

NITTOKOHKI, DOOSAN ROBOTIC, INOVANCE, OHTAKE

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

RIYADI GROUP A1-110c

From simple shop in1973, Riyadi Group 
has grown to become the sole agent and 
distributor of various leading international 
brands.Intregrity and reliability are the main 
values of our company as a world-class sole 
agent and distributor. Having a head office 
in Jakarta,we continue to grow by opening 
branch offices and developing sales networks 
throughout the archipelago.We also provide 
a comprehensive Support and after sales 
services for our customers to ensure our 
customers satisfaction

SMC, UNIPULSE, MAGNESCALE, IKO, KAKUTA, KOFLOC, 
YUKEN, KURODA, NABTESCO, SANYODENKI

SMC, UNIPULSE, MAGNESCALE, IKO, KAKUTA, KOFLOC, 
YUKEN, KURODA, NABTESCO, SANYODENKI

SMC, UNIPULSE, MAGNESCALE, IKO, KAKUTA, KOFLOC, 
YUKEN, KURODA, NABTESCO, SANYODENKI
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RR PLAST EXTRUSIONS PVT LTD A1-140

MANUFACTURER AND EXPORTER OF PLASTIC 
EXTRUSION MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
(1) PLASTIC SHEET EXTRUSION LINE, (2) HDPE 
PIPE EXTRUSION LINE, (3) PLASTIC RECYCLING 
PLANT, (4) DRIP IRRIGATION PIPE PLANT, (5) 
ROTO COMPOUNDING PLANT, (6) PRECISION 
TUBE PLANT, (7) THERMOFORMING MACHINE

PLASTIC SHEET EXTRUSION LINE
R-PET/PLA/PP/HIPS/PC/PS/PMMA/ABS/HIPS/PP/PE

PLASTIC RECYCLING PLANT
RECOMMENDED FOR LOW BULK DENSITY SCRAP. FILM/
WOVEN SACKS/MULTI-LAYER FILM/ MONO FILAMENT/
FIBER ETC. DEGASSING FOR HIGHLY PRINTED FILM 
WASTE. LLDPE/HM/HD/PP/BOPP/CPP/STRETCH FILM/
CAST FILM ETC

DRIP IRRIGATION PIPE PLANT
FLAT DRIP IRRIGATION PIPE PLANT, ROUND DRIP 
IRRIGATION PIPE PLANT. 0.30 UNIT/KG POWER 
CONSUMPTION.
UP TO 160,000 – 240,000 – 330,000 METER INLINE PIPE. 
PRODUCTION/DAY.
THICKNESS RANGE FOR FLAT PIPE: 0.20 MM TO 0.8 MM.
4 STATION GRAVIMETRIC BLENDER WITH EXTRUSION 
PROCESS CONTROL.
BIMETALLIC SCREWS AND BARREL ENSURE STABLE, 
HOMOGENOUS MELT QUALITY FOR A LONGER PERIOD 
THROUGHOUT THE OPERATION.
PLC-BASED MACHINE WITH INBUILT AC FOR THE 
CONTROL PANEL.
INSERTION CAPACITY 600 DRIPPERS / MIN.

RUIAN XINYE PACKAGING MACHINE CO.,LTD A3-340

Ruian Xinye Packaging Machine Co.,Ltd. with a 
long history is located in Ruian economically 
developed city on the seashore of the East 
China sea of Zhejiang.We are an experienced 
manufacturer in polyethylene film,bubble film 
extrusion machines, and related bag making 
machines field since 1995. 
At same time we offer one-stop service for 
the full production lines such as arrange other 
auxiliary equipments for customers from all 
over the world. 

FILM BLOWING MAHCINE
Mono Layer and multi-layers Polyethylene, 
Polypropylene, Biodegradable, bubble wrap, stretch 
film , shrink film extrusion line

BUBBLE ENVELOPE MAKING MACHINE 
Kinds of plastic shopping and packing bags, bubble 
wrap bags, kraft paper bubble envelope production 
line

PLASTIC SHOPPING BAG MAKING MACHINE 
This machine is multi-functional plastic bag making 
machine for D-cut bag, Patch bag, drawing string bag, 
and loop handle bag. 

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

SAMJIN POLYTECH CO., LTD. D2-912

We have been trying to develop diverse 
functional new materials and eco-friendly 
products as well as the differentiated 
functional & color masterbatches since 
established in 2002.
We mainly provide customized services 
to our clients to meet their requirements 
satisfactorily as a total solution provider

ABSORBENT MASTERBATCH
PS Foam Absorbent Tray is an ideal packaging 
solution not only to prevent the foods from being 
spoiled due to the blood generated from the frozen/
fresh foods while displayed in the showcases but 
also to keep the values of the foods for longer period 
of time accordingly. It absorbers 6 times the amount 
of liquid.

FOAM MASTERBATCH FOR PE
4G developed to have more gas volume and less die 
build-up compared to the typical ones is a specific 
foam masterbatch for PE foam. More gas volume 
enables PE products to have higher foam
ratio and less die build-up contritutes to the rise of 
productivity. In addition, 4G is helpful to get elegant 
surface because of fine and smooth cell structure 
formed by the expansion of the gas contained in 4G 
while extruded.

DEHUMIDIFYING MASTERBATCH
Dehumidifying Masterbatch is much helpful to solve 
these problems because it absorbs the humidity 
contained in the above mentioned materials 
effectively.
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SARANA DINAMIKA PRATAMA, PT (GTMSMART MACHINERY CO., LTD)

SARANA TRIMITRA SOLUSINDO PRATAMA, PT

D1-802

A1-116

GTMSMART Machinery Co., Ltd. is a high-tech 
enterprise integrating R&D, production, sales 
and service.also a one-stop PLA Biodegradable 
product manufacturer supplier. Our main 
products include Thermoforming Machine and 
Cup Thermoforming Machine, Vacuum Forming 
Machine, Negative Pressure Forming Machine 
and Seedling Tray Machine etc

PT. Sarana Trimitra Solusindo Pratama is the 
leading company specializing in Industrial 
and Building Automation System in Indonesia. 
Established in Jakarta on 1998, we have been 
holding LS Electric Exclusive Authorized 
Distributor for Drive and Automation since 
2001.
We also represent Motortronics (Softstarter), 
Sehwa (Industrial Weighing), Yidek (Active 
Filter), Sikes (Passive Filter) & LG Becon 
(Building Management System) as their 
exclusive Indonesia distributor.

PLASTIC THERMOFORMING MACHINE
This thermoforming machine used for producing PLA/
PP/APET/PS/PVC/EPS/OPS/PEEK/CPET disposable fast 
food container, boxes, plates, blows, fruit package 
plastic container,egg tray ect.

LS ELECTRIC INVERTER
Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) from LS Electric. Made 
in Korea, our inverter is reliable, high quality and price 
competitive. Our VFD is applicable to wide range of 
application in Industrial & building projects.

CUP THERMOFORMING MACHINE
Cup Thermoforming Machine Mainly for the 
production of variety plastic containers ( jelly 
cups, drink cups, package containers, etc) with 
thermoplastic sheets, such as PLA, PP, PET, PE, PS, 
HIPS etc.

LS ELECTRIC PLC
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) from LS 
Electric. Made in Korea, our PLC is reliable, smart, 
open networks, able to work with wide ranges of 
brands and price competitive.

PLA THERMOFORMING MACHINE
Our machine is equipped to handle a wide range of 
PLA materials, from cups and lunch box, plate to  food 
packaging container and beyond. From Production 
to Perfection, Our PLA Thermoforming Machine Has 
You Covered.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

SHANDONG HAIDAI INTELLIGENT MACHINERY CO.,LTD A3-3428

CNRM-Shandong Haidai Intelligent Machinery 
Co.,Ltd established in 2013 and specialized in 
R&D,manufacturing and selling for intelligent 
rope production machinery,mainly three series:
PP/PE extruder series:monofilament extruder, 
danline extruder,raffia extruder,artificial grass 
extruder etc.
twisted rope machine series:ø3mm-ø40mm 
full-intelligent 3 strand/4 strand high-speed 
rope machine,ø3mm-ø26mm longline rope 
machine etc.Packing equipment series::spool 
winder,inflow twister, ring twister etc.

PP MNOFILAMENT EXTRUDER
PP Monofilament Extruder Machine can produce 
many kinds of fiber by different  screw and related 
equipments, such like HDPE and PP monofilament 
fiber, danline fiber, flat film fiber, split film fiber, the 
fibers can be used for the manufacturing of industry, 
fishing industry and civilian use, such like rope, 
fishing net, construction safety net, PP bag and etc.

ROPE MAKING MACHINE
Our Plastic pp rope making equipment can make 3 
strand or 4 strand twisted ropes in different material, 
such as pp, pe, nylon, cotton and so on. The rope range 
from 3mm to 32mm. The Plastic pp rope making 
equipment is very popular in Africa, Middle East, 
South America and Southeast Asia such as Kenya, 
Algeria, Sudan, Egypt, Mexico, Vietnam
and so on. We have helped many customer in these 
area to set up their own plastic rope or fishing net 
making factory.

INTELLIGENT ROPE MAKING MACHINE
3 Motors 3 inverters with PLC touch screen operation 
pp rope making equipment can make 3 strand or 4 
strand twisted ropes in different material, such as pp, 
pe, nylon, cotton and so on. The rope range from 3mm 
to 32mm. The Plastic pp rope making equipment is 
very popular in Africa, Middle East, South America and 
Southeast Asia such as Kenya, Algeria, Sudan, Egypt, 
Mexico, Vietnam
and so on. We have helped many customer in these 
area to set up their own plastic rope or fishing net 
making factory.
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SHANDONG ROPENET MACHINERY CO.,LTD A1-1422

Our company is committed to the research, 
development, production, service and training 
of machine for rope, net, twine, webbing 
products, specializing in the production of  
high strength PP monofilament, PE fishing net 
yarn,  high strength PP split film,  high strength 
PP danline, PET monofilament extruder, 
the production of 3mm--100mm 3-strand / 
4-strand / 6-strand / 8-strand / 12-strand rope 
machine and a variety of automatic / semi-
automatic packing machine for rope at the 
same time.

ROPE MACHINE
3 strands and 4 strands rope making machine can 
twist different material of ropes. 

PP EXTRUDER 
high strength pp yarn extruder with different 
capacity. It can be customized according to your 
requirements.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

SHANDONG TONGJIA MACHINERY CO., LTD

SHANGHAI JIAHAO MACHINERY CO.LTD

D1-8130

A3-336

Shandong TongJia Machinery Co., LTD 
Which is a science-industry and trade 
integration of the modern large enterprise 
group. Being one of the largest professional 
manufacturer of plastic machinery in China, 
won the second place in 2014 of the plastic 
extrusion machinery, Vice President of China 
Plastics Machinery Industry Association, 
vice President of China plastics Processing 
Industry Association. 

Shanghai Jiahao Machinery Manufacturing 
Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer of 
extrusion equipment which is located in 
Shanghai China. It has great influence in the 
industry.It is a high-tech joint-stock company. 
It is the completion unit of key scientific 
and technological achievements projects 
of the Ministry of Communications, Ministry 
of Construction, and Telecommunications. 
With strong technical force, it is the double 
guarantee unit of quality and reputation in 
China.

PE PLASTIC RIGID FLAT NET AND GEONET MACHINE
The machine is a special equipment to produce 
plastic hard flat net with PE material and many 
kinds of nets of different structure and type by 
changing die and sizing device. All kinds of plastic 
hard flat nets produced by the machine are widely 
used in interlayer of bed, dyke coast resistance, 
strengthening roadbed, plant bracket, mine roof, 
breed aquatics, and so on. So it is also called 
versatile net.

PVC SHEET & BOARD EXTRUSION LINE 
PVC SHEET AND BOARD EXTRUSON LINE AND ITS 
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT AS TURNKEY PROJECT 

HIGH-SPEED PLASTIC BIAXIAL STRETCHING GEOGRID 
PRODUCTION LINE
high-speed geogrid production line is a perfect 
combination of years of production essence of 
well-known geogrid enterprises and advanced patent 
technology of plastic extrusion lamination

PVC/WPC PROFILES EXTRUSION LINE 
PVC/WPC PROFILES EXTRUSION LINE AND ITS 
AXULILIARY EQUIPMENT AS TURNKEY PROJECT 

PLASTIC SQUARE MESH OR MOSQUITO MESH 
PRODUCTION LINE
The machine has double extruders, and they 
control the warp and weft strand separately. The 
final production has the feature: smooth surface, 
equality mesh. By twice transverse and lengthways 
hot stretching it turns to be the square stretching 
net. The mechanical property has been obviously 
promoted. It is widely used in the decoration, safety 
net, insect prevention, high grade rail and many 
other fields

WPC FOAM BOARD EXTRUSION LINE 
WPC FOAM BOARD EXTRUSION LINE AND ITS 
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
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 SHANGHAI JW AUTOTECH. CO., LTD A3-330

Shanghai JW Autotech.CO., Ltd. is a professional 
enterprise engaged in supporting equipment 
for bottle cap production. Can provide bottle 
cap visual inspection system, plastic bottle 
visual inspection system, and bottle embryo 
visual inspection system.
Backup. At present, the technical level of 
various equipment of the company has 
reached the leading level in China, and some 
products have reached the same level as those 
of foreign countries Period level.

MACHINE VISION EQUIPMENT
JW Company has developed a high-speed and high-precision JWS detection system based on SACMI Company’s CVS 
detection system (which accounts for over 98% of the domestic high-speed beverage bottle cap detection system), 
mainly to replace imported detection systems. Currently, JW JWS detection system has been widely used by major 
beverage capping manufacturers in China, and these customers have used our company’s products to replace them in 
the past two years,

SHANGHAI MAXTECH PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD

SHANGHAI YIYOU ELECTROMECHANICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

A1-158

D2-9412

Shanghai YNRUN /MAXTECH plastic machinery  
Company, especially for plastic sheet extruder 
line , plastic board extruder line, and some 
special raw materials extrusion 

Shanghai Yiyou Electromechanical Equipment 
Co., Ltd. has developed positive and negative 
pressure forming, punching, cutting, 
and stacking integrated machines with 
independent intellectual property rights. So 
far, we have produced over 500 models of 
various types. We also wholeheartedly train 
and recommend operators for customers, 
and provide one-stop services for molds and 
materials to relieve their worries.

PP/ PS FORMING SHEET EXTRUDER
PP/PS /CORN STRATCH FORMING SHEET EXTRUDER 
LINE, USE IN FOOD PACKAGE

FULLY AUTOMATIC POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PRESSURE 
THREE STATIONS THERMOFORMING MACHINE
High-end thermoforning machine made by 
HONCYOUXINC. What is being produced in the video is 
a disposable PPplunch box. The machine adopts four 
sections heating oven, and the fastest production 
speed of 0.4mn PP canreach 30 cycles per minute, 
and the power consumption is only 70KW per hour.
Power saving and high efficiency are the biggest 
adyantages of our nachines. Now we can provide 
customers witha variety of configuration options, and 
we have the nost cost-effective domestic Inovance 
configuration. Thereare also world-renowned parts 
suppliers such as Sienens. Yaskawa Beckhoff. 
JORD reducer. Sey reducer. ELSTEIheater, and so on. 
Customers can choose different configurations 
according to their own budget reouirenents.and rich 
configuration options can bring customers a different 
purchasing experience.

PET SHEET EXTRUDER LINE
use in food package, eggs box, cakes box 

FULLY AUTOMATIC POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PRESSURE 
FOUR STATIONS THERMOFORMING MACHINE
High-end 4 stations thernoforning nachine which 
integrated forning,punching, cutting and stacking.
Power savingand high efficiency are the biggest 
adyantages of our machines. Now we can provide 
customers with a variety otconfiguration options, and 
we have the most cost-effective domestic Inovance 
configuration. There are alsoworld-renowned parts 
suppliers such as Sienens, Yaskawa, Beckhoff, ORD 
reducer, SEW reducer, ELSTEIN heater,and so on. 
Customers can choose different configurations 
according to their own budget recuirements, and 
richconfiguration options can bring customers a 
different purchasing experience.

PC PMMA BOARD EXTRUDER
USE IN BUILDING AND DECORATION

FULLY AUTOMATIC SERVO CUP MACHINE
FU SERVO MOTOR PLASTIC CUP TERMOFORMINO 
MACHINE. WTH 750+500MM FORMINA AREA. NOW THE 
MACHINE IS AL DRIVEN BY THE SERVO MOTOR. THERE 
ISNO HYDRAULIC USE ANYMORE SO IT WON’T BE OIL 
LEAKING IN FUTURE.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES
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SHANTOU JOINWELL TECHNOLOGY CO.,

SHANTOU HUAYING SOFT-PACKAGING EQUIPMENT PLANT LTD.

SHANTOU DESIGNER PRECISE MACHINERY CO., LTD

A3-3331

A3-3328

D2-9417

Mainly to develop plastic extruded sheet, 
sheet and film units. The product types 
are:PET/PLA single screw sheet extruder,PET/
PLA twin-screw sheet extruder,PP/PS 
high output palastic sheet extruder,PP/
PS co-extrusion(multilayer)plastic sheet 
extruder,Strarch based degradable sheet 
extruder

Shantou Huaying Soft-Packing Equipment 
Plant Co. Ltd. is the professional manufacture 
of 
the printing soft-packing and coating 
equipment, which was found in 1986. It has 
completes 
production line including scientific research, 
design, manufacture, selling and trading.The 
major products including: rotogravure printing 
press, coating & laminating machine, 
solvent-less laminating machine, automatic 
pouch making machine, inspecting & rewinding 
machine.

SHANTOU DESIGNER PRECISE MACHINERY 
CO., LTD specializes in R&D and manufacture 
of plastic machines. The main products are 
Sheet Extruder,Thermoforming machine, 
Biodegradable Starch Sheet Extruder, 
Packaging machine and Moulds. The company 
owns a number of patents and technological 
achievements of independent intellectual 
property rights. The products have high 
technical content and strong practicability.

PET /PLA TWIN-SCREW SHEET EXTRUDER
PET/PLA twin-screw sheet extruder is using high 
torque gearbox, torque output and gearbox stable 
design; Modular screw design base on customer 
requirement ensure material feeding smoothly, 
mixing, shear dispersion, homogenization, moisture 
exhausted various function etc.

ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING PRESS
The rotogravure printing machine now has already 
formed the big family that includes the 
high-level, middle-level series that can be chosen by 
various customers, which including 
electric bearing driven, water oil ink printing, web 
printing cutting, printing.

PET TWIN-SCERW EXTRUDER
Use in producing PET sheets, no need pre-drying 
crystallization of the energy consumption and adapt 
to the material for the production of the second,high 
yield, low energy consumption, high-quality plastics 
characteristics. Can porduction 0.08-2.0mm PET 
sheet

PP/PS HIGH OUTPUT PLASTIC SHEET EXTRUDER
To fetch the large-scale and high efficient 
requirement in the modern industry ,saving the 
production cost for labor, power consumption, and 
make full use of the production space. We especially 
design the high output PP/PS plastic sheet extruder.

COATING & LAMINATING MACHINE

IN-LINE CUPS PRODUCTION LINE
The automatic cups production line contain automatic feeding system, extruder, 
thermoforming machine, stacker, recycling crusher, so that it can continuous 
production.
Extruder and roller are all using speed inverter. Thermoforming machine use 
four pole structure so that the machine can move tranquilization to advance the 
molding precision.
Synchronization control the sheet line speed and molding sending speed.

STARCH-BASED DEGRADABLE SHEET EXTRUSION UNIT
THIS KIND OF SHEET EXTRUDER IS ESPECIALLY 
FOR STARCH DEGRADATION MATERIAL.WITH HIGH 
PRODUCTIVITY, GOOD PRODUCT QUALITY, EASY TO 
CONTROL AND OTHER ADVANTAGES.

AUTOMATIC POUCH MAKING MACHINE

EXHIBITING COMPANIES
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SHANTOU MENGXING PACKAGE MACHINERY CO.,LTD

SHANTOU MINGSU MACHINERY CO., LTD

A3-3317

D2-9422

MengXing was established in 1998, specialized 
in thermoforming technology over 20 years. 
Our machines have been sold around the 
world.We are always satisfied our customer’s 
requirement,and upgrade technology base on 
their feedback.We are the pioneer in this field. 
Is constantly striving to become a world-class 
manufacturer. Welcome to join us and become 
our agents to explore the market and provide 
the better service.

Shantou Mingsu Machinery Co.,LTD is 
specialized in fully automatic multi-stations 
machinery with development,production,sale 
and customer service.0ur company structure 
is about 4000 square meters. We can 
customized the production line according 
to customer request. Our machine are 
sold well in China and overseas including 
Malay sia ,Thai land, Indonesia , lran ,Saudi 
Arabic,Cambodia and so on.

MFC7254 THERMOFORMER
High speed thermoformer from China. Forming area 720*540mm, Max. speed 40 
cycles/min. Mengxing Specialized in Plastic Thermoforming Machine over 25 
years. Well sell in Indonesia market over 15 years.

MS720*600 THREE STATIONS THERMOFORMING 
MACHINE
A company specializing in automated multi-station 
products integrating R&D, production, sales and 
service. It can be customized according to the 
special requirements of users. It is suitable for 
Biodegradation starch material,PET, PP,PS,ABS and 
other plastic sheet to produce milk cup lid, square 
box, square box lid, mooncake box, dish etc.

XC46-71/122A-BWP VACUUM FORMING MACHINE
Mengxing Vacuum forming machine. Well sell in Indonesia market over 15 years.

MS780*680 THREE STATIONS THERMOFORMING 
MACHINE
A company specializing in automated multi-station 
products integrating R&D, production, sales and 
service. It can be customized according to the special 
requirements of users. Processed and produced: 
biodegradable starch-based materials, PET, PP, PE, PS, 
ABS and other plastic products.

MS720*600 FOUR STATIONS THERMOFORMING MACHINE
A company specializing in automated multi-station 
products integrating R&D, production, sales and 
service. It can be customized according to the special 
requirements of users. Processed and produced: 
biodegradable starch-based materials, PET, PP, PE, PS, 
ABS and other plastic products.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

SHANTOU RAYBURN MACHINERY CO.,LTD A3-3322

We are a research and development enterprise 
specializing in the design and manufacture 
of various types of plastic machinery and 
professional customization of molds. Our 
company’s leading products are RM series 
high-speed multi-station positive and negative 
pressure thermoforming machine and RM 
large forming area 4 stations thermoforming 
machine, which are applying to disposable 
plastice equipment. Our equipments have been 
sold well all over the world and have a good 
reputation.

RM-T1011 + GC-7 + GK-7 HIGH SPEED THERMOFORMING 
PRODUCTION LINE (FORMING.PUNCHING.CUTTING.
STACKING)
This type of machine is the big forming area high 
speed thermoforming machine, for producing bowl/ 
box/ lid/ flower pot/ fruit box/ try etc. The dry cycle 
speed is 35r/min and the punching and cutting speed 
is up to 100spm.

RM-2RH DOUBLE STATION IN-MOULD CUTTING 
THERMOFORMING MACHINE
This type of machine eqiup with hardware steel knife 
cutting and on-line stacking. Suitable for large height 
products such as cold drink cup/ container/ bowl etc.

RM-4 FOUR STATION THERMOFORMING 
MACHINE(FORMING - PUNCHING - CUTTING - 
STACKING)
This type of machine is suitable for punching hold 
products such as flower pot/ friut box/ coffe lid/ 
dome lid ect.
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SHANTOU XINHUA PACKING MACHINERY CO., LTD.

SHANTOU TOPLAS PLASTIC PRODUCTS CO.,LTD.

A3-3320

A3-3318

SHANTOU TOPLAS PLASTIC PRODUCTS 
CO.,LTD.  is  a  High-tech enterprise of 
Guandong Province, integrated with scientific 
research, manufacture and sales.
Our  main  product  is  Dry  Offset  Cup/Pail/Lid/
Cap/Tube Printer. Machines are applicable 
for printing disposable round plastic cups, 
disposable square plastic cups, Plastic 
lid, plastic bucket, bottle cap, plastic tube 
like cosmetic tube and silocone tube, 
and so on. our machine have been sold 
to over 50 countries in the world.

PLASTIC CUP THERMOFORMING MACHINE
AUTOMATIC USING,BIG OUTPUT OF CUPS,GOOD 
FORMING AND SAVE LABOR

QJY-6215 CUP PRINTER QJY-6200 BOWL PRINTER PJY-6160 LID PRINTER

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

SHENZHEN HERO-TECH REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT CO., LTD A1-1430

Shenzhen Hero-Tech Refrigeration Equipment 
Co.,Ltd.was founded in Shenzhen, Guangdong 
Province in2010.Hero-Tech Group Co.,Ltd. is 
started as a trading company forcommercial 
and industrial refrigeration equipment 
and parts at the earlybeginning.Hero-Tech 
is dedicated to research and develop the 
industry of industrial cooling and temperature 
controlling, products range including both air 
cooled and water cooled Scroll Chiller, Screw 
Type Chiller, Glycold Chiller,Laser Chiller,Oil 
Chiller,etc.

AIR COOLED/WATER COOLED SCROLL CHILLER
HTI-A/W series industrial chiller is mainly applied 
in Plastic&Rubber industry.It can accurately control 
the molding temperature and shorten the molding 
cycle.Increase the product quality and improve the 
production efficiency.
Design Features
Adpoted world famous brand compressors and high 
effciency,low condenser and evaporator,ensure high 
cooling efficiency,low energy consumption,low noise 
and long service life.
Microcomputer control system offering accurate 
temperature stability with in ± 1 ℃.
Standard equipped Iron pump,stainless steel or high 
lift pump for option.
Over sized evaporator and condenser ensure 
the chiller unit running under 45℃  high ambient 
temperature.
Multi-protection devices ensure the chiller unit 
running safely.
HTI-W water-cooled industrial chiller adopted shell 
and tube condenser,features speed heat dissipation 
and high cooling efficiency,it is good to be used in 
high ambient temperature area with abundant water.
HTI-A Air cooled industrial chiller adopted aluminum 
fin/copper tube type condenser.

AIR COOLED/WATER COOLED SCREW CHILLER
WELL KNOWN BRAND COMPRESSOR
Unit adopts Germany BITZER or Taiwan HANBELL 
brand semi-hermetic screw compressor.
Adjustable infinite or closely stepped capacity 
control,features energy efficient,stable and quiet 
running.Most advanced patented highest precision 
manufacturing process.
Built-in full intelligent monitoring and 
protection including thermal motor temperature 
monitoring,phase sequence moniotoring manual 
reset lockout,oil temperature sensor.
Microprogramming control system
Industrial PLC centralized control combined with 
compressor capacity control system,precisely 
monitor.
Integrated protection for low temperature,high/
low pressure,antifreezing,phase 
missing,antiphase,overload,motor over
temperature,oildifferential,flow switch,start up 
latency.
Optional operation language,meau leading,unit 
running state easy to adjust.
Easy Installation,reliable running
Closely stepped start-up,minimize impact 
to electricity.Steady and safe runnning,low 
vibration,easy for installation.
Compact structure,less space demand and light in 
weight,easy for transport and installation.
Completely wired,inspected and tested pre-
delivery,saving installation time and cost.

AIR COOLED/WATER COOLED INVERTER(VFD) CHILLER
Features
High efficiency and energy saving: Full frequency 
drive technology is used to improve the unit’s 
comprehensive load performance coefficient 
IPLV, and save about 20% compared with the fixed 
frequency unit
Constant temperature accurate: Scroll inverter 
adopts DC brushless compressor, frequency 
conversion interval of 30~90HZ, refrigeration system 
uses double PID to adjust the mass flow rate, can 
achieve the chilled water temperature control within 
+0.1C, to meet the high precision temperature control 
requirements;
Cooling speed: Relative to the fixed frequency unit 
cooling can adapt to improve the operating frequency, 
cooling time increased by about 30%;
Press life: Most of the time, the inverter unit operates 
under low frequency/low speed load, reducing the 
wear degree of the compressor and improving the 
service life
Starting current: The inverter compressor starts 
at low frequency and low pressure, so the starting 
current is small, and the impact on the power grid 
is small.
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SHIFTY TECHNOLOGY SDN. BHD. D2-927

SHIFTY TECHNOLOGY SDN. BHD. is being 
established to meet modern colourful world 
of sight in comparison to the nature glamour 
and has rapidly grown and become a talented 
company that has simultaneously won as a 
reputed and respectful supplier of specialized 
formulated COLORANTS for application of 
variety of plastic resin.
In view of current market demand and 
environmental protection requirement,  SHIFTY 
TECHNOLOGY SDN. BHD. is having it R&D team 
to develop products that meet customer 
requirement.

SHIMEN, SHIBAT, SHISCO, SHICOM, SHICEM, SHICOA, 
SHISHAN
USE AS COLORANTS FOR APPLICATION IN VARIES OF 
PLASTIC RESIN.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

SHINKO CO., LTD.

SIAD MACCHINE IMPIANTI S.P.A.

A2-209

D2-9312

Since Shinko was founded in 1964, it has been 
a global leading company that manufactures 
clip chains for orienting plastic films and 
highly advanced cleaning system for removing 
surface particles on substrates. Our main 
markets & applications are those in relation 
with Films, Papers, Batteries, LCD/OLED 
Display, PCBs, Semiconductors, Metal, Foil, 
Fiber, Non-woven and so on.

SIAD Macchine Impianti is a leader in the 
production of reciprocating air compressors 
for blowing r-PET/PLA bottles for the 
Food&Beverage sector. After the success 
of VITO, the “Next” generation is a high 
performing, reliable compressor built to be 
efficient, sustainable and connected, at every 
level. VITO Next is an enhanced product in 
terms of reliability, longer lasting components, 
reduced maintenance costs and adaptability in 
harsher ambient conditions.

ULTRASONIC DRY TYPE CLEANER
The best seller Non-contact ultrasonic cleaner. 100% 
removal down to 1.6 micrometer particles. Active 
length is 50mm to 11000mm (customizable)

AIR TYPE SA CLEANER
Brand new air type cleaner. Compact cleaning head 
and blower unit. Easy to install. Lower initial cost.

VITO NEXT  
VITO NEXT, IS A RANGE OF SMART AND GREEN 
COMPRESSORS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR 
BLOWING PET, RPET AND PLA BOTTLES. THE NON-STOP 
COLLABORATION OF SIAD MI TECHNICIANS AND 
ENGINEERS WITH THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
DEPARTMENT, PLUS SPECIFIC FEEDBACK FROM OUR 
CUSTOMERS, HAS LED TO THE EVOLUTION OF THE VITO 
RANGE WITH THE CREATION OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE, 
RELIABLE AND SUSTAINABLE COMPRESSORS, AS 
DEMONSTRATED BY THE SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL 
IMPROVEMENTS WHEN COMPARED TO THE PREVIOUS 
MODELS. THE VITO NEXT STANDARD SUPPLY ALSO 
INCLUDES SIADMI4U, THE REMOTE MONITORING AND 
DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEM THAT ENABLES CLIENTS TO 
VIEW, ANALYZE AND MANAGE ALL THE OPERATING 
PARAMETERS OF A COMPRESSOR OR PLANT IN REAL 
TIME.

TENTER CLIP CHAIN
Enough and proven experience of supplying various 
types of clip chains.  We can solve the problems such 
as film breakage, film slipping that you may have. 
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SIMCHENG PLASTICS MACHINERY  CO.,LTD. A3-213

SIMCHENG Plastics Machinery Co., Ltd., located 
in Shishan Science and Technology Industrial 
Park, Guangdong, China, is the leader of 
national standard working group. The company 
is honored as SRDI enterprise, demonstration 
enterprise in Intelligent workshop, 
benchmarking enterprises in  industrial 
internet application invisible champion in 
national manufacturing industry.Three series: 
Single and multi layer cast line, uniaxial and 
biaxial stretch film production line, Intelligent 
packaging robot

FUNCTIONAL FILM LINE
It includes protection film line, wood grain film line, high barrier film line and pet film line .
Protection film is used on metal products surface, coated metal products surface, plastics film surface,  
automobile products surface, electrical products surface, brand products surface, profile products surface, 
etc. For decoration purpose, PP wood grain film can be used on surface of  plywood, core plate, fibreboard. 
With features of high simulation, environmental protection, It is widely used in furniture production and 
interior decoration. High barrier film is mainly used on food and medicine packaging, electrical parts sealing, 
solar battery sealing and OLED sealing. PET film, which is also called high temperature resistant polyester 
film,  due to its excellent physical property, chemical property, size stability, transparency, recoverability, 
it can be widely used on magnetic recording, photosensitive material, electronics, electrical insulation, 
industry use film, industrial film, packaging decoration, screen protection, optical mirror surface, etc.  

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING FILM LINE
Mainly used in the packaging industry of food, materials and consumer products. The film produced by 
casting technology method have excellent performance like small variation, high transparency, suitable for 
metalizing and printing.

AUTOMATIC PACKAGING EQUIPMENT
In film industry, different kinds of film for different applications are made by different material , most 
manufacturers supply with slitting machine, the film rolls after slitting need to be protected by packaging 
during the transportation.  SIMCHENG research and develop the automatic packaging machine which can 
pack the slitted film automatically.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

SINOMECH CORPORATION D1-8501C

Founded in 2007, Sinomech has been dedicated 
in solventless lamination technology for 
over 16 years. Now Sinomech has come the 
largest supplier for solventless laminating 
machines in Asia. Sinomech has more than 
1,400 customers in the global market and more 
than 1,800 installations. With strong technical 
support, top machine quality and aftersales 
service, Sinomech has won a worldwide 
repuation.

SOLVENTLESS LAMINATOR A450
Model A450 solventless laminating machine is 
suitable for high-speed solventless lamination of 
different types of plastic films, metalized films, 
Aluminum foils and papers. It is one of the most 
popular laminator models in the markets.
Max laminating speed: 450mpm
Max web width: 1050/1300/1500mm
Max unwinding diameter: 800/1000mm
Max rewinding diameter: 800/1000mm
Reel fixing: Shafted or shaftless

SOLVENTLESS LAMINATOR A400
Model A400 solventless laminating machine is ideal 
for getting started in flexible packaging solventless 
lamination. It is suitable for high speed lamination of 
different types of plastic films and metalized films.
Max laminating speed: 400m/min
Max web width: 1050/1300/1500mm
Max unwinding diameter: 800/1000mm
Max rewinding diameter: 800/1000mm
Reel fixing: shafted
Glue applicator: Automatic mixer

TRIPLEX SOLVENTLESS LAMINATING MACHINE A400-3
Model A400-3 triplex solventless laminating machine 
is the world first vertical three-layer laminator 
developed by a Chinese leading manufacturer of 
printing and converting machinery - Sinomech 
Corporation. This web lamination equipment is 
suitable for high-speed solventless lamination of 
different types of plastic films and metalized films, 
and especially designed for Al foil lamination.
Max lamination speed: 400m/min
Max web width: 1050/1300mm
Max diameter for main unwinding: ℃800 mm
Max diameter for secondary unwinding: ℃800 mm
Max diameter for third unwinding: ℃600mm
Max rewinding diameter: ℃1000 mm
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SMF (SUNNY MACHINEYR FACTORY) D2-9517

SMF Sunny Machinery Factory was established 
in 1998.  Professional electrical engineers and 
mechanical design engineers who are good at 
using the latest electrical systems and spare 
& accessory parts from major brands in the 
world, and they have been committed to the 
design and manufacture of various slitting 
rewinding machines, CPP/CPE Cast film lines, 
extrusion coating laminate machine etc.

SLITTING MACHINE
In the past 25 years, SMF has produced various 
excellent quality primary slitting rewinding machines, 
secondary 
slitting rewinding machines, slitting rewinding 
machine for paper, cloth, film, non-woven fabric etc, 
and more than 2,000 sets of rewinding machines for 
domestic and abroad customers. and our machines 
have always enjoyed an 
excellent reputation. Our product width covers from 
600mm-6000mm, the speed ranges from 100-800 
meters per minute, various models, and there are 
many special customized models for customers.

CPP CAST FILM LINES
Cast film products are mainly used in the packaging 
industry, but technical, medical and stationery films 
are also important sectors. Indeed, the worldwide 
market for flexible plastic packaging is predicted to 
grow steadily within the 
next years.  Owing to their good optical and 
mechanical properties, cast films play a significant 
role in the flexible packaging market.  Both, film 
producers and converters, expect high film quality 
and cost-efficient production. SMF can supply our 
customers with highly functional machines for their 
specific market requirements.

EXTRUSION COATING LAMINATE MACHINE
SMF is the leading plastic extrusion machinery 
maufacturer in China, having core expertise 
incomprehensive range of extrusion machinery 
for plastic. For coating thin layer of polyolefin’s 
(mainly LDPE/PP) on substrates like Woven sacks, 
tarpaulins, jumbo bags, BOPP film, Paper, aluminum 
foil, Polyester Film, Cotton fabrics, Jute, Non-woven 
fabrics, etc. up to 4500mm web width applications

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

SSI PRIMA MAS, PT D2-9201

PT. SSI Prima Mas dedicates on supplying and 
providing support for OCHEM PU Adhesives, 
PLALOC Re-closable Zipper Tape, PRIME BLADE 
Doctering Blade, HUITONG Machinery, and 
AUCLEAN Anilox Roller.

HUITONG
HUITONG PACKAGING MACHINERY
- LAMINATING MACHINE
- BAG MAKING MACHINE
- SLITTING MACHINE
- PRINTING MACHINE

PLALOC & OCHEM
PLALOC
- ZIPPER TAPE 

OCHEM
- PU ADHESIVE

PRIMEBLADE & AUCLEAN
PRIMEBLADE
- DOCTOR BLADE & SEAL CHAMBER

AUCLEAN
- ANILOX ROLLER
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SUZHOU CAI MACHINE GROUP CO., LTD.

SURYA PUTRA MESINDO, PT 

D2-9318

A1-1019

CAI Machine committed to dry-offset printing 
machine R&D and manufacture, assist our 
customer express their idea via picture, words, 
artwork, even QR code on surface of plastic 
cup like coffee, juice, tea, yogurt, ice cream. 
Our solution also applicate to food tray, pails, 
oil bucket, lid, flower pot which are in plastic 
like PP, PET, PS, EPS and degradable PLA. High 
speed and high precision CAI Machine make 
cost lower and efficiency improved come true. 
CAI, color all intelligently.

CUP PRINTER-S608
1. Stable & high speed
2. Photographic printing
3. 6-8 colors, 400-600 printing speed
4. Abundant practical functions

AIR COMPRESSOR SYSTEM
Components designed to generate, store, and deliver 
compressed air, to used in a wide range of industries 
and applications. The components are Unit Screw 
Compressor, Air Dryer, Receiver Tanks, etc.

LID PRINTER-LM
1. A wide range of printable types (lids, boxes, egg 
trays, etc.)
2. Efficient, economical and cost-saving
3. The printing process is stable and high-speed
4. 8-color printing, rich colors

PAIL PRINTER-PM
1. Fit the characteristics of the hand bucket product 
and apply the orientation printing function
2. Replace manual labeling or in-mold labeling, faster 
and more convenient
3. Large output and cost saving
4. 8-color printing, stable and high speed
5. Larger printing size and faster printing speed

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

TAHAW ENTERPRISE CO, LTD A1-1230

We TAHAW Enterprise Co. Ltd. is established 
in 1987.We have 5 factories and one research 
centre in 3places:Taiwan,China and Vietnam.
We are specialized in producing various 
kinds of Masterbatch :White,Black and Color 
Masterbatch, Filler Masterbatch ,Anti-Foam 
Agent ,Plastic Functional Masterbatch,Perfume 
Masterbatch,Smell Plastic Neutralizer 
Masterbatch and Functional Additives etc.We 
also supplied in Blowing Film and Extrusion 
Additives.

MASTERBATCH
Our masterbatch with High Dispersity, Concentration 
Brightness , Could suitable for all kinds of plastic 
product application .

PERFUME MASTERBATCH
It can be applieed to toys fragrance theca, 
craftwork,daily product,and The fragance can 
remaining about 1year. 

PLASTIC SMELL NEUTRALIZER
It is widely used in recycled plastic to get rid of the 
nad smells like ethlylene, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur 
dioxide ,anmie, ammonia. It can not only absorbing 
CO,SO, NOX, NH, Sulfide etc.acid bad smells and 
getting rid of bad smells but also can maintain plastic 
physical properties&mechanical toughness.
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TAI ZHOU DUO YUAN PLASTIC MOLD CO,.LTD

TAISTAR COMPONENTS INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD

D1-8111

A2-211

Taizhou Duoyuan plastic mould co., LTD. Was 
established in 2010, the company is mainly 
engaged in auto mould, home appliance mould, 
tube mould, commodity mould, motorcycle 
mould, turnover box mould, tray mould, 
electronic plastic mould, walkers mould, 
such as mold processing. Company respected 
“steadfast, perseverance, responsibility” 
spirit of enterprise, and with integrity, win-win 
and create a business philosophy, to create 
a good environment of enterprise, with new 
management mode, perfect 

Our company in China was established in 1999, 
and another factory in Taiwan 10 years later. We 
are specialized in the manufacturing of mold 
component and plastic injection mold cooling 
system for over 20 years. In addition, our 
products are made by ourselves and from our 
supply chain, who also OEMs for international 
mold components companies. Therefore, we 
can supply high quality products with good 
price.

MOTORCYCLE HANDLE MOLD
Motorcycle handlebars made for Indonesia

MOLD COOLING SYSTEM
plastic injection factory components,mold factory 
components & polishing material.

MOTORCYCLE WARNING LIGHT
Motorcycle warning light

BREEDING FEED BUCKET MOLD
Breeding feed bucket mold

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

TAIZHOU CITY HUANGYAN XUEJUN MOULD CO.,LTD D2-9406

Xuejun Mould  was founded in 2002, it is 
specialized in PET preform moulds, bottle 
moulds, PET moulds, bottle cap moulds, and 
various other packaging moulds. Our company 
has more than 20 years of mould manufacturing 
experience. During this period, Xuejun’s mould  
have been developing to be more precise, more 
complex and more economical. The technique 
continues improving and the production lead 
time continues shorten. 

PREFORM MOULD
Xuejun Mould  was founded in 2002, it is specialized in PET preform moulds, bottle moulds, PET moulds, bottle 
cap moulds, and various other packaging moulds. Our company has more than 20 years of mould manufacturing 
experience. During this period, Xuejun’s mould  have been developing to be more precise, more complex and 
more economical. The technique continues improving and the production lead time continues shorten. Mould 
production forwards information, refinement and automation in order to adapt the increasing production 
capacity. At present, Xuejun has a series of international advanced mould processing center equipment, such 
as Mazak, KaFo, Kent, YCM and so on. 

32CAVITY PREFORM MOULD 
Preform mould for water bottle package. Drinks 
bottle package
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TAIZHOU HUANGYAN DEGREE MACHINERY CO.,LTD

TAIZHOU HUANGYAN JMT MOULD CO.,LTD

A1-1011

A3-3430

Taizhou Huangyan Degree Machinery Co.,Ltd is 
specialized in developing and manufacturing 
PET Stretch Blow Molding Machine, PE 
Extrusion Molding Machine, Injection Molding 
Machine and Plastic Mould. We have many 
years experience of researching and producing 
plastic machines. Our main products are: 
DEG series full automatic machines, Semi-
automatic blow molding machines with all 
kinds and sizes of mould. The main parts 
of The machines are from Germany, Japan, 
Switzerland, Korea, Taiwan and so on,

JMT founded in 2005, covering an area of 
23,000 square meters, specilized in design 
and manufacture Automoive Mould, Household 
Products Mould, Home Appliance Mould, and 
SMC Mould etc. JMT owns world’s first-class 
mold processing equipment,  like five axis 
high-speed machining center, we have more 
than 280 employees, including 40professional 
designers, we provide products and services 
to more than 30 countries and regions around 
the world.

MINERAL WATER PET BOTTLE BLOWING MACHINE
Mineral Water Pet Bottle Blowing Machine is full 
servo motor, servo drive, servo clamp, servo stretch 
and servo loading. Bottles range can be 100ML-1.5L, 
output is 6000-7000BPH. If maximum 600ML, output 
can reach 9000BPH. Our machine components use 
famous brand, such as Japan Mitsubishi, Japan SMC, 
America Parker, Taiwan AIRTAC and so on. Machine 
program can keep over 7 kind blowing data.

AUTOMOIVE MOULD
Automoive interior and exterior parts , Household 
Products, Home Appliance(white products), and 
logistics products(pallet, crate..)

PLASTIC BOTTLE JERRY CAN EXTRUSION BLOW 
MOULDING MACHINE 
DEGREE PLASTIC BOTTLE JERRY CAN EXTRUSION 
BLOW MOULDING MACHINE IS USED TO DO DIFFERENT 
KINDS HDPE OR PP BOTTLES OR HOLLOW PRODUCTS 
UP TO 12 LITER

48 CAVITY PET PREFORM MOULD 
DEGREE 48 CAVITY PET PREFORM MOULD IS ONE KIND 
HOT RUNNER PREFORM MOULD WITH PIN VALVE GATE 
SYSTEM. IT IS 48 CAVITIES, PREFORM WEIGHT FROM 
8-40GR, 7500-8000PCS PER HOUR.

LOGISTICS PRODUCTS MOULD 
AUTOMOIVE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PARTS , 
HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS, HOME APPLIANCE(WHITE 
PRODUCTS), AND LOGISTICS PRODUCTS(PALLET, 
CRATE..)

WATER BOTTLE PREFORM INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
 DEGREE water bottle preform injection molding 
machine is 230Ton-400Ton clamping force, PET 
special screw and barrel, which can do 28mm or 
30mm preform with 12 cavity to 48 cavity, 1000-
8000pcs preform per hour.

HOME APPLIANCE MOULD
Automoive interior and exterior parts , Household 
Products, Home Appliance(white products), and 
logistics products(pallet, crate..)

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

TAIZHOU HUANGYAN  YEKANG  MACHINERY CO LTD A1-1130

We have 30 years experience in Pet stretch 
blow molding machine field in China.Our 
company loacted in huangyan . taizhou Our 
products:
Stretch blow molding machine/ Full  automatic 
blow molding machine/ jar blow molding 
machine/  medicine bottle moulding machine/
pesticide blow  molding machine/5 gallon blow 
molding machine/hand feed blow molding 
machine
Welcome to viist us anytime.

PET BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
stretch blow molding machine/ Full  automatic 
blow molding machine/ jar blow molding machine/  
medicine bottle moulding machine/pesticide blow  
molding machine
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TAIZHOU HUANGYAN YIXIAN MOLDING CO.,LTD. D1-8530

We are a company specializing in the design 
and manufacture of injection molds. Including 
daily necessities. Our factory adopts first-
class 
CAD/CAM/CAE computer-aided design 
software for product modeling, injection 
molding analysis, setting of gate position, 
determination of parting 
surface, drawing of mold design drawings, CNC 
programming, and CNC machining. The design 
cycle is short, the precision is high, and the 
accurate matching of products is guaranteed. 

FLOWER POT MOLDE
make platic products mold

PLASTIC CHAIR MOLD 
PLASTIC CHAIR MOLD

PLASTIC BASKET MOLD
plastic basket mold

TAIZHOU HUIYUAN MOULD CO.,LTD A1-1131

Founded in 1998, Huiyuan mould 
is  a manufacture specialized in the 
research,development and production of PET 
preform mold,located in huangyan, china 
with convenient transportation access. Our 
product not only based in chinese market but 
also enjoyed high reputational market, such as 
Canada,USA, Thailand, inida,Saudi Arabia and 
other countries,our product are widely used 
in Water ,beverage,oil,food,cosmetic,detergent 
and pharmaceutical industries.

96CAVITY PREFORM MOULD
Product neck :Pco 1881
Product  weight :22.7g
Match machine: Husky Hypet-400

48 CAVITY PREFORM MOULD
Product Neck:29/25
Product weight :12.5g0

64CAVITY PREFORM MOULD
Product Neck:29/25
Product weight :11.8g

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

TAIZHOU JOBO MACHINERY MOULD CO., LTD. D2-9521

Taizhou Jobo  Machinery Mould Co., Ltd. was 
founded in year 1988. During 1988-2006, the 
company produced plastic cap injection molds 
and various types of plastic bottle caps, and 
accumulated massive experience of cap mold 
manufacturing and bottle caps  making. Since 
2007, we  started  to develop and produce 
plastic cap compression molding machine. 
By Oct 2023, we  have  sold 668 sets of cap 
compression molding machine to 65 countries 
in the world, serving more than 300 customers.

PLASTIC CAP COMPRESSION MOLDING MACHINE
PLASTIC CAP COMPRESSION MOLDING MACHINE-
JOBO-36CS-HIGH EFFIENCY FOR MAKING MANY TYPES 
CAPS ALL OVER THE WORDS, LIKE MINERAL WATER 
CAPS, CARBONATED SOFT DRINKING CAPS, MEDICINE 
CAPS...WHICH THE CAPACITY CAN BE 42000PCS/HR.d

SUPERFAST PLASTIC CAP COMPRESSION MOLDING 
MACHINE 
SUPERFAST PLASTIC CAP COMPRESSION MOLDING 
MACHINE-JOBO-36CSS-HIGH EFFIENCY FOR MAKING 
MANY TYPES CAPS ALL OVER THE WORDS, LIKE 
MINERAL WATER CAPS, CARBONATED SOFT DRINKING 
CAPS, MEDICINE CAPS...WHICH THE CAPACITY CAN BE 
60000PCS/HR.

24CAVITY PLASTIC CAP COMPRESSION MOLDING 
MACHINE
PLASTIC CAP COMPRESSION MOLDING MACHINE-
JOBO-24CS-HIGH EFFIENCY FOR MAKING MANY TYPES 
CAPS ALL OVER THE WORDS, LIKE MINERAL WATER 
CAPS, CARBONATED SOFT DRINKING CAPS, MEDICINE 
CAPS...WHICH THE CAPACITY CAN BE 37000PCS/HR.
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TAIZHOU QIANYU PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD. 

TAIZHOU U-KNOW MOULD CO.,LTD

TAIZHOU XINGXIAO PLASTIC MOULD CO.,LTD

A1-1012

A3-332

D2-9402

U-KNOW Plastic Mould Factory, is located in 
“China mold town” named of Huangyan.It is a 
professional plastic mould and mould products 
manufacturer with ISO9001:2000 standard, 
and mainly makes Motorcycle mould, Plastic 
Chair & table mould, ,Auto parts mould,Bucket 
mould, Dustbin mould, Blow mould, injection 
mould,and so on.

The company’s business scope includes the 
manufacturing, processing, and sales of molds 
and plastic products, as well as the import and 
export of technology and goods.

AUTOMATIC PRESSURE-VACUUM HIGH-SPEED 
THERMOFORMING MACHINE
Three stations and four stations combined machine.
which features in stable operation,low noise and 
convenient operation and maintenance. 

PLASTIC WARDROBE MOULD
Multi Use4 Plastic Wardrobe Mould

HOUSEHOLD PLASTIC PRODUCTS
Including plastic water buckets, plastic rice buckets, 
and plastic boxes

PLASTIC BASIN MOULD
Plastic Basin Mould

PLASTIC SWING CAR MOULD
Plastic Swing Car Mould 

PLASTIC PALLET MOULD
Plastic Pallet Mould

PLASTIC BABY DINNING CHAIR MOULD
Plastic Baby Dinning Chair Mould 

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

TAIZHOU ZHENKE PRECISION MOLD CO.,LTD A1-148

Taizhou Zhenke Precision Mould Co., Ltd. is 
a professional manufacturer of thin-walled 
molds, PET preform molds and medical, 
high-end daily chemical and other packaging 
molds. There are more than 20 senior technical 
personnel, which is a young and dynamic 
technology-based company. The needle valve 
hot runner independently developed and 
designed by the company has stable quality 
and convenient disassembly and replacement, 
which ensures efficient mold production and 
beautiful products.

PLASTIC CONTAINER MOLD
Specializing in the manufacture of thin-walled lunch 
boxes (square boxes, round boxes, multi-grids, cups, 
barrels) molds/in-film labeling molds/laundry bead 
molds/other types of molds.

PET PREFORM
We manufacture PET preformed hot runner molds, as 
well as conversions of 32, 48, 56, 72, 96 and 48, 56, 72 
(HUSKY); Compression molds and molds for various 
types of lids.
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TAN INDO SUKSES, PT

TANSTAR INDONESIA

TAIWAN ASSOCIATION OF MACHINERY INDUSTRY\T

D2-8830

A3-3402

A1-1224

PT TAN INDO SUKSES is located in Batam, 
Indonesia, with a total investment of 3.88 
million US dollars, covers an area of   15,000 
square meters, and has 188 employees. On 
November 18, 2018, five sets of large-scale 
LDPE recycled particle production lines were 
officially put into operation, the company 
currently produces 1,888 tons  of LDPE granules 
of various grades per month, mainly pure 
plastic wrap material (LLDPE) and pure high-
pressure large white material (LDPE)

TANSTAR Indonesia always aims to provide solution to customers in plastic production (injection, extrusion 
molding). With advanced technology and long years of experience, we always deliver high quality screw 
& barrel with high precision and good design.  We keep on improving our products and adapting to the 
production needs (general to special plastic material/product), in order to achieve better usage time and 
cost management. Please contact our representative to know more about our products.

TAMI was founded in November, 1945. More than 70 years, TAMI has played a key role in the Taiwan machinery industries. 
The Machine Tools sector is the leading area of Taiwan’s machinery industry. Among those 2,700 members which TAMI has 
nowadays, there are more than 1,000 in the machine tools and related components sectors.
TAMI is the most historical and leading manufacturers’ association of machinery and machine tools in Taiwan, and 
treasures all the opportunities in offering the best support

LDPE PELLET
Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) is a plastic material 
suitable for the molding processes for thermoplastic 
mold processing and good mold making capabilities.

SCREW & BARREL
Screw & barrel with high precision and good design 
provides resistance against weariness and corrosive 
plastic material, producing high quality end products. 

PP PELLET
PP pellets are small cylinders of the highest 
quality material and do not incorporate recycled or 
reclaimed material. Thanks to these qualities, PP 
pellets are perfect for 3D printing, achieving high 
print quality.

LLDPE PELLET
LLDPE is a solid choice for grocery bags, trash 
bags, and shrink wrap film due to its strength and 
durability. If you’re stashing multi-pack beverages for 
later, the shrink wrap that goes over plastic bottles is 
often made of LLDPE.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

TEDERIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD A3-3203

Tederic Machinery is an intelligent injection 
molding machine manufacturer with world-
leading technology (a world-renowned 
injection molding solution provider). As 
a company listed on the main board of 
Shanghai, China (603289·SH), we have rich 
industry experience, good performance and 
professional knowledge. So far, Tederic is 
operating in more than 130 countries and 
regions, and provide a solution for automotive 
parts, packaging, medical, electronics, 
household appliances and other industries.

NEO·T 500 WITH ELECTRIC CHARGING SYSTEM
High speed: The charging time and per mold cycle 
time are effectively shortened;
Energy saving: Under the same production conditions, 
it can save power by 15%-30%;
Non-welded pipeline, cleaner hydraulic system.
The design is more humane and flexible.

NEO·T 260 TOGGLE SYSTEM INJECTION MOLDING 
MACHINE
A new generation of servo power system saves 30% 
to 80% energy compared with traditional hydraulic 
systems.
Ultra-high response speed, the highest pressure can 
be reached in the fastest speed at 28ms, the system 
pressure is 17.5Mpa.
Upgrade pump motor power to short the cycle time 
and widen the molding process.
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THERIS PROTEKSI, PT

TOKOPLAS ECOMMERCE INDONESIA PT

D1-830

D1-8010

Specialist Fire Protection Safety, Integrator 
Company for Fire Protection, 

Tokoplas adalah platform ecommerce untuk 
petrokimia terlengkap di Indonesia. Sebagai 
platform multi-produk khususnya dalam 
bidang petrokimia, termasuk PP dan PE, 
Tokoplas merupakan bisnis yang terintegrasi 
secara vertikal yang menyediakan informasi 
harga, produk, beragam pilihan pembayaran, 
pengiriman fleksibel, dan akses pembiayaan.

GROUNDING CLAMP
Special Clamp for Grounding

WWW.TOKOPLAS.COM DAN TOKOPLAS APLIKASI
Tokoplas hadir untuk mempermudah aktivitas Anda 
sebagai pembisnis di bidang petrokimia denganx 
berbelanja kebutuhan usaha lewat webiste atau 
aplikasi Tokoplas.

HOSEREEL
Hosereel ( Water & Foam )
can use only 1 person and very efficient

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

TRIYOTEK PT D1-820

PT. Triyotek is a professional converting 
line company which majored of Flexible 
Rotogravure Printing such as Printing Machine, 
Dry Lamination Machine, Slitting Machine, 
Inspection Machine and Mini Rewinder 
Machine.
We are able to accept to modified, recondition 
machine and supplies for machine which 
mentioned above.
Our consistenly aim is building high-level 
innovation with providing fast service to 
ensure our customer must be satisfied. 
Techical support  service is able to handle all 
inquiries

IX3 INSPECT
Flextek Machinery has designed and manufactured 
a brand new model Doctor Rewinding Machine IX3 
INSPECT to meet customers’ demanding converting 
needs.

The IX3 INSPECT can handle materials up to 1000 
diameter and runs at 400m/min. To maximize the 
production efficiency, the IX3 INSPECT is equipped 
with quite a few features such as the 3 motors and 2 
tension controllers at unwind and rewind with closed 
loop type system ensure stable tension performance, 
synchronous stroboscope provide a better view 
of web, near roller installed on both unwind and 
rewind to reduce wrinkle web with high precision 
regulator system, closed loop calculation diameter 
in real time at unwind and rewind to ensure better 
winding solutions, trim edges with venturi blower 
type, chucks compatible with both 3” & 6” cores, the 
list goes on...

Not only the hardware of the IX3 INSPECt is upgraded, 
its software was also redesigned in order to make 
the machine more user-friendly with newly designed 
interface and icons.

R1 WINDER - DOCTOR REWINDER
R1 is a medium sized doctor rewinder allowing to 
re-work finished
rolls and elliminating errors in rolled materials at 
high speed.
Developed to focus on effeciency, decreasing waste 
and increasing
companies productivity. Additional rewinding 
perfomed on this
machine has a purpose to correct quality of material 
web, control of
print quality, extract of faulty material, and if required 
to cut off edges.

SFR - SLIT C (SLITTING MACHINE)
The SFR - SLIT assist you to reach quality production 
with economic investment cost for flexible
packaging sector. Moreover, the equipment are 
accessible and accessories assist you to production 
with maximum quality.
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TS INDUSTRIAL SERVICES PTE LTD A2-220

TS Industrial Services Pte Ltd, based in 
Singapore is distributor/reseller for world 
renown brands serving plastics, chemical and 
food processing manufacturers in the region. 
XALOY: Screw, bimetallic barrel, front end 
components and wear solutions for plastics 
processing
STAMIXCO: Static mixer for plastics injection 
or extrusion 
HERZOG: Shut-off nozzle for injection molding 
machine
BRABENDER TECHNOLOGIE: Precision weighing 
and feeding system for all bulk material

XALOY PULSAR MIXING SCREW
The Pulsar® Mixing Screw is a low shear distributive 
mixing device that is installed near the discharge 
end of a plasticating screw. Distributive mixing is 
the disruption of laminate flow within the melt pool, 
as well as the mixing of regular fluids that do not 
have a yield point. All melting of plastic resin needs 
this distribution to deliver a uniform homogenized 
melt pool with minimal temperature differentials. 
The more uniform the polymer, the more consistent 
the viscosity and, hence, the potential for consistent 
repeatable flow into the tool. The more repeatable 
the flow, the greater the likelihood of molecular 
orientation which determines the physical properties 
of the component being molded.

XALOY MPX ENCAPSULATED SCREW
Xaloy® MPX™ Wear Coating is a newly engineered, 
tungsten carbide coating with improved abrasive and
corrosive wear performance and higher bond 
strength than conventional HVOF Coating.

BRABENDER FLEXWALL FEEDER
The FlexWall®Plus range of feeder is ideal for poor 
or difficult flowing bulk ingredients. The shape of 
the trough and the external adjustable amplitude 
massage paddles work together to provide 
consistent screw filling and mass flow without 
ingredient deterioration. The FlexWall®Plus is 
easily disassembled for wet or dry cleaning as the 
polyurethane hopper that is attached to the housing 
is easily removed. Moreover, the compact trapezoidal 
shape allows up to 6 feeders to be arranged around 
a central feed point. All service is from the front 
or back.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

TUNG YU HYDRAULIC MACHINERY CO., LTD

UNITED HEATER

UNION PLASTIK

A1-1316

D1-8430

A2-246

Founded in 1983, Tung Yu is one of Taiwan’s 
leading manufacturers of rubber processing 
machinery. 
TungYu builds machines for Compression, 
Transfer and Injection molding of rubber. 
4-post, slab side, FIFO injection styles with 
standard and custom designed machines 
available with clamping capability 5 to10,000 
tons. 
Special application presses such as: Medical 
Rubber presses, Conveyor Belt vulcanizing 
system, Heavy-duty, can be designed to 
satisfy special and continuous production 
requirements.

United Heater is a brand under Usaha 
Saudara Mandiri Ltd. United Heater producing 
heating elements for a bunch of industry 
application. Because our customer is our 
priority, United Heater uses high quality 
materials in order to maintain quality and 
optimization in its application. Electrically 
based heating elements make the application 
environmentally friendly.

TECHMATION

ALL ELECTRIC SERVO PREDD
Energy-saving and precise force application, using 
clean energy to increase production capacity, is an 
optimized high-quality solution. 

HEATING ELEMENTS
We make custom heating elements such as :
Band Heater, Ceramic Band Heater, Cast In Heater, 
Cartridge Heater, Finned Heater, Immersion Heater, 
Infrafara, RTD, Thermocouple, Tubular Heater, etc.

HORIZONTAL RUBBER INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE 
(FIFO)
Horizontal structure with ergonomic design.
Equipped with auto de-molding device for finished 
products can be dropped by its own weight,
compiled with OPC UA standard, to save more 
materials and reduce production cost.

FURNACE & OVEN
We make custom furnace & oven for your industry 
application.

ROTOCURE
Utilizing Sweden-made SANDVIK steel belt for stable 
and even working pressure (option: Berndorf or other 
brands). 
Auxiliary radiation heating system. Heating zones 
controlled individually.
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VAN DAM MACHINE EUROPE B.V.

VICTORY BLESSING INDONESIA, PT

D2-964

D1-8301

Since 1962 Van Dam Machine is an innovated 
company in direct printing equipment on rigid 
packaging. It’s our clear mission to deliver 
sustainable state of the art decoration 
solutions to customers globally. Resulting in a 
zero packaging waste.
Our Products:
- Dry Offset (CM 608 M “The Professional 
Printer” & CP 406 M “The Compact Printer”)
- FlexoCup The FDoR® Cup Printer : Mixes the 
high speed of Dry Offset with the constant high 
printing quality and easy operations of Flexo.

PT. Victory Blessings Indonesia is an exclusive 
agent, professional distributor and supplier 
of Converting Industries Machines, Tools 
and Equipment for Packaging Industries 
in Indonesia. We provides all the new 
technologies, tool, equipment and materials 
required by our customers so that they can get 
the best quality and innovative product that 
are cost effective. 

CP 406 M – “THE COMPACT PRINTER”
 - First time right” plate mounting
- Cost effective
- Quick set color heads
- Low maintenance
- Sharp printing quality
- Production speed up to 400 cups per minute
- 6 color heads standard

MAIN MACHINE FOR ROTOGRAVURE INDUSTRIES II
1. GCM - Solvent Free Laminator
Product: Solventless Laminator Machine Olympia SL 
and Solventless Laminator Machine Olympia HD
Description: GCM Machines develop plants for 
flexible packaging world with customized projects 
and latest-generation technological solutions, 
designed to optimize cost and processing times. 
2. FORMECO - Solvent Recycle Machine
Description: The Formeco solvent recycler allows 
reuse of solvents through a simple distillation 
process, they separate the contaminants (resins, 
polymers, pigments, paints, oils, etc.) from the 
original solvent. The boiling of the solvent is 
accomplished by a peripheral heating jacket filled 
with diathermic oil, heated by an electrical element.

CM 608 M – ”THE PROFESSIONAL PRINTER”
 - Up to 8 colors
- Wide range of products (diameter 50-230 mm)
- Production speed up to 600 cups per minute
- High printing quality
- Modular building concept
- Reliable and proven technology
- Operator friendly

MAIN EQUIPMENT PRODUCTS II
- Rotometrics
- Smarvision
- Ink Mixer
- Mark Andy
- Air Shaft
- Arise
- Taiyo 

FLEXOCUP – “THE FDOR CUP PRINTER”
 - Consistent photographic FDoR® print quality
-Up to 8 color heads for CMYK with Extended Gamut 
or spot colors
- Production speed up to 650 cups per minute
- Low Decoration costs
- Quick change-over

CONSUMABLE PARTS II
- Megumi Plastics
- Raja Pallet
- Paper Packaging

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

VICTORY BLESSING INDONESIA, PT D1-8201

PT. Victory Blessings Indonesia is an exclusive 
agent, professional distributor and supplier 
of Converting Industries Machines, Tools 
and Equipment for Packaging Industries 
in Indonesia. We provides all the new 
technologies, tool, equipment and materials 
required by our customers so that they can get 
the best quality and innovative product that 
are cost effective. 

MAIN MACHINE FOR ROTOGRAVURE INDUSTRIES I
-Fuji Kikai
Product: MD Series Rotogravure Printing Machine 
Description: High speed multi drive rotogravure 
printing press

- Sumitomo
Product: Extrusion Lamination Machine
Description: Extrusion molding technology to 
building high functional, high efficient and high 
value added film and sheet production systems.

MAIN EQUIPMENT PRODUCTS I
 -Hagihara
Product: Slitting Machine
Description: duplex Centre Rewinding Slitter HDF-
406-1300, New Economical High Speed Type

- Tokyo Keiki
Product: Web Inspection System Camera

CONSUMABLE PARTS II
 -Chukoh : Teflon Pabrics and Teflon Tape
- Smart Cleaner
- Smart Cork Tape
- Swedcut
- 5STAR UVLAMP
- Durham Duplex: Industrial Blades
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WEB CONTROLS LTD D2-9025

We specialize in different brands of Colorcon/ 
Inspection Rewinder / Film blowing machine 
/ Slitting m/c / Bag making m/c, Extrusion 
Lamination…converting machines.
Also, iron powder (for powder brake/clutch) / 
Air Shaft / Guide Roll / EPC / LED Stroboscope 
/ Friction Ring.

DOCTOR BLADE HOLDER
QH  Quick replacement blade doctor blade holder
Product for quick and easy replacement of doctor 
blade holders on gravure printing Machines. Since 
there is no need for positioning or bolt tightening, 
there is no need to concern setting errors, which can 
reduce working time greatly  and ensure the safety 
performance of operators. The surface is treated with 
a special hard sur-face, which improves the scratch 
resistance, stain resistance and non-adhesive-ness, 
making it easier to clean and aesthetic.  Set blade 
and liner. Just place the blade at the bottom of the 
positioning pin to  ensure  consistent installation of 
the blade.     

REPLACEABLE TYPE EURO HOLE PUNCHER:
1.any size of Euro hole can use one same mold base
2.easy to change the punching blades (only need to 
loose 5 screws)
3.convenient to use and repair, only need to buy 
punching blades in future
4.punching speed can be up to 260 times/min

TAIYO COLORCON LC PLUS
℃I\tntegration of web handling 
Taiyo provide all of system of web handling. 
℃\tConsolidation of user interface Consolidated 
setting of line operation, unwinder, rewinder, printing 
unit, & colorcon. 
℃\tAvailability for motors of each motor makers 
Serbo motors or invertor motors will be available. 
Belt drive or direct drive will be available for drive 
method.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

WEBCONTROL MACHINERY CORP. 

WELL SHYANG MACHINERY CO., LTD.

D1-8118

A1-1209

Webcontrol Machinery Corp., established in 
1988, is a premier manufacturer specializing 
in Converting Machines, including Solvent base 
& solventless laminator, Extrusion laminator, 
Rewinder & Inspection Machine, and Seaming 
machine. They excel in Flexible Packaging 
Converting and Shrink Sleeve Converting 
solutions, offering innovative machines that 
handle various materials with precision. 
Webcontrol continues to be a trusted partner 
for industries seeking top-quality Converting 
solutions.

Well Shyang Machinery Co., Ltd. (WSM) was 
established since 1975. WSM is a leading 
machine manufacturer for Rubber, silicone, & 
Plastics processing machines in Taiwan. Our 
main products includes Dispersion kneader, 
Intensive hydraulic pressurized kneader, 
Intermesh mixer, Banbury mixer, Cold feed 
Extruder, Strainer, Hot feed extruder, Sheet 
preforming machines, Roll Mills, Pellet making 
lines, Batchoff machines and other support 
units.

SHRINK SLEEVE SEAMING MACHINE
The new PLUS series is the most advanced seamer in 
the industry. Webcontrol has once again innovated 
by launching the third generation of seamers which 
eliminates the forming tool. This new design makes 
the most operator friendly machine available, 
facilitating training with the most automated 
machine on the market. The machine has 3 tension 
zones, which allows for a dedicated tension zone for 
the forming section for better lay flat control. The 
unwind tension zone is now free to add innovations 
like laser integration or pin hole perforation while the 
film is flat. The PLUS offers a long list of advantages 
that solve the issues that come with the previous 
generation of machines that use forming tools. This 
new machine promises to revolutionize the way 
shrink sleeves are converted.

INTERMESH MIXER
quick cleaning, superior dispersion, maximum cooling, 
single pass mixing, shorter mixing cycle

SOLVENT AND SOLVENTLESS COMBI LAMINATOR 
The Solvent and Solventless Combi Laminator is 
an advanced machine designed for the flexible 
packaging industry. It combines the benefits of both 
solvent-based and solventless lamination processes, 
offering versatility and cost-effectiveness. Our new 
deisgn with stand alone solventless and solvent base 
coating staiton, more frendly and easy for operation. 

TWIN TAPER-SCREW EXTRUSION SHEET PREFORMING 
MACHINE
The twin taper screws ”bite” and feed the rubber 
compound into a horizontal roller die for automatic 
and continuous sheeting. It was designed to 
manufacture rubber sheets on a fully automatic 
basis.

DOUBLE SIDE INSPECTION MACHINE
This double-side rewinding machine can do more 
serious inspection for the better quality, especially 
for packages of medical, cosmetics and some 
high-price food products. Integrated with automatic 
defect system, this machine can reach precise and 
continuous inspection to ensure zero defects.

SINGLE SCREW EXTRUDER
1. Abandoning the complicate roller feeding process, 
it saves Labor Cost and Time.
2. Simple strip or sheet discharge device could supply 
material for various types of rubber injection molding 
machine.
3. High extruding capacity and low power 
consumption.
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WORLDLY INDUSTRIAL CO LTD

WUXI ONGO PLASTIC MACHINERY LIMITED 

A1-1221

A2-2118

Worldly Industrial Co., Ltd. was established in 
1972. Our products have been sole to over 30 
countries, and approved by ISO 9001 2008 and 
CE safety certification. Client satisfaction is 
always the top mission for Worldly. For fulfilling 
the ideal services to all clients, Worldly has 
been constantly researching and innovating. 
We also provide exclusive customized design 
on all flexible packaging equipment.
Rotogravure printing machine
Laminating machine
Coating machine
Extrusion laminating 

The precursor of “ONGO” was established in 
1992 .After  more than 30 years running ,we 
have formed  a prefessional team with more 
than 15 years developing and manufacturing 
experience in high-grade plastic injection 
machine .we adopt mordan development 
technology  and scientific management 
systerm to build ONGO  CLASSIC-TECH & 
HIGH-TECH series injection molding machine 
from 1100KN to 30000KN clamping force. We 
do beleive “THE PROFESSION GUARANTEES 
QUALITY, THE TECHNOLOGY CREATES FUTURE”.

HIGH SPEED ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING MACHINE
In pursuit of efficient high quality printing machinery, 
Worldly develops machines featuring user friendly 
automatic operation and high stability of mechanical 
equipment made by specialized technology and 
deliberate design. Throughout the use of a central 
control system, including PLC control, human-
machine touch screen interface and automatic 
alarm systems, technical operators can easily and 
accurately monitor the required printing quality. 
The splicing design is a collaboration of vertical 
and horizontal movement splicers, combined with 
tracking pressure rollers this design insures accurate 
and stable splicing. An Eco- Friendly Exhaust Heat 
Recycling system is specially built into the design, 
reducing high  energy costs 

CLASSIC-TECH INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
Completely recognized by market qualified and 
customer approved high graded injection molding 
machine, with more stability and fewer troubles

SOLVENT BASE LAMINATION MACHINE
In response to the mass demand of various materials 
and multiple methods in flexible packing markets, 
WORLDLY WDL series drying laminating machineries 
as the ultimate solution. With this machine automatic 
taper tension settings can also be easily adjusted 
from HMI according to different technology process 
applications. Internal guiding rollers in the drying 
tunnel are connected together with belt and driven 
by motor. In addition, to insure smooth and solid firm 
laminating results. The laminating unit uses three 
rollers press design. The back up roller provides more 
even pressure to the nip roller and performs more 
uniform bonding effect. 

GREEN-TECH INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
Completely japanese team design conception with 
rectangular platen design injection molding machine 
to meet the continously growing market requirement 
injection molding machineCompletely japanese team 
design conception with rectangular platen design 
injection molding machine to meet the continously 
growing market requirement injection molding 
machine

EXTRUSION LAMINATING MACHINE
In this fast changing packaging marketing the 
multi-layer laminates demand has increased. The 
Co-extrusion machine allows to use two kinds resin 
or more by two or more extrusion units to create 
multi-function extrusion layers.
The variety of resin after melted and go through the 
feed block then join into the T-die. The side screw 
has corrosion resistance treatment. It’s fine to work 
with acid copolymer resin, such as EVA, EAA, EMAA 
and Surlyn etc. The barrel heated by ceramic heater to 
ensure more energy saving and short start up time.

PET AUTOMATIC BLOWING MACHINE
High efficiency, low energy consumption and easy to 
operate high grade automatic PET blowing machine

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

XIANG IN ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. A1-1214

Xiang In Enterprise Co., Ltd was founded in 
1997, expert in printing in-mold labels and 
heat transfer films., in mold labels. Pursue 
high quality it’s not enough for us, our delivery 
time is short and prompt for satisfying the 
customer’s request which can keep customer 
free of worry delaying, make customers 
can contentedly recommend our printing to 
everyone.  We look forward to collaboratively 
creating innovate business opportunities.

IN-MOLD LABEL FOR INJECTION MACHINE
In-Mold Labeling (IML) is a specialized packaging 
technique utilized in plastic injection and blow 
molding processes. Labels are placed within molds 
and plastic material is injected, fusing the label 
onto the product’s surface during molding. This 
integration enhances appearance, durability, and 
eco-friendliness by reducing adhesives. IML boosts 
production efficiency and allows personalized 
branding with unique designs and colors.

IN-MOLD LABEL FOR BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
In-Mold Labeling (IML) is a specialized packaging 
technique utilized in plastic injection and blow 
molding processes. Labels are placed within molds 
and plastic material is injected, fusing the label 
onto the product’s surface during molding. This 
integration enhances appearance, durability, and 
eco-friendliness by reducing adhesives. IML boosts 
production efficiency and allows personalized 
branding with unique designs and colors.

HEAT TRANSFER FILM
Heat Transfer Film, an integral element of heat 
transfer technology, is used alongside a heat transfer 
machine. The process involves printing a design onto 
the film and then utilizing heat and pressure from 
the machine to imprint the design onto the product’s 
surface. Compatible with plastics, glass, metals, 
and wood, this technique yields scratch-resistant, 
durable designs. Comprising layers like the base, 
processing, and printing layers, the film’s ink adheres 
through high temperature pressing, ensuring 
longevity without peeling. Additionally, the film and 
substrate can be directly recycled, making it an 
environmentally conscious choice.
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XINLE HUABAO PLASTIC MACHINERY CO., LTD A3-3120

Founded in 1998, Xinle Huabao Plastic 
Machinery Co., Ltd. short named HB Machinery, 
one professional cast film line manufacturer, 
making high speed PE stretch film line, PE 
cling film line, PE breathable film line, PE 
embossed film line, PE/PEVA lamination film 
line, PVC cling film line, PVC transparent film 
line, CPP/CPE film line, EVOH film line and so 
on. We sold the lines to more than 60 countries 
and regions.

DUAL HIGH SPEED FOUR-SHAFT STRETCH FILM LINE 
1. High speed 2. Dual four-shaft machine 3. Two 
machines with one platform 4. Space saving 5. Energy 
Saving 

PVC CLING FILM MACHINE 
1. High transparent film  2. Automatic Four-shaft 
winder 3. AUtomatic mixer 

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

YAMATA MACHINERY, PT

YIZUMI PRECISION MOLDING TECHNOLOGY CO., L

A3-3418

A1-1402

PT. Yamata Machinery has been established 
from 2011 to provide the best solution to 
customers who need innovative product to 
improve production efficiency in plastic and 
rubber industry. Our products have Advantage 
of Reduce Cycle Time of change mold, Reduce 
Water, Electrical and Chemical Consumption 
of Cooling Tower, Speed Up mould Cooling 
Time, Speed up mold Cleaning Time, Centralize 
System for cooling and plastic material 
distribution for more efficient in plastic and 
rubber production line.

Yizumi is the professional injection molding 
machine manufacturer in China.And our 
product line is abundant including common 
use injection molding machine A5 series ,two 
platen machine,full-electrical machine ,Multi 
component injection molding machine ,high 
speed packaging injection molding machine.

KOSMEK QUICK CHUCK CHANGER
Quick change of Chuck Plate and Gate Cutter to 
reduce setup for Picker Robots. with Locating 
Function Repeatability 0.05mm, Available with 
payload : 5kg and 15kg

A5 SERIES STANDARD HIGH-END SERVO INJECTION 
MOLDING MACHINER
After successfully bringing servo machines to the 
market for years, mastering
advanced European and American technology 
from HPM Company and completely understanding 
customer needs through over-two-year market
research, YIZUMI develops a brand-new standard 
high-end servo injection
molding machine, A5 Series, based on IPD mode

LABOTEK DESICANT DRYER MOBILE (DDM)
DDM, is designed for the continuous drying of free 
flowing plastic raw materials in granulate form. 
Labotek Energy Saving System (LESS) has been 
designed to achieve ENERGY Savings and accurate 
temperature control with a dew point of <-35ºC, and 
final moisture content of 0.002% can be achieved 
(HT model).

FRIGEL ECODRY 3DK
Ecodry 3DK is a centralized closed-circuit adiabatic 
cooling system designed to replace the old cooling 
tower technology. WATER Saving -95%; ENERGY 
Saving -40%; MAINTENANCE Costs Saving -40%

PAC SERIES HIGH SPEED PACKAGING MACHINE
PAC series as the machine for thin-wall product,with 
fast injecition speed .

MIZUKEN CLEANER MACHINE
Mizuken machine use WATER & Pressure AIR to 
cleaning Scales and Rust in mold cooling channel, OIL 
Cooler, MTC Heater, Chiller,  Injection Water Jacket.

MOVACOLOR DOSING SOLUTION
30 years of experience in developing Accurate dosing 
equipment for the Plastics Industry. Gravimetric 
Dosing for Granule and Powder Color, Batch Blender, 
Liquid Dosing.

FF SERIES FULL-ELECTRIC INJECTION MOLDING 
MACHINE
FF series is our full-electric machine for clean and 
energy saving production.
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YO DEN ENTERPRISES CO.,LTD

YOKATTA MAKMUR PERKASA, PT

YONGCHAO MACHINERY, PT

D1-8117

A2-240

A3-3031

Manufacturer and designer of a well-
performed slitting machine, Yo Den is 
specialized in slitter rewinder and various 
converting equipment under strict quality 
control. Established in 1988, we own the 
group of Webcontrol providing roll slitting 
machine and rewinding machine for our valued 
customers across the world. Yo Den is your 
reliable manufacturer of slitting products.

pt yokatta makmur perkasa is a professional 
manufacturing company since 2007 with the 
trademark YTH.
we accept
- injection molding services with a machine 
capacity of up to 1000 tons
-  CNC  molding services with a machine 
capacity of up to 1.5 meters
- Industry of plastic seed resin
and our finished goods products under the YTH 
brand are various industrial plastic baskets/
containers for storage, houseware products, 
livestock equipment, agricultural equipment 
and others.

PT. Yongchao Machinery bergerak di bidang 
produksi pembuatan mesin plastik.  Sudah 
beroperasi lebih dari 10 tahun di Indonesia.
Perusahaan tersebut didirikan oleh Bapak 
Huang Xiao Jun. 
Sejak beroperasi sudah menghasilkan berbagai 
macam mesin plastik, diantaranya mesin 
potong, mesin lipat, mesin shopping bag, mesin 
blowing, mesin side seal dan lain-lain. Selain 
penjualan mesin, PT. Yongchao Machinery 
juga menyediakan sparepart untuk mesin 
plastik,baik mesin produksi dari kami ataupun 
dari luar.

SLITTING MACHINE
The SLIT-HSC series slitter is new compact type to 
save the working space. From the unwind side, the 
web is guided middle to the main machine, easy 
access to the slitting section and eliminates dust 
collection/hazarded steps. The slitter comes standard 
with razor cutters and groove roller configuration. 
A shear cutter system is offered as option for paper 
and other pressure sensitive materials. The machine 
uses three AC Vector Drives and has automatic 
tension on unwind and rewind controlled through 
easy-to-use PLC & MMI touch screen. Friction rings 
are used on rewind shafts to ensure the production of 
quality slit rolls when the film thickness varies.

PLASTIC INDUSTRY BASKETS/CONTAINERS
Producing various plastic baskets/containers which 
are very suitable for the bakery industry, fishing 
industry, garment laundry and retail/supermarket 
industries.
Each item has 3 qualities with the same size, weight 
and thickness but uses different raw materials to 
produce different qualities:
A . Original uses pure plastic seeds that have food 
grade quality
B. *Middle class* use plastic pellets that are already 
in a recycling process with moderate quality.
C . Low class uses plastic pellets that have been 
recycled several times with low quality between 
medium and original

MESIN POTONG PLASTIK
mesin potong plastik adalah alat yang digunakan untuk 
memotong berbagai jenis bahan plastik (PVC, PP, dan ABS)

SLITTING MACHINE
The SLIT-UHS series slitter is ideal for the serious 
slitting all types of flexible packaging materials 
as well as label stock & paper. The slitter comes 
standard with razor cutters and groove roller 
configuration. A shear cutter system is offered 
as option for paper and other pressure sensitive 
materials. The machine uses three AC Vector Drives 
and has automatic tension on unwind and rewind 
controlled through easy-to-use PLC & MMI touch 
screen. The machine features a vacuum roller that 
keeps the material stable during operation at high 
speeds 500m/min. Friction rings are used on rewind 
shafts to ensure the production of quality slit rolls 
when the film thickness varies.

MOLD MAKER & INJECTION SERVICES
now we are opening a workshop for service molding 
services, blowmold manufacturing services, injection 
plastic molds with our latest CNC machines and our 
experts with more than 30 years of experience. Our 
mold mechanics have proven quality. Nearly 70% 
of our injection products use our own self-made 
molding designs.

- injection service
Plastic Injection Services with a machine capacity of 
120 tons to 1000 tons.
The plastic materials we often inject are PP, ABS, 
HDPE, LDPE and both original and recycled materials.

SLITTING MACHINE
The SLIT-HSI series slitter is ideal for the serious 
slitting all types of flexible packaging materials 
as well as label stock & paper. The slitter comes 
standard with razor cutters and groove roller 
configuration. A shear cutter system is offered 
as option for paper and other pressure sensitive 
materials. The machine uses three AC Vector Drives 
and has automatic tension on unwind and rewind 
controlled through easy-to-use PLC & MMI touch 
screen. The machine features a vacuum roller that 
keeps the material stable during operation at high 
speeds 400m/min. Friction rings are used on rewind 
shafts to ensure the production of quality slit rolls 
when the film thickness varies.

PRODUCTION OF RECYCLED RESIN PLASTIC PELLETS
We have succeeded with our plastic products so 
that we use quite a large amount of plastic as raw 
material, here we ventured out and opened a new 
division since 2017, the production of recycled plastic 
pellets starts from collecting plastic waste to 
becoming ready-to-use plastic pellets, we manage 
everything ourselves, apart from for our own use we 
also sell several types of plastic pellets.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES
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YUYAO JINQIU PLASTIC MOULD CO.,LTD.

ZANECO SDN. BHD.

D2-9330

A1-1022 

JINQIU specialize in manufacture high 
precision plastic injection and blow mould, 
mainly  for Daily-chemical, Cosmetices, Food, 
Medicine and Industrual yield package. Such as 
plastic cap, bottle, jars, lotion pump, sprayer 
trigger and so on.
Company founded more than 30years, 
workshop area more than 10000℃ and have 
80workders. The annual capacity over than  
700sets high-precision plastic mould.
Mission: Do our best to satisfy our Customer
Service: Customer focus
Object: Build Brand with customer

Zaneco Sdn. Bhd. based in Keramat Pulai, Perak, 
specializes in compostable and biodegradable 
product production. With proprietary 
technology and full intellectual property, 
we create custom bioplastic compounds to 
replace traditional plastics. We also offer 
technical support and R&D collaboration to 
add value for our customers.

FLIPTOP CAP INJECTION MOULD
This is 28/410 fliptop cap mould, 1*24cavity and semi-
hot runner mould. core&cavity use good steel, mould 
can work on 250T machine

BIODEGRADABLE & COMPOSTABLE COMPOUND
“ Earthya™ ” is biodegradable and compostable 
bioplastic that can be broken down by 
microorganisms into carbon dioxide, biomass, and 
water in the commercial composting system leaving 
no toxic or visible residue to the environment. The 
compost material contains nutrients that can be used 
as a soil improver to nourish plants and crops, and 
support sustainable agricultural practices. 

TEMPER-PROOF CAP INJECTION MOULD
This is 38mm temper proof cap mould, 1*16cavity  and 
cold runner mould. core&cavity use good steel, mould 
can work on 160-200T machine

CALCIUM CARBONATE POWDER
Calcium Carbonate (CaCO 3) exists in nature as a 
white calcite mineral found in limestone and other 
rocks. Processed Calcium Carbonate takes several 
forms, including natural or stearic acid coated 
Calcium Carbonate powder and pre-dispersed slurry.

1L ENGINE BOTTLE BLOWING MOULD
This 1L volume engine bottle mould within auto-
delfahsing system. made in 4cavity and cavity use 
German2316 stianless steel, deflashing part is Alum

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

ZHANGJIAGANG CHUNQIU TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO. , LTD D2-9116

As a professional electrical system and 
flexible package machinery supplier in the 
field for more than 20 years, so far we are able 
to make all kinds of side seal bag machines, 
bottom seal bag machines for single layer 
film bags and 3-9 layer film extruders for 
food package, sanitary care package, barrier 
package and other printing lamination film. 
we have customers in Indonesia, Pakistan, Italy, 
Korea, Bangladesh, Vietnam, Ukraine who use 
our film extruders.

3 LAYER FILM EXTRUDER
the machine uses permanent magnet main motors 
which can save power about 10%. the Schneider 
inverters are used on the machine. the die is from 
Taiwan with very good quality, the air ring can use 
Syncro or Plast Control. the take up unit adopts 
European design and the back to back winders are 
same as W.H. from Germany. 

TOILET PAPER ROLL BAG MAKING MACHINE 
the machine adopts Delta system for mechanical and 
electrical controlling, the top speed can be around 
120 cuts per minute with best bag sealing and finest 
bag length controlling. 2 pieces of photo sensors 
are used for sealing and punch controlling, a singer 
winder is also available as optional if bags no need to 
be cut one by one.

DIAPER BAG MAKING MACHINE
the machine totally can make 3 types of diaper bags 
you can see in the market, including loop handle 
bag, strip handle bag and patch handle bag. it is a 
fully automatic and mature machine in technology 
from sheet to final bags, which can save labor and 
cost greatly.
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ZHANGJIAGANG ANDA MACHINERY CO.,LTD. D2-9408

Zhangjiagang Anda Machinery co., Ltd 
was established in 2013 and is located in 
Zhangjiagang city, Jiangsu province. Our 
factory covers an area of 3,000 square meters 
and we have more than 30 employees. Our 
main products include PVC Ceiling and Wall 
Panel Production Line, PVC Profile Production 
Line, PVC Edge Band Production Line, PVC Pipe 
Production Line, WPC Lovers Panel Production 
Line, PS Louvers Panel and Profile Production 
Line, UV coating machine and so on. 

PVC CEILING PANEL MACHINE
Anda PVC wall panel making machine adopt many 
world famous parts such as ABB frequency converter, 
Siemens motor, JC gear box, Schneider contactor and 
so on, as well as adopt PID control to guarantee the 
high efficiency of the production line. Our PVC wall 
panel making machine is made up of four parts, they 
are extruder, cooling table, hauling engine and cutting 
machine. It is used to produce PVC ceiling panel or 
PVC wall panel and they can be made in varies of 
specifications, like the width of 15cm, 20cm, 25cm, 
30cm, 60cm. 

WPC LOUVERS PANEL MACHINE
WPC fluted wall panel production line is used for 
making WPC fluted wall panel which is now a popular 
product applied in decoration. It could help the 
decoration more exquisite and improve a level.

WPC fluted wall panel making machine including for 
main parts, they are twin screw extruder, vacuum 
calibrator, hauling engine and cutting machine. Anda 
Machinery use world famous band of motor, engine, 
gearbox to produce and guarantee the quality of 
machine.

WPC PROFILE MAKING MACHINE
Plastic UPVC PVC WPC window and door profile 
making machine /PVC profile extrusion machine /
production line is used to produce various kind 
PVC profiles, such as PVC  skirting board, PVC door 
profile, PVC corner bead, PVC folding door profile,PVC 
moldings and so on. the surface of PVC  skirting board 
can be treated by  printing, lamination, which can 
make marble, wooden design on surface of product to 
match with pvc floor .

ZHEJIANG CHAMPION PLASTIC MACHINERY CO.,LTD D2-952

ZHEJIANG CHAMPION PLASTIC MACHINERY 
CO.,LTD is a national high-tech enterprise 
and pioneer specializing in the production 
of various high-performance plastic sheet 
extrusion production lines. The factory is 
located in the beautiful shore of TAIHU lake 
“CHANGXING” city. Construction area is 
more than 20000 square meters.   We have 
been committed to the development, design, 
research and production of various high-
quality sheet extrusion production lines.

PET THERMOFORMING SHEET EXTRUSION LINE
CHAMPION MACHINERY highly efficient parallel 
twin screw extruder for single layer sheet and 
co-extrusion extruders for multi-layer sheet. 
Different PET sheet extrusion production line can be 
customized according to customer requirements. 
Here we will show you the special PET sheet extrusion 
line for food packages sheet/thermoforming sheet 
production.

PP/PS SHEET EXTRUSION LINE
PP/PS sheet extrusion line made by CHAMPION 
MACHINERY can continuously make single layer sheet 
or multi-layers sheet. First-class control, simple 
operation system, better price..

PC/PMMA/PS/MS SOLID SHEET EXTRUSION LINE
CHAMPION MACHINERY supply high quality PC/
PMMA/PS/MS plastic sheet & plate extrusion line. 
Turnkey project for customers. Technology process, 
equipment operation training, efficient service, get 
the biggest support from CHAMPION manufacturer.

ZHEJIANG DONGTAI NEW MATERIALS CO., LTD.. D2-958

Zhejiang Dongtai New Materials CO.,LTD. 
located in national grade economic 
development zone-Zhejiang Quzhou Donggang 
economic development zone, focusing on 
the R&D and production of advanced new 
materials such as soluble high-end titanium 
dioxide and high-end white masterbatch, it is 
a national high-tech enterprise that provides 
customers with professional solutions.
Our products:Plastic grade TIO2,PP 
Masterbatch,PE Masterbatch,PET masterbatch

TITANIUM DIOXIDE
This product is a rutile titanium dioxide specially 
designed for plastic applications, It have high 
weather resistance, strong blue color tone, excellent 
coloring brightness and other properties. Its special 
surface treatment ensures that the product has good 
dispersion and anti-wetting performance, so that it 
has excellent processing fluidity and compatibility 
during plastic processing and application.

MASTERBATCH
This product is suitable for white coloring of PP, PE 
and  propylene ethylene copolymer extrusion, blow 
molding, injection molding and other products.
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ZHEJIANG HONGTIAN NEW MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

ZHEJIANG HUANGYAN YANJING MOULD CO., LTD

A1-154

D2-9423

We mainly produce environmental PVC CaZn 
stabilizer. We have independent R&D team. 
The products are widely used in wire&cables, 
pipe&fittings, CPVC, profiles, SPC&LVT floor, 
films, foam and transparent applications. Our 
CaZn stabilizer can completely replace lead 
salt and organic tin stabilizer. We break though 
the traditional technology to make excellent 
initial coloring, good dynamic and static 
stability, excellent processing performance, 
no precipitation, good lubrication balance, 
excellent 

There are nearly 300 employees, including 
more than 100 professional technicians 
and managers. The company has passed 
ISO 9001 quality management system, ISO 
14001 environmental management system 
certification, and implemented an ERP 
management system. The company has 
introduced more than 20 sets of high-
precision, multi-functional advanced 
equipment from home and abroad. There are 
more than 30 injection molding processing 
equipment. It has annual production capacity 
of more than 300 large sets

CAZN STABILIZER
The products are widely used in wire&cables, 
pipe&fittings, CPVC, profiles, SPC&LVT floor, films, 
foam and transparent applications. Our CaZn 
stabilizer can completely replace lead salt and 
organic tin stabilizer. We break though the traditional 
technology to make excellent initial coloring, good 
dynamic and static stability, excellent processing 
performance, no precipitation, good lubrication 
balance, excellent later stability and weather-
resistance. We have ISO9001, ISO14001 and REACH 
certificate.

AUTOMOTIVE INTERIOR PARTS BUMPER

AIR CONDITIONER

ZHEJIANG YANLI NEW MATERIALS CO., LTD (GSS) A1-114

Factory provides Stamping Foil and Laminate 
Panel.

STAMPING FOIL
For making ceilings

LAMINATE PANEL
For making ceilings
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HUANGYAN JINZHUO PLASTIC MOULD FACTORY

ZHEJIANG ZHONGYU SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

D2-9409

D2-9531

Jinzhuo Mould Factory, founded in 1995, is 
professional in manufacturing thin-walled hot 
runner mold and preform mold. Save valuable 
time for customers and provide high quality as 
a guarantee!

Main Products:
Hot runner thin wall mold such as:
Lunch box/ takeaway/ microwaveable food 
container mold
Milk tea cup mold
Plastic bowl mold
Cutlery mold
Preform mold

Main Services:
Technology solutions
Technology training
Free product design
Maintenance
Machinery, accessory and products sourcing

Zhejiang Zhongyu Science and Technology Co., Ltd. is the earliest professional company in China to produce in-mold 
labeling. The company now has 8 production lines , more than 100 sets of special production equipment for in-mold 
labeling. 

Our company has accumulated more than 12 years of professional in-mold labeling technology and more experienced 
printing management experience, and has passed ISO9001: 2000 international quality management system certification 
and ROHS standards

THIN WALL MOLD
Multi grid takeaway/microwaveable food container 
mold

Cycle time 5-6s
Mold life 10 million shots
High quality to produce transparant product

More detail information please inquire!

IN MOLD LABEL
IML solution available

PREFORM MOLD
we have 20+ years experience in produce high quality 
preform molf

ZHONGSHAN BOYU PRECISE MOULD MAKING CO.,LTD A3-3119

BoYu Precise Mould Making Co.,Ltd was 
founded at Fusha Town Zhongshan City 
Guangdong Province in April 2010,and passed 
ISO 9001 management system.

The company cover a area more than 
10000m2,R&D and management team total 
more than 30 persons,and skillful workers 
more than 120 persons.Also have set up sale 
sale service office at north,central and east 
China.

The company is focusing on R&D and 
manufacturing auto deflash blow moulds,and 
got utility patent on the auto deflashing 
system.

JERRYCAN BLOW MOULD
Top,bottom is 3D design,the body is classic cooling 
design.
Neck 3D print.
Separate cooling on neck,body and bottom.
High strength on product to pass top load and drop 
test.\t

LUBRICANT BOTTLE BLOW MOULD
Have rich experience of design and manufacture  
for lubricant bottle blow moulds for many famous 
brands.\t
3D cooling design for faster cycle time.\t PERSONAL CARE BOTTLE BLOW MOULD

Cavity is individual,center distance is adjustable.\t
Cooling design is separate for each cavity.\t\t\t\t\
t\t\t\t
Same volume,different shape of bottle is available in 
one mould.\t\t\t\t\t
3D cooling design.\t

EXHIBITING COMPANIES
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ZTECH PLASTIC MACHINERY TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD. D2-9429

Ztech Plastic Machinery Technology Co., Ltd. 
is a high-tech enterprise specializing in the 
design, researchand development, production, 
sales, and service of “high-quality bubble 
film machines”. Our productquality has been 
certified as a national high-tech product 
and is sold to markets in Europe, America, 
andSoutheast Asia.

AIR BUBBLE FILM MACHINE
The production capacity of the bubble film machine is very high.The packaging 
quality is very good.Easier operation process.

AIR BUBBLE WRAP MACHINE
5 layer bubble film’s thermal insulation effect is an improvement, which can be 
used to block sunlight.It is a novel environmental friendly thermal insulation 
material which is soft, light, and easy to install.

AIR BUBBLE WRAP MAKING MACHINE
2 layer bubble film is an excellent packing material because of its low cost 
nature and because its floppy bubble acts as a shockproof buffer to make 
sure that customers can get intact products and to prevent unnecessary loss. 
It is widely used in countless products including machine part, electric part, 
cosmetics, radiator and artistic sculptures.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES
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THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS

PT Pamerindo Indonesia is the leading trade fair organiser in Indonesia, established with the sole purpose of organising specialised trade exhibitions 
for the Indonesian market. The company has grown considerably and now regularly organises over 20 trade exhibitions in the following sectors: Beauty, 
Building & Construction, Electric & Power, Food & Hotel, Laboratory, Manufacturing, Mining, Plastics & Rubber, Oil & Gas sectors. Since its inception PT 
Pamerindo Indonesia has organised over 200 international trade exhibitions in Jakarta, Surabaya, and Bali. 
 
PT Pamerindo Indonesia is part of Informa Markets, a division of Informa plc. Informa Markets creates platforms for industries and specialist markets 
to trade, innovate and grow. Our portfolio is comprised of more than 550 international B2B events and brands in markets including Healthcare & 
Pharmaceuticals, Infrastructure, Construction & Real Estate, Fashion & Apparel, Hospitality, Food & Beverage, and Health & Nutrition, among others.
 
We provide customers and partners around the globe with opportunities to engage, experience and do business through face-to-face exhibitions, specialist 
digital content and actionable data solutions. As the world’s leading exhibitions organiser, we bring a diverse range of specialist markets to life, unlocking 
opportunities and helping them to thrive 365 days of the year.

For more information, please visit www.informamarkets.com

ABOUT THE ORGANISER

Media Partners:

Community Partner: Official Airlines Partner:Official Apparel: Industrial Estate Partner:

Sustainability Partners:

Association Partners:



      EVERY 
SMALL ACTION 
                MATTERS

Sustainability is not just a concept – it's a commitment. We are excited to introduce our 
sustainable acts that will be carried out with our vision for a greener and more responsible 
event experience. 

3. Waste Management Programme with Ecoloop 
As part of our commitment to sustainability, we will implement a Waste Management Programme aimed at reducing waste sent 
to landfills and promoting eco-friendly practices. We collaborate with Ecoloop to manage all waste generated during the event, 
including exhibitor booth construction waste, organic and non-organic waste at Plastics & Rubber Indonesia, for recycling 
purposes. This initiative covers the following activities:

Sustainability Acts at 
Plastics & Rubber Indonesia 2023    

Official EV Shuttle Partner

SHUTTLE BUS SERVICES
• Shuttle Bus Services to PRI 2023 is FREE OF CHARGE
• Points to JIEXPO, Kemayoran based on the schedule below:

• Shuttle Bus Station on JIEXPO: Drop off Trade Mall area 
• Schedule may be delayed and change according to conditions

TO JIEXPO

KIIC GIIC Arrive JIEXPO
9.00 9.30 11.00

FROM JIEXPO

Depart JIEXPO KIIC GIIC
16.00 17.30 18.00

1. EV Shuttle Bus by VKTR
As part of our commitment to reducing our carbon footprint, we’re introducing EV Shuttle Bus services provided by VKTR. Embrace 
the future of transportation as you journey to Plastics & Rubber Indonesia 2023 in style and sustainability. Let's make every ride 
count for a greener tomorrow!

2. Your Flight to Plastics & Rubber Indonesia 2023 Just Got Better with Singapore Airlines 
We are thrilled to announce that Singapore Airlines is the Official Airline Partner for Plastics & Rubber Indonesia 2023. As part of 
this programme, we offer a carbon offsetting initiative, contributing to a greener tomorrow with every flight you take.

15 - 18 November 2023
Jakarta International Expo, Kemayoran - Indonesia



How are 
Pamerindo's events

sustainable?
Pamerindo’s Events are powered by 
renewable energy making the 
electricity usage carbon neutral

We facilitate the discussion and 
knowledge on sustainability. Visit 
our website for more details

Digital adoption to reduce 
paper

We are carefully designing our 
feature areas to minimise the 
level of waste generated

Partner with different 
organization for sustainability 
business

Working with suppliers to focus 
on environmental impact

Promote reused items to 
participants eg. reused bottle, 
reused bag, reused pallet

Catering fresh and locally 
sourced

Hand in your lanyard
for reuse

Informa Better Stands,
working together to move away
from disposable stands

We upcycle and repurpose 
exhibition materials into creative 
interior design by collaborating 
with a local agency

www.pamerindo.com

Sustainable EventsOrganised by:



For exhibiting & visiting, please contact:

PT PAMERINDO INDONESIA
Menara Jamsostek
12th floor Unit TA-12-04
Jl. Jendral Gatot Subroto No. 38
Jakarta 12710, Indonesia
Tel: + 62 21 2525 320
E-mail: pri@pamerindo.com
Website: www.pamerindo.com

PROJECT TEAM:

Farah Alkatiri
Sales Manager
faradiba@pamerindo.com

Erlangga Muhammad
Event Manager
erlangga.muhammad@pamerindo.com

PR & MEDIA:

Rizki  Pratama
Marketing Communication Executive
rizki.pratama@pamerindo.com


